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MoI mulls incentives, facilities for foreign investors
Five years renewable residence Kuwait budget deficit for 

FY ’23-’24 to pass KD 5b
Oil average calculated at $70

KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31, (KUNA): The Ministry of Fi-
nance said that the expected deficit in the State’s general 
budget for the next fiscal year (2023-2024) is estimated at 
5.053 billion Kuwaiti dinars (about 16.3 billion US dol-
lars), after calculating the expected profits of indepen-
dent entities.

The Ministry of Finance added in a press statement Tuesday, that it 
submitted the draft budget to the National Assembly for deliberation and 

approval, indicating that the next budget will start on the first of April 
2023 and ends on March 31, 2024. 

It stated that the profits of the independent agencies affiliated with the State 
were estimated and calculated in the budget, which raises the percentage of the 
contribution of non-oil revenues (after including the revenues generated from 
the profits of independent entities), in the budget to 19 percent.

The Ministry explained that the break-even price reached $92 per barrel, 
while the average price per barrel in the budget was $70, which is a conserva-
tive rate, $10 less compared to the current fiscal year’s budget and about $15 
less than the current price in the global market.

KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: The Min-
istry of the Interior intends to grant 
foreign investors, regardless of their 
nationalities, as well as investment 
entities, privileges regarding their 
residency, workers and family mem-
bers in Kuwait, reports Al-Anba 
daily.

According to a decision that is be-
ing studied in preparation to be issued, 
the investor will be granted a multiple 
entry visa for a period of 6 months to 
finalize the procedures for licensing his 
investment entity.

The investor and employees of in-
vestment entities are also granted reg-
ular residence for a period of 5 years, 
renewable from the date of issuance of 
the license, with the possibility of stay-
ing outside Kuwait for managers of in-
vestment entities for a period exceeding 
6 months without obtaining permission 
for absence.

The decision, which is to be issued 
soon, includes allowing an entry visa 
for a commercial visit for those who 
are used by investment entities from 

specialized technical workers, and ex-
cluding them from the condition of 
obtaining a university degree, unless 
he is permitted temporary residence in 
accordance with Article 11 of Amiri 
Decree 17/1959 or converting the visit 
into a family residence.

According to the decision, inves-
tors and workers in investment entities 
who have regular residency will be al-
lowed to obtain an entry visa to join a 
family, as well as allowing investment 
entities to apply for an entry visa for 
several trips not exceeding one year 
and allowing its bearer to repeatedly 
enter the country through that visa 
without being restricted to a period of 
stay inside the country from the date 
of entry.

Moreover, investment entities will 
also be allowed to apply for entry vi-
sas for nationalities that are prohibited 
from entering, after conducting an audit 
and obtaining security permission from 
the competent authority in accordance 
with the established rules and prin-
ciples.

It stated that the total estimat-
ed revenues amounted to 19.4 
billion dinars (about 62.2 billion 
dollars), while the estimated oil 
revenues amounted to 17.1 bil-
lion dinars (about 56 billion dol-
lars), while the estimated non-oil 
revenues amounted to 2.2 billion 
dinars (about 7.2 billion dollars).

It indicated that the total es-
timated expenditures amounted 
to 26.2 billion dinars (about 
85.7 billion dollars), explaining 
that the increase in expendi-
tures includes covering previous 
deficits related to the dues of the 
Ministry of Electricity and Wa-
ter and the Ministry of Oil, and 
the cash allowance for buying 
earned leave from workers in the 
public sector.

The Ministry of Finance said 
that the state is following a tight 
plan to gradually increase non-
oil revenues over the coming 
years, in addition to reforms to 
ration and rationalize expendi-
tures and increase spending ef-
ficiency, which will gradually 
come into effect.

It indicated that despite the 
increase in expenditures due to 
mostly non-recurring items, one 
of the most prominent positive 
indicators in the next budget is 
the rise in the contribution of 
non-oil revenues (after includ-
ing revenues from the profits of 
independent entities) to 19 per-
cent for the first time, as a result 
of decisions taken to improve 
state revenues and maximize 
savings.

Expenses
It explained that the budget 

for the next fiscal year is an 
unusual budget, as it is loaded 
with non-recurring expenses 
and accrued entitlements from 
previous years, including the 
payment of accumulated dues to 
the Ministry of Electricity and 
Water about 745 million dinars 
(about 2.4 billion dollars) and 
the Ministry of Oil amounts to 
319 million dinars (about 1 bil-
lion dollars).

It pointed out that among the 
expenses is also the cost of the 
expected increase in the quanti-
ties of fuel consumed to operate 
the electric power production 
stations, the rise in oil and fuel 
prices for local consumption and 
distribution, as well as covering 
the costs of residential areas (Al-
Mutlaa City - South Abdullah Al-
Mubarak - South Khaitan) and the 
infrastructure and public facilities 
for the housing project south of 
Saad Al-Abdullah City about  586 
million dinars (about 1.9 billion 
dollars) to estimate 21,815 jobs 
for new appointments.

The Ministry of Finance also 
stated that one of the most prom-
inent elements of the increase 
in expenditures is covering the 
cash allowance for the sale of 
the leave balance of workers in 
the public sector, amounting to 
481 million dinars (about $1.5 
billion).

It stated that it had set con-
servative expectations for oil 
revenues, as the average price 
of a barrel in the budget is $70, 
which is a conservative rate, $10 
less compared to the current fis-
cal year’s budget, and about $15 
less than the current price in the 
global market, which leads to 
this expected deficit in the bud-
get.

It emphasized the keenness to 
load the budget with structural 
financial reforms, including 
calculating the profits of inde-
pendent entities in the budget, 
indicating that the State today is 
following a tight plan to gradu-
ally increase non-oil revenues 
over the coming years, in addi-
tion to reforms to legalize and 
rationalize expenditures, which 
will gradually enter into force 
to meet financial and economic 
challenges and hedge against 
any emergency.

KUWAIT CITY: His Highness the 
Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah will patronize the 
Kuwaiti fl ag hoisting ceremony at 
Bayan Palace on Wednesday.

His Highness the Crown Prince 
Sheikh Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber 
Al-Sabah will represent His High-
ness the Amir during the ceremony 
held at 10:00 am local-time. (KUNA)

❑      ❑      ❑

KUWAIT CITY: His Highness the 
Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah sent a cable of con-
gratulations on Monday to the Jor-
danian King Abdullah bin Hussain 
on his birthday, wishing him good 
health, and prosperity for his country 
and people.

In the cable, His Highness the Amir 
also praised the bilateral ties between 
the two friendly countries. 

His Highness the Crown Prince 
Sheikh Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber 
Al-Sabah sent a cable of congratula-
tions Monday to the Jordanian King 
Abdullah II bin Hussain on his birth-
day, wishing him good health and 
prosperity for his country. 

His Highness the Prime Minister 
Sheikh Ahmad Nawaf Al-Ahmad 
Al-Sabah sent a cable of congratu-
lations Monday to the Jordanian 
King Abdullah II bin Hussain on 
his birthday, wishing him good 
health and prosperity for his country. 
(KUNA)

❑      ❑      ❑

KUWAIT CITY: Kuwait’s Foreign 
Ministry expressed its strong con-
demnation and denunciation of the 
suicide bombing that targeted a 
mosque in the Pakistani city of Pesha-
war, which left scores of people dead 
and wounded.

In a press statement Monday even-
ing, the ministry underlined Kuwait’s 
principled and fi rm stance in rejection 
of the targeting of places of worship 
and all forms of terrorism and ex-
tremism. (KUNA)

❑      ❑      ❑

TOKYO: Japanese Prime Minister 
Fumio Kishida and Qatari Foreign 
Minister Sheikh Mohammad Bin 
Abdurrahman Al-Thani on Tues-
day agreed to further strengthen bilat-
eral relations in various areas, such as 
politics, economy and security.

As well, both sides agreed to fur-
ther strengthen relations in the energy 
sector, including clean energy, Ja-
pan’s Foreign Minister said. (KUNA)

❑      ❑      ❑

JERUSALEM: U.S. Secretary of 
State Antony Blinken urged Israel 
and the Palestinians on Monday to 
ease tensions following a spike in 
violence that has put the region on 
edge. The bloodshed has alarmed the 
Biden administration as it attempts 
to fi nd common ground with Israeli 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netan-
yahu’s new right-wing government.

Yet aside from appeals for de-es-
calation and restraint, Blinken did not 
publicly offer any particular ideas for 
calming the situation and it was not 
immediately clear from his meeting 
with Netanyahu that the administra-
tion would be proposing any. Blinken 
will meet Tuesday with Palestinian 
leader Mahmoud Abbas. (AP)

THE Public Authority for Man-
power (PAM) has recently issued 
a decision to suspend the files of 
companies that are late in paying 
the salaries of their workers.

This is good, but PAM must look 
into the reasons why the compa-
nies were late in paying their em-
ployees.

Most of these companies are 
bound by contracts with minis-
tries and the latter have, for many 
months, not fulfilled their financial 
obligations towards these compa-
nies.

How will the companies pay 
salaries of their workers if they do 
not get their money? 

… Yet, tomorrow is another 
day.

Zahed Matar

Newswatch

Day by Day

Opinion

By Ahmed Al-Jarallah 
Editor-in-Chief, the Arab Times

WHEN an official is on the field to follow 
up with sincerity the mission entrusted to 
him, the results will be good, even if there 
are some mistakes that can be avoided. 
However, when things are left to advisors 
and junior employees, the results will un-
doubtedly be disastrous.

In this regard, one can refer to the story 
of the Ottoman Sultan Suleiman the Mag-
nificent, who was distinguished for not 
relying on advisors, and for following up 
the affairs of the state closely. During his 
reign, the Ottoman Empire reached the 
height of its prosperity and expansion.

As an indication of his skill, it is nar-
rated that the Sultan had assigned an en-
gineer Sinan to demolish one of his old 
palaces and construct a new one in its 
place. He visited the place on an almost 
daily basis, and he noticed that Sinan did 
not use the same workers for demolition 
and construction processes.

Out of curiosity, Suleiman the Mag-
nificent summoned Sinan and asked him, 
“Why didn’t you use the same workers 
for both the demolition and construction 
processes?” The engineer replied, “There 
are people who are good at destruction, 
and others who are good at reconstruction. 
Whoever is fit for destruction is not fit for 
construction.” The Sultan was impressed 
with the wisdom of the engineer and ap-
pointed him as his advisor. This phrase 
opened many doors for Suleiman the Mag-
nificent, because he realized that some 
people may have a certain competence, but 
they do not enjoy it with sophistication and 
craftsmanship that qualifies them to man-
age the facility that they take over. They 
become mere employees who receive or-
ders from others, including those who may 
be less educated than them.

Suleiman the Magnificent did not both-
er about the nationality, religion, and be-
lief of Engineer Sinan. In no time, Sinan 
became the architect of the Ottoman ur-
ban renaissance in the 16th century. Some 
of the buildings he built are still standing 
to this day.

This applies to most countries that hired 
foreigners to implement its development 
projects. For example. the UAE today has 
a developed infrastructure, as well as the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, which is today 
building the city of Neom that is a cross-
border Saudi project on an area of 26,500 
square kilometers. There is also Qatar, 
which worked to rebuild the state within 
ten years. These countries and many others 
worked on all the factors that could make 
them a developmental force, and did not 
stop at the ghutra, the headband, the dish-
dasha, and the citizen’s complex.

We have to admit that it is not possible 
to run institutions with people who have 
been tested more than once and who are 
more destructive than constructive, to the 
extent that some ministers and officials 
are recycled dozens of times as if they are 
the golden boys.

While others did not stop at this matter, 
a different administration is needed than 
the one that failed and seeks to cover its 
incompetence by spreading corruption, 
wastas, family, tribal and sectarian protec-
tion, bribery and neglect of public money.

If we had an architect like Sinan and 
he saw our infrastructure and roads, in the 
absence of follow-up from the executive 
officials, he would have demolished all of 
Kuwait and built it anew. However, all of 
this still needs guidance, management, 
determination and personalities, and get-
ting rid of the “golden boy” complex-
ity and “flatteries.” Managing a state is a 
great task for only those who know the 
meaning of the homeland as a refuge that 
can neither be abandoned, nor be left in 
the wind of whims and personal interests.

Email: ahmed@aljarallah.com

Follow me on:

ahmedaljarallah@gmail.com

O leadership  … Sinan’s advice to Suleiman ‘the Magnifi cent’:
Some are good for building and others for destroying

Members of the Iraqi National Band for Musical Heritage play traditional music at a session in the Iraqi Na-
tional Theatre in Baghdad, Monday, Jan. 30, 2023. (AP)

Transparency International issues global report

NBK lauds bank’s performance

Kuwait drops on corruption index
BERLIN, Jan 31, (Agencies): Most of the world 
continues to fail to fight corruption with 95% of 
countries having made little to no progress since 
2017, a closely watched study by an anti-graft or-
ganization found Tuesday.

Transparency International’s 2022 Corruption 
Perceptions Index (CPI), which scores 180 coun-
tries and territories by their perception of public 
sector corruption according to experts and busi-
nesspeople, also found that governments ham-
pered by corruption lack the capacity to protect 
the people, while public discontent is more likely 
to turn into violence.

Kuwait fell on the Corruption Perceptions In-
dex  for the year 2022 by one degree (from 43 to 
42 percent) compared to the 2021 index, which 
resulted in Kuwait’s ranking dropping 4 places, as 
it fell from 73 to 77 globally.

The Kuwaiti Transparency Society announced 
the annual report prepared by Transparency In-
ternational, where Kuwait ranked seventh in the 
Arab world after the UAE, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, 
Oman, Jordan and Bahrain, which is the same as 
its Arab ranking in the previous report.

Many of the countries comprising the Gulf Co-
operation Council (GCC), a political and economic 
union including the UAE (67), Qatar (58), Saudi 
Arabia (51), Bahrain (44) and Oman (44) are also 
declining on this year’s CPI. After the Arab Spring, 
the Gulf states have turned to hyper-nationalism 
and further repressions of civic space. Without 
channels for civic participation and easy access 
to information, the public is left out of decision-
making and without avenues to drive social change.

“Corruption has made our world a more dan-
gerous place. As governments have collectively 
failed to make progress against it, they fuel the 
current rise in violence and conflict - and endanger 
people everywhere,” said Delia Ferreira Rubio, 
the chairperson of Transparency International.

IMF projects growth
decline in Mideast
WASHINGTON, Jan 31, 
(Agencies): The outlook for 
the global economy is grow-
ing slightly brighter as China 
eases its zero-COVID policies 
and the world shows surpris-
ing resilience in the face of 
high inflation, elevated interest 
rates and Russia’s ongoing war 
against Ukraine.

That’s the view of the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, which now 
expects the world economy to 
grow 2.9% this year. That forecast 
is better than the 2.7% expansion 
for 2023 that the IMF predicted in 
October, though down from the 
estimated 3.4% growth in 2022.

The IMF, a 190-country 
lending organization, foresees 
inflation easing this year, a re-
sult of aggressive interest rate 
hikes by the Federal Reserve 
and other major central banks. 
Those rate hikes are expected 
to slow the consumer demand 
that has driven prices higher. 
Globally, the IMF expects 
consumer inflation to fall from 
8.8% last year to 6.6% in 2023 
and 4.3% in 2024.

“Global conditions have im-
proved as inflation pressures 
started to abate,” the IMF chief 
economist, Pierre-Olivier Gou-
rinchas, said at a news conference 
in Singapore. “The road back to 
a full recovery with sustainable 
growth, stable prices and prog-
ress for all has only started.” 

Growth in the Middle East and 
Central Asia is projected to de-
cline from 5.3 percent in 2022 to 
3.2 percent in 2023, with a down-
ward revision of 0.4 percentage 
point since October, mainly at-
tributable to a steeper-than-ex-
pected growth slowdown in Saudi 
Arabia, from 8.7 percent in 2022 
(which was stronger than expect-
ed by 1.1 percentage points) to 2.6 
percent in 2023, with a negative 
revision of 1.1 percentage points. 
The downgrade for 2023 reflects 
mainly lower oil production in 
line with an agreement through 
OPEC+ (Organization of the 
Petroleum Exporting Countries, 
including Russia and other non-
OPEC oil exporters), while non 
oil growth is expected to remain 
robust.

— Details Page 8 — 
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Fajr  ........ 05:17
Sunrise ..  06:38
Zohr .......  12:01

Asr .......... 15:03
Maghrib .. 17:24
Isha  ........ 18:42

 Prayer Timings
Expected weather for the next 
24 hours:

By Day: Mild and partly cloudy 
and chance of rain will decrease 
gradually with light to moderate 
northwesterly wind to light vari-
able wind with speeds of 10-32 
km/h with a chance for light fog 

forming at night.
By Night: Cold and partly 

cloudy with light to moderate 
northwesterly wind to northeast-
erly wind with speeds of 08-28 
km/h with a chance for scattered 
light rain and a chance for light 
fog forming over some areas.

Station Max Exp Min Rec
Kuwait City 22 17
Kuwait Airport 25 15
Abdaly 23 16
Jahra 24 15
Salmiyah 19 17
Ahmadi 21 17
Nuwaisib 25 16

Weather 

WINTER VACCINATION APPOINTMENT: https://eservices.moh.gov.kw/SPCMS/VaccinateAppointmentsRequesten.aspx

Industry in revival after COVID crisis

Major increase in sales of Kuwaiti travel and tourism agencies
KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: The sales of travel 
and tourism agencies in Kuwait increased by 
about 75 percent during the year 2022 to KD 
276.71 million from KD 157.83 million in 
2021, reports Al-Rai daily quoting informed 
sources.

They explained that the revenues of the 
travel and tourism agencies increased dur-
ing the past year by about 338 percent to KD 
276.7 million from KD 63.22 million in 2020 
when the COVID-19 crisis hit various coun-
tries of the world including Kuwait. The crisis 
had caused the shutdown of the airport and 
quarantine procedures imposed on arriving 
passengers. It also led to a signifi cant drop in 
the air traffi c despite discounts on fl ight tick-
ets and hotels in various destinations, which 
threatened many travel and tourism offi ces 
with bankruptcy and failure, and resulted in 
the dismissal of a large number of their em-
ployees.

The trend of the travel agency sales index 

in Kuwait was upward from January 2021 un-
til the end of December 2022, with the fading 
of the COVID-19 crisis and the opening of the 
appetite of citizens and residents to travel after 
long periods of interruption.

Despite this big jump in sales in 2022 and 
2021 compared to 2020, it is still about ten 
percent lower than the 2019 level when it was 
about KD 308.18 million. The offi ce revenues 
were at their peak at that time with a great de-
mand for travel before the COVID-19 crisis 
caused a shock to the entire travel and tourism 
sector.

These numbers are clear evidence of the mar-
ket’s recovery and that it is regaining its mo-
mentum, with the great desire of Kuwaitis and 
residents to travel. It is expected that the sales 
numbers in 2023 will exceed what they were 
before COVID-19 crisis in 2019.

The sources revealed that the number of trav-
el agencies in Kuwait is 430, and the monthly 
losses of these offi ces during COVID-19 crisis 

were approximately KD 34 million.
They indicated that the demand for travel 

would increase next month, coinciding with the 
national holidays that will fall on February 25, 
26 and 27, adding that the momentum will be 
on nearby destinations due to the short dura-
tion of the vacation, such as Turkey, Dubai and 
Cairo.

The Directorate General of Civil Aviation 
(DGCA) had earlier announced that the total 
passenger traffi c at Kuwait International Air-
port from the beginning of 2022 to the end of 
September 2023 was about 8.2 million, with 
4.3 million departures and 3.8 million arriv-
als. The total fl ight movement to and from the 
airport during this period was about 68,621 
fl ights.

DGCA also reported that the passenger traf-
fi c at the Kuwait International Airport during 
the New Year’s holidays from December 29 to 
January 1 was about 138,356 passengers, com-
pared to 96,441 passengers last year.

‘UNSC to discuss sanctions’

‘Beware unstable weather’

The United Nations Security Council in 
March will discuss sanctions imposed 
on three Kuwaiti nationals, after the UN 
Ombudsman submitted his initial report 
on the matter, a Kuwaiti offi cial revealed 
on Monday.

The matter is being handled with ex-
treme urgency by the Foreign Ministry, 
Assistant Foreign Minister for Devel-
opment and International Cooperation 
Hamad Al-Masha’an told reporters.

Both the Foreign Minister Sheikh Sa-
lem Abdullah Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and 
Deputy Minister Mansour Al-Otaibi are 
committed to lifting the sanctions, add-
ed the offi cial.

Al-Mashaan made the remarks on the 
fringes of his attendance of an Austral-
ian Embassy event held to mark Aus-
tralia Day.

In regards to Kuwait’s bilateral rela-
tions with Australia, the offi cial said both 

countries are bound by 11 agreements 
since the launch of their diplomatic ties 
in 1974.

Over 500 Kuwaitis receive their high-
er education in Australia, while joint in-
vestments on both sides exceed USD 
16 billion, particularly in the oil and in-
vestment industries, he explained.

Australia also remains one of Ku-
wait’s food security sources, he added, 
mentioning the role it played during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

During the event, Australia’s Ambas-
sador to Kuwait Melissa Kelly spoke of 
the importance of these relations, which 
were founded on three main pillars, 
namely food security, investment and 
education.

She also applauded steps taken by 
Kuwait’s Foreign Ministry to make her 
feel welcome in the country since as-
suming offi ce six months ago. (KUNA)

The Meteorological Department has 
issued a “weather warning” about 
“activity in southeast winds that may 
exceed 70 kilometers per hour, caus-
ing dust, with a probability of sporadic 
rain, sometimes accompanied by 

thunder, and lead to sea waves rising 
to more than 7 feet,” reports Al-Rai 
daily.

The Met department said the next 18 
hours are crucial from 9:15 am Tuesday 
until 3:15 pm Wednesday.

 KUNA photo
Ambassador Hamad Al-Masha’an and Ambassador Melissa Kelly during the cake-

cutting ceremony.

Photo by Samer Shaqair
Kuwaiti fl ags fl uttering in the high winds as the country was engulfed in dust on 

Tuesday.

Exam cheats hot on agenda
Israeli attacks, Qur’an burning condemned

By Saeed Mahmoud Saleh
Arab Times Staff

KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: MP Hamad Al-
Matar has submitted a request to hold a 
special session on Feb 9 to discuss cheating 
in exams and leakage of exam questions.

A total of 10 lawmakers, including Al-Matar, signed 
the request. These lawmakers urged the government to 
present its strategy in addressing the issue; in addition 
to relevant details like the number of cheating cases in 
the last fi ve years, factors leading to cheating and action 
taken by the Ministry of Education to solve the problem. 

Other items in the agenda of the requested session are as 
follows:

● Proposal of MP Abdulkareem Al- Kandari to impose 
penalties on those  who violated the exam regulations;

● Proposal to assign the Education, Culture and Guid-
ance Affairs Committee to investigate the cheating issue.

The lawmakers said Minister of Education, Higher Ed-
ucation and Research Ahmed Abdulwahab Al-Adwani 
should attend the session.

Meanwhile, Undersecretary of the Inter-Parliamentary 
Union MP Thamer Al-Suwait condemned the Israeli attacks 
on the Palestinians in Jenin, as well as the burning of copies 
of the Holy Quran. 

Al-Suwait made the statement on the sidelines of the 17th 
session of the Parliamentary Union of the Organization of 
Islamic Cooperation (OIC) member countries in Algeria. 

He confi rmed the discussion of a number of important 
issues at the session, such as the challenges that the Islamic 
countries are currently facing and development. He clarifi ed 
the talks on development focused on human resources rath-
er than material resources.  He stressed that Kuwait fully 
supports all Islamic issues. 

Al-Suwait headed the Kuwaiti parliamentarian delega-
tion consisting of Secretary of the union MP Muhammad 
Al- Mahan, Treasurer MP Hamad Al-Obaid and member 
MP Shuaib Shaaban; in addition to MP Hamdan Al-Azmi 
representing the Arab Parliament. 

Convicted
In another development, MP Adel Al-Damkhi submitted 

a bill on adding an article to Penal Code number 16/1960; 
stating that whoever is convicted of spying regardless of the 
method used and with the aim of breaching the privacy of 
others will be imprisoned for six months maximum or fi ned 
KD50 maximum depending on the complaint of the victim. 

MP Abdulkareem Al-Kandari forwarded queries to Min-
ister of Defense Sheikh Talal Khalid Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah 
about the deal for purchasing drones. He pointed out this 
deal is being settled at a critical time, considering the res-
ignation of the government and absence of the Kuwait Air 
Force commander. 

He asked about the companies that were invited to the bid-
ding, if the relevant procedures were followed, if the required 
approvals were obtained, if the tender was fl oated as one 
including the fi nancial and technical offers, if the qualifi ed 
companies were announced, if the drones were tested to make 
sure they are suitable to the Kuwaiti climate, and certifi cates 
signed by three offi cers showing the result of the tests. 

He requested for copies of the minutes of the Supreme 
Defense Council’s meeting when the deal was approved, 
decision of the Directorate General of Civil Aviation to al-
low testing the drones the country, footages of the testing 
and number of fl ying hours. 

He asked if the ministry visited the manufacturer and de-
manded for copies of the minutes of the meetings between 
the ministry and manufacturer if the response is in the af-
fi rmative. 

He also inquired if the committee tasked to seal the deal 
consists of experts in the fi eld, names of committee mem-
bers, their qualifi cations and experience.

Moreover, the Secretariat General of the Assembly is-
sued a copy of the National Assembly Law in braille for the 
blind.  It confi rmed that the issuance of this edition is in line 
with the decision of the Assembly Offi ce. 

The Secretariat General started the translation of legisla-
tive sessions into sign language on Jan 10 in order for the 
deaf to follow up and attend the sessions, stressing all these 
are part of the commitment to care for people with special 
needs.

Lastly, Assembly Speaker Ahmed Al-Saadoun sent ca-
bles to his Pakistani counterpart Raja Pervais Asharaf and 
Senate President Muhammad Sadiq Sanjrani to express 
condolences over the victims of the suicide bombing in a 
mosque in Beshawer. He prayed that Allah Almighty will 
have mercy on the victims and wished speedy recovery for 
the injured.

‘Nation of whims and moods,
with no solid economic plan’

By Ahmad alsarraf

In October 2021, the Council of 
Ministers sent a letter to the head 

of the Government Performance Fol-
low-up Agency, requesting him to as-
sign the Kuwait Investment Authority 
to study the feasibility of establishing 
a closed govern-
ment company 
to establish, 
manage and 
operate public 
storage areas 
for foodstuffs, 
medicines, and 
others, and to 
provide the 
agency with a 
response within 
6 months.

Sixteen months have passed since 
the above decision, and there is no in-
dication on the horizon that there is 
an intention or decision to establish a 
company or companies that provide 
the market’s urgent needs for storage 
areas.

Instead, Agility was demanded to 
vacate its warehouses and hand them 
over to the Public Authority for In-
dustry, so that the government can 
replace the company and collect the 
rent difference for itself, instead of 
Agility, which manages these spaces 
with valid legal contracts.

That is why we have seen that gov-
ernment agencies recently becom-
ing reluctant to move, restrain the 
company and remove stores from its 
management, after its legal and ad-
ministrative sources informed them 
that the Industry Authority court rul-
ings might be issued against it in the 
future because of its arbitrary imple-
mentation of eviction orders, and it 
may have to pay millions of dinars to 
the company, in the form of compen-
sation

We all know that the government 

can do whatever it wants, if it “de-
sires”, but we are not accustomed to 
this cruelty and arbitrariness of our 
governments in implementing orders, 
which are more aware than others of 
their illegality.

We repeat that the government has 
tens of millions of meters of unex-
ploited land suitable for various uses, 
and it can either offer it for sale, or 
hand it over to companies to make it 
usable, while building all services, 
using the BOT system, or establishing 
joint stock or government companies 
to manage it in a win-win commercial 
manner.

In conclusion, until now, 60 years 
after the promulgation of the consti-
tution, we do not know whether we 
are a socialist or a capitalist country? 
Is the trade managed by the public or 
private sector?

It is funny to repeat the saying that 
the government is with the welfare 
of the citizen, and with the encour-
agement of the private sector, but of-
ten things do not seem to be moving 
in this direction.

Raising the rents of state property, 
which we have always called for, is 
too high and beyond the capacity of 
many, and they will benefi t from the 
pocket of the citizen or the consumer, 
or the benefi ciary of the service, by 
raising the prices of every material 
and service.

Also, the government recently re-
duced the profi t rate for drug import-
ers by 5%, at the same time it raised 
the rents of state property, and the 
Central Bank raised the discount rate 
by half a percent.

I am not against these measures but 
they clearly show that we are a nation 
of whims and moods, and not follow-
ing the path of integrated economic 
plan.

❑     ❑     ❑

e-mail: a.alsarraf@alqabas.com.kw
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Other Voices

‘Law for all nationalities’

KAC to expand services

French embassy clarifi es
on ‘house workers’ fees

20 new destinations on cards

KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: In response to a 
report published on Thursday, January 26 
about France imposing fees on domestic 
workers who accompany families (em-
ployers), the Embassy of France in Kuwait 
clarifi ed that domestic workers fall within 
the category of employed persons working 
in the private sector according to the French 
Labor Law, reports Al-Qabas daily.

In an exclusive press statement, an offi -
cial at the embassy explained that, “When 
a person is hired in France, it is necessary 
to declare the salary for social security and 
then pay the due contributions according 
to the number of working hours, the total 
salary period and the employment period 
based on the work contract. The subscrip-
tion fee depends on the number of working 
hours for the employee, the total net salary 
paid to him and the period of employment.

A domestic worker falls within the 
scope of the employees, as she works for 
the sponsor, and has a salary and a pe-
riod of employment based on her work 
contract. Therefore, the sponsor must pay 
her social security, a condition that was 
recently applied to all domestic workers 
accompanying the sponsors.

Budget
These fees are included in the state 

budget and are applicable in many Euro-
pean countries. These fees do not apply 
only to Kuwaitis, but to all nationalities.

This rule applies to all employers in the 
private sector, regardless of their national-

ity or the nationality of their employees, 
and therefore does not apply in particular 
to Kuwaiti citizens.

This procedure has been in force for 
several years. When applying for a visa for 
a domestic worker, all sponsors sign a no-
tice pledging to respect these procedures.”

Payment
The offi cial affi rmed that the embassy 

highlighted its keenness, in coordination 
with the French authorities, to give a re-
minder about this obligation when issuing 
visas to accompanying persons by insert-
ing an information notice in their passport.

He said, “The French authorities may 
request proof of payment of social security 
contributions (fees) by the employer upon 
arrival in France or during residence. Veri-
fying the completion of these mandatory 
formalities protects Kuwaitis from any 
problems in France. The fees are insurance 
for workers, irrespective of whether they 
are Kuwaitis or others.”

The embassy stressed that there are no 
restrictions regarding the number of ac-
companying persons, but the employees 
must travel with their sponsors.

Last week, the daily had published in 
its article on Thursday, January 26, citi-
zens’ complaints about the fees imposed 
by France on their domestic workers who 
travel with them to French territory. The 
fees amount to about 33 euros (about KD 
10) each day the worker spends there, which 
is equivalent to KD 300 per month.

KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: In order to meet 
the needs of customers, and to give them 
wide options to visit various countries of 
the world, Kuwait Airways Corporation 
has announced the destinations that will be 
operated in 2023, reports Al-Qabas daily.

Director of the Operational Lines Net-
work Planning and Distribution Depart-
ment at KAC Shurouq Al-Awadhi said, 
“The year 2023 will witness the launch of 
20 destinations around the world by Ku-
wait Airways. It will operate fl ights to Bu-
dapest in Hungary from the month of June 
with two fl ights per week, and to Malaga 
in Spain with three fl ights per week.

Kuwait Airways will have two fl ights 
per week to Sarajevo in Bosnia, two fl ights 
per week to Mykonos in Greece, one fl ight 
per week to Athens, and three fl ights per 
week to Vienna in Austria.

It will also have two fl ights per week 
to Nice in France, two fl ights per week to 
Antalya in Turkey, three fl ights per week to 
Trabzon in Turkey, three fl ights per week to 
Bodrum in Turkey, three fl ights per week to 
Sharm El-Sheikh in Egypt, two fl ights per 
week to Salalah in Oman, and three fl ights 
per week to Izmir in Turkey.

Furthermore, the national carrier will 
launch three fl ights per week to Alexan-
dria in Egypt, starting from March.”

Al-Awadhi added that Kuwait Airways 
has added a number of new cities to its 
winter fl ight schedule from October this 
year, namely Barcelona in Spain, Berlin 
in Germany, and Abha, Al-Ula, Taif and 
Qassim in Saudi Arabia.

❑     ❑     ❑

Final verdict awaited: The Legal Advice 
and Legislation Department has confi rmed 
the continuation of the tenure of a Munici-
pal Council member accused of bribery 
pending the fi nal verdict on the Fintas felo-
nies case, reports Al-Qabas daily.

In a letter addressed to the Council, the 
department pointed out that it is inadmis-
sible to regard the member as resigned for 
being absent for more than fi ve consecu-
tive sessions due to his pretrial detention, 
given that the absence in this case is be-
yond his control.

The department also affi rmed that the 
member can attend meetings of the Coun-
cil and its committees, as well as exercise 
his powers, if he is released during or after 
investigations, pending his trial. Thamer Al-Suwait Hamad Al-Matar
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A DIGEST OF PUBLIC OPINION

diwaniya
‘Problems ... when Kuwait is seen as country of abundant wealth’
“EVERY true lover of Kuwait feels the enormity of the problems we 
live in. Our streets are damaged, and so our major projects are on a roller 
coaster, it will be a disaster if they are disrupted or stopped, and more than 
a disaster if they are completed and do not generate money and fi nancial 
resources, rather we will pay double the costs,” columnist Sami Abdul 
Latif Al-Nisf wrote for Annahar daily.

“The fi rst is double the cost of construction and building material, and 
the second is double the annual operating cost, at a 
time when the price of oil will drop sooner rather 
than later according to the well-known economic 
sources.

“In fact the private sector, the natural alternative 
to oil revenues, is suffocating and breathing its last 
with the closure of the country and its displacement, 
and bloody obstacles that are put in front of it in-
stead of welcoming investors.

“All these problems have surfaced at a time when 
the world see Kuwait is still as a country of abun-
dant wealth, small area and limited population, 
which qualifi es it to achieve and compete with the 
Western Asia hawks and the tigers of its East Asia.

“However, the reality shows the exact opposite until the prestigious 
British magazine The Economist called us in its latest issue ‘The Sick 
Man of the Gulf’, and it is known that the disease may be a prelude to 
inevitable death.

“The main and only reason for our misery and failure is that, unlike 
our neighbors and the productive countries in the world, we do not 
choose intelligent, competent and honest people to manage the institu-
tions, companies and government agencies in order for the country to 
succeed.

“Rather, we often choose those who are experts in disrupting the devel-
opment machinery, dishonest and fi lled with hatred. If our public funds 
and major projects escape from their limited understanding, they will not 
escape their indifference and theft even of small funds that they do not 
need.

These people are known for hearts fi lled with hatred and they consider 
government institutions as their private property, which they have the 
right to use and destroy at will.

“With the end of the 25th Gulf Cup activities in Basra, Iraq, the count-
down began for the 26th Gulf Cup tournament, which is supposed to be 
hosted by Kuwait late next year, and one of its requirements and condi-

tions is the presence of at least two international standard stadiums.
“It is unfortunate that Kuwait, which began its renaissance in the fi fties 

preceded the Gulf States by decades, does not have two such stadiums, 
which paves the way for withdrawing the championship from it. What is 
happening?

“We have not been kidnapped or unconscious for more than half a 
decade. We contented ourselves with handing over state institutions and 
projects to the people of limited understanding and that resulted in what 
we see.

“We have recently witnessed a good path that began with the renewal 
of blood and the expulsion of some of those behind disruption and we 
may ask: ‘What happened and why did we stop?’ I do not know.”

Also:
“Geographical location, fraternal ties, political relations, unity of reli-

gion, language, Arabism and common destiny are among the basics that 
bind the peoples and countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council to each 
other,” columnist  Dr Muhammad Al-Duwaihees wrote for Al-Shahed 
daily.

“Since the middle of the last century until the beginning of the twenty-
fi rst century, Kuwait has made remarkable progress in the fi eld of human 
development and in the political, economic, social and architectural as-
pects, compared to its sister countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council to 
the extent it was then described as the ‘Switzerland of the Gulf’ and ‘The 
Pearl of the Gulf’.

“However, with the beginning of the twenty-fi rst century, Kuwait be-
gan to decline in most aspects of economic, social, tourism, architectural, 
infrastructure and technological life, compared to its sister countries of 
the Gulf Cooperation Council.

“Kuwait also begun to lose its advanced positions in the GCC system year 
after year, to the extent that it now has become the back bencher in the rank-
ings in the area of tourism, educational, health, developmental and techno-
logical centers, sites and other aspects. It is sad to see the gap between Kuwait 
and its sister countries in the GCC has widened and continues to.

“In light of the digital transformation and the rapid and accelerating 
technological changes, I am afraid that the day will come when our broth-
ers in the GCC system will abandon Kuwait, not out of hatred for Kuwait 
and its people, but because of the large development gap between Kuwait 
and the rest of the GCC countries in all economic, social, administrative, 
educational and health fi elds as well as organizational and technological 
levels to the extent that it is diffi cult for the State of Kuwait to catch up 

with the GCC states in most development and technological fi elds due to 
the absence of vision and strategic plans, poor government management 
and the increase in the ongoing political differences between the execu-
tive and legislative authorities.

“Some may call me a pessimist and exaggerate in my dark outlook, 
but the person or the system that does not evolve and change with time 
is more likely to perish or be disposed of in light of the accelerating sci-
entifi c and technical progress in the world around it, so that it is not an 
obstacle and a hindrance to progress and sustainable development.”

❑     ❑     ❑

“Unfortunately, the options dwindled after the resignation of the gov-
ernment. Earlier, we hoped that calm and stability would prevail, so there 
would be achievements for the benefi t of the citizens, but the performance 
of the representatives turned out to be a competition for interrogations and 
this is their constitutional right,” columnist Abdulaziz Al-Kandari wrote 
for Al-Rai daily.

“I believe the insistence on dropping loans is far from political pru-
dence. This is arrogance on the part of lawmakers, and vanity without 
meaning, as if the eye is on the ballot boxes.

“Meanwhile, the government was not able to confront the lawmakers, 
and explain this with evidence and diagrams inside the dome of Abdul-
lah Al-Salem. Refraining from attending the sessions without justifi cation 
made the government lost its ability to continue, especially since a large 
number of people are against dropping loans, while the percentage of de-
faulters is two percent.

“If the MPs and the government want to improve the lives of citizens, 
they should not push for dropping loans or buying loyalty through the en-
cashment of unused leave days. They should fi nd a way to grant suitable 
housing without the need for a young man to wait for 20 years, during 
which he lives in a rent apartment. They should provide real education 
to a society whose main feature is change. They should pay attention to 
health and ensure that the streets are suitable for public use.

“We wish to live in peace without political chaos. We need economic 
progress like the neighboring countries that preceded us. No country can 
rise and advance without good education. We have almost everything. 
Praise God, we have fi nancial surplus, few people and a distinguished 
location. Nevertheless, we need radical solutions to these problems before 
they snowball.”

— Compiled by Ahmed Al-Shazli

Sami Al-Nisf

 KUNA photos
Left: Deputy Chief of the Kuwait National Guard during the ‘Lion of the Island 5’ exercise. (Right): Practical exercises on how to deal with car accidents, rescue stranded people, and a gas leakage.

Increase seen in organ donations 
from ‘dead’ than from those alive

17K organ donation cards

KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: President of the 
Kuwait Society for Organ Transplantation 
and Head of the Organ Provision Unit at the 
Hamed Al-Essa Center for Organ Trans-
plantation Dr. Mustafa Al-Mousawi stated 
that the number of organ donation card 
holders is currently 17,000, reports Aljarida 
daily.

In a press statement, Dr. Al-Mousawi said the “Save 
a Life” campaign will be organized in February to 
increase the number of card holders by double, save 
patients suffering from organ failure, and register for 
organ donation cards.

He said he hopes the campaign would contribute to 
spreading the culture of donation, through the participation 
of activists and influencers on social media.

Dr. Al-Mousawi revealed that an increase in the number 
of kidney transplants from brain-dead donors was wit-
nessed in 2022 for the first time since the establishment of 
the organ transplantation program in Kuwait, as compared 
to living donors at the Hamed Al-Issa Center for Organ 
Transplantation.

He explained that the center performs about 100 kidney 
transplants in Kuwait annually. In the past, 30 percent of 

the organs came from dead individuals 
and 70 percent from those living. 

During recent years, the kidneys 
taken from the deceased have increased 
to reach 40 percent, then to 50 percent, 
and for the first time last year, the num-
ber grew to 51 percent of dead donors 
and 49 percent of those who are alive.

About 80 organs were removed from 
32 brain-dead donors last year at the 
Hamed Al-Issa Center for Organ 
Transplantation, including 62 kidneys, 
15 livers, one pancreas, a heart and a 

lung.
Dr. Al-Mousawi said, “What is new in the kidney trans-

plant program is the increase in the number of transplant 
operations for patients who suffer from obesity and over-
weight, in addition to the use of more than one artery when 
transplanting.”

Dr. Al-Mousawi

Field exercises vital to hone skills of KNG members: Sheikh Faisal

Farmers to receive subsidy support soon

PAAAFR issues ultimatum to
owners holdings to pay rent
KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: The Public Au-
thority for Agriculture Affairs and Fisheries 
Resources (PAAAFR) demanded that those 
exploiting animal holdings and those who did 
not pay the annual rental fees for “previous 
and current” years must pay immediately, in 
implementation of the decision of the Council 
of Ministers and the recommendations related 
to the accumulated debts of government agen-
cies, reports Al-Rai daily.

The authority indicated that in the event of 
non-payment of due fees, PAAAFR will be 
forced to take legal measures, stressing that 
there is an automatic link between the services 
of ministries and government departments to 
ensure implementation of decisions according 
to the recommendations of a committee and to 
study and activate the mechanism for collect-
ing dues from defaulters.

Meanwhile, the Director General of the 
Public Authority for Agricultural Affairs 
and Fish Resources, Eng. Mishaal Al-
Quraifa Al-Bushra, has approved the sub-
sidy support for farmers for April, May and 
June of 2022 which will be paid from the 
fi scal 2022 budget, reports Al-Rai daily.

The money will be into the account of 
farmers within days and this shows that ap-
proval for next three months, July, August 
and September is imminent.

Al-Quraifa revealed that during the next 
two weeks, palm subsidies will be ap-
proved, stressing the authority’s keenness 
to achieve local suffi ciency and encourage 

Prisoner drops dead; 
corpse found in Kabd
KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: The corpse of an 
unidentified inmate who died inside the 
Central Prison has been referred to fo-
rensic medicine to find out the causes of 
death. A source told the daily the inmate’s 
friends informed the guards when the vic-
tim suddenly dropped to the ground in the 
corridor of the prison ward and was seen 
convulsing after his fall.

He was taken to the prison doctor, but 
nothing could be done to save his life.

Meanwhile, the bloated corpse of an uni-
dentifi ed expatriate who allegedly died of 
electric shock has been referred to Foren-
sics, reports Al-Rai daily.

The daily added, the remains of the 
victim, who has not been identifi ed, were 
found next to an electricity tower in Kabd 
area this morning. In the meantime, an uni-
dentifi ed resident of a building in Hawally 
was treated for asphyxiation when the 
fourth fl oor of a six-fl oor building caught 
fi re, reports Al-Rai daily.

Deputy Chief of the National Guard Sheikh Faisal Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah 
stressed on Monday the importance of major fi eld exercises in refi ning the expertise 
of the Kuwait National Guard members by fueling the spirit of competition among 
them in implementing military and security plans to maintain the country’s security 
and protect its capabilities.  The National Guard said in a statement that Sheikh 
Faisal Al-Nawaf witnessed the ‘Lion of the Island 5’ exercise, which was carried 
out by the National Guard at the Sheikh Salem Al-Ali camp, in the presence of the 
Undersecretary of the National Guard, Lieutenant General Engineer Hashim Al-Rifai 
and senior commanders. According to the statement, Sheikh Faisal Nawaf praised 
the level of the Guard forces participating in the exercise, which keeps pace with the 
latest training developments, refi nes the experiences of the Guard’s personnel and 
raises their levels in implementing military and security plans.

The exercise witnessed the implementation of a scenario from several training 
hypotheses to deal with riot dispersal, protection of personalities, isolation, cordon-
ing off, storming a building, purifying it, and detecting and disposing of explosives.

The exercise also included practical exercises on how to deal with car accidents and 
water pools, rescue stranded people and a gas leak inside a facility. The exercise aims 
to train the Guard forces to protect the vital installations and infrastructure of the State 
of Kuwait and to activate its role in supporting state agencies in emergencies and crises 
based on the protocols signed with the various state agencies. (KUNA)

farmers to continue production and enhance 
food security and not to fall behind because 
of the large number of obligations and ex-
penses.

Armenian-Kuwaiti ties good: envoy
KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: Armenian Am-
bassador to Kuwait Sarmin Baghdasaryan 
affi rmed that the relationship between his 
country and Kuwait is good and distin-
guished at the public and offi cial levels; as 
it is based on trust and mutual respect, re-
ports Al-Qabas daily.

Baghdasaryan made the statement dur-
ing the trade conference entitled, “The Ad-
vanced Technology Sector in Armenia and 
its Potential”, which was  sponsored by the 
Armenian Embassy recently. He said his 
country is keen on strengthening ties with 

Kuwait in various fi elds.
He also affi rmed that the Armenian gov-

ernment exempted Kuwaitis from entry vi-
sas to his country last year, in addition to 
the opening of direct fl ights operated by Ar-
menian Airlines between the two countries 
to serve Kuwaitis and the Armenian com-
munity in summer.

He disclosed that Kuwait and Armenia 
are planning to form a joint political and 
economic consultation committee to ex-
pand economic, cultural, educational and 
political cooperation between them.  
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KISR, EPA and Ministry of Interior to tighten guard system

Concerned authorities strengthen cooperation to protect Al-Layah Reserve
KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31, (KUNA): The Kuwait In-
stitute for Scientifi c Research (KISR) discussed with 
the Environment Public Authority (EPA) and the 
Ministry of Interior, represented by the Environment 
Police, on Monday, strengthening the areas of coordi-
nation and cooperation to protect Al-Layah Reserve 
and the research and innovation station in the Kabd 
area.

The KISR said in a press statement that the co-
operation came after cases of encroachment on the 
natural environment were recently noticed by some 
visitors, praising the efforts of the Ministry of Inte-
rior to protect Kabd station and fi ling lawsuits and 
records of environmental violations amounting to a 
fi ne of KD 5,000.

The statement stated that the Acting Director Gen-
eral of the Institute, Dr. Manea Al-Sedirawi, stressed 
during the meeting with the concerned authorities 
the importance of strengthening cooperation in order 
to protect the research and innovation station in the 
Kabd area, which is built on an area of 22 square kil-
ometers.

Research facilities
Al-Sedirawi added that the research station is one 

of the important research facilities on which the insti-
tute relies in carrying out ecology research, which in-
cludes studies on the plants and animals of Kuwait’s 
environment with the aim of protecting and develop-
ing plant and animal resources.

He warned visitors against encroaching on the sta-
tion so as not to expose themselves to lawsuits and 
large fi nes, calling on them to take care of protecting 
the wild environment and vegetation cover to protect 
the country’s natural resources, combating desertifi -
cation, improving the quality of life and promoting 
development factors.

KUNA photo
Offi cials of the Research Institute meet with the Environment Public Authority and those concerned 

with the Ministry of Interior to discuss ways of cooperation to protect the Al-Layah Reserve.

KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: Oil 
sources have warned that Ku-
wait will lose about USD 10 bil-
lion of its oil revenues within a 
year, unless a funding of at least 
one billion dinars is available for 
KOC projects in order to main-
tain the country’s oil production 
at its current levels, reports Al-
Rai daily.

They said, “If the required 
funding is not available, produc-
tion will decrease by 200,000 
barrels per day during the fi rst 
year. Multiplying that amount of 
the decrease by the price of USD 
80 per barrel means a loss of 
about USD 10 billion for Kuwait 
in 12 months.”

Impact
The sources affi rmed that, in 

light of the supply of the profi ts 
of the oil sector to the state and 
the lack of suffi cient liquidity, 
KOC projects have become at 
stake, and the impact of the oil 
sector on the scarcity of liquid-
ity will be refl ected in the imple-
mentation of projects and their 
returns.

They explained that one of the 
most viable solutions to achieve 
fi nancing stability for the pro-
jects requires restructuring the 
economic structure of the com-
pany’s capital projects.

What Kuwait Petroleum Cor-
poration (KPC) spends on KOC 
projects comes from KPC’s prof-
its from all its sectors, given that 
oil production projects are the 
basis for billions of revenues, 
which will eventually go to the 
state budget.

The sources asked, “After 
transferring the profi ts to the state 
treasury, where is the spending 
on the strategic projects of KOC 
that generate billions of rev-
enues? How is it spent on pro-
duction conservation projects? 
How to recover what was spent 
on these projects?”.

They said, “The talk about re-
covering the expenses of KOC 
from the profi ts of all its sectors 
on productive KOC projects dur-
ing 25 years can be considered as 
a fantasy. How much is the value 
of the dinar that is spent today on 
projects after 25 years?”

Restructuring economic structure

Without funding for KOC projects,
Kuwait might lose huge oil profi ts

Top & above: Kuwaiti Red Crescent inaugurates medical projects and or-
phanages in Yemen.

‘Projects embody civilized image of Kuwait in fi eld of humanitarian work’

KRCS inaugurates medical projects and orphanages in Yemen
ADEN, Jan 31, (KUNA): The Kuwait Red Cres-
cent Society (KRCS) inaugurated on Monday 
medical projects and orphanages donated by phi-
lanthropists from the State of Kuwait, as part of 
the ongoing campaign ‘Kuwait by your side’ for 
the eighth year in a row.

The head of the delegation of the Kuwaiti Red 
Crescent Society, Abdul Rahman Al- Aoun, said 
in a statement to Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) 
that the inauguration of these projects embodies 
the bright civilized image of Kuwait and its people 
in the fi eld of humanitarian work, of which almost 
no Yemeni city is devoid of evidence.

He explained that the project of the Center for 
the Care and Rehabilitation of Orphans was inaugu-
rated in Taiz Governorate, benefi ting 500 orphans, 
with a donation from the family of the late Ahmed 
Abdulaziz Al-Qatami, and the Kuwait Center for 
the Care and Rehabilitation of Orphans, with a 
donation from a philanthropist from the people of 
Kuwait, and the implementation of Response Foun-
dation for Humanitarian Works and Relief.

He added that these two vital projects are only a 
simple example of the KRCS’ keenness to express 
the permanent fraternal cohesion between the Kuwaiti 
and Yemeni brotherly peoples, stressing that the So-
ciety intends to open several projects soon in Yemen.

He pointed out that the Kuwaiti team inspected 
the Khaled Al-Saqer Model Hospital in the Direc-
torate of Jabal Habashi southwest of Taiz, which 
contains integrated medical facilities, and also in-
spected the Youssef and Noura Health Center in 
Taiz, which provides all health care services to ap-
proximately 15,000 benefi ciaries.

Al-Aoun expressed his deep thanks and appre-
ciation to the donors, as well as to the local partner 
Response Foundation for Humanitarian Works 
and Relief for coordination and joint cooperation.

For his part, Undersecretary of Taiz Governo-
rate, Muhammad Abdulaziz, said in a press state-
ment that the inauguration of these projects “is a 

pillar of the continuous march of goodness and 
giving for Kuwait to help the needy in various 
parts of the world, especially Yemen.”

He added that attention is always directed to the 
Kuwait Red Crescent Society and its humanitarian 
contributions when facing any humanitarian chal-
lenge, indicating that the KRCS has a degree of re-
sponsibility and confi dence as it moves on its own to 
help victims of disasters and crises and face humani-
tarian challenges in various countries of the world.

In turn, the President of Response Founda-

tion for Humanitarian and Relief Works Shawqi 
Baazeem valued the Kuwaiti projects and the hu-
manitarian aid of the Kuwait Red Crescent Society 
in Yemen, stressing the importance of these pro-
jects in supporting the medical and humanitarian 
sector represented by opening orphanages for their 
care and education.

He pointed out that the KRCS has put its “hu-
man footprint in every part of the world” with its 
humanitarian role in helping the needy and affect-
ed in various parts of the world.

KUNA photos
Orphans benefi t from centers built with the support of Kuwaiti donors and the supervision of the 

Kuwait Red Crescent.

The statement indicated that the participants re-
viewed during the meeting opportunities to form 
a joint committee between the Kuwait Institute for 
Scientifi c Research, the Ministry of Interior and the 
Environment Public Authority to tighten the guard 
system, in addition to studying the possibility of put-
ting a fence in the exposed sites of the station.

The meeting was attended by Assistant Undersec-
retary for Public Security at the Ministry of Interior 
Major General Abdullah Al-Rajeeb, Deputy Director 
of the Environment Public Authority Dr. Abdullah 
Al-Zaidan, Director of Jahra Security Brigadier Gen-
eral Saleh Al-Azmi, and Director of the Environment 
Police Colonel Dr Hussein Al-Ajmi.

Kuwait University lacks ability to
implement Kuwaitization policy

Vision still blurry

KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: For decades, the government 
has struggled to make the policy of “Kuwaitization” of its 
public jobs a success, but the results do not refl ect the de-

sired goals, which hinder any steps to reduce the number 
of expatriates and replace them with citizens, reports Al-
Qabas daily.

The deadline set by the Civil Ser-
vice Council, in its decision issued 
in 2017, according to which govern-
ment agencies are obliged to adopt a 
policy of “annual Kuwaitization” for 
public jobs and to acquire this esti-
mated percentage in 5 years did not 
happen after 6 months of the dead-
line.

The “Kuwaitization” vision is still 
blurry, while the Civil Service Com-
mission continues to address all public 
sector entities, with the need to move 
forward with the replacement policy, 
the latest of which is its address to the 
Kuwait University which is required to 
replace 244 employees.

Policy
However, it is remarkable that the 

University Council not only ignored 
the CSC call, but also issued a recent 
decision to “stop the policy of Kuwait-
ization at the university for 4 years,” 
which opens the door to the question 
whether higher education institu-
tions have failed to provide their own 
needs for national cadres to graduate 
students with required specializations 
that would enable the government to 
implement the policy of “Kuwaitiza-
tion” of public jobs.

It cannot be denied the extent to 
which the “Kuwaitization file” is 
linked to the education file and ad-
mission policies in various higher 
education institutions, as the first 
step in implementing the replace-
ment policy, but Kuwait Univer-
sity’s recent decision to prevent the 
Kuwaitization of university jobs for 
a period of 4 years suggests that the 
educational institutions themselves 
are unable to provide for their needs, 
not to mention providing for the 
needs of other government agencies, 
in a scene that almost applies to the 
popular proverb “The door of the 
carpenter is paralyzed.

ADEN, Jan 31, (KUNA): Acting Yem-
eni Governor of Shabwa, Ali Al-Kindi, 
inaugurated on Monday a medical 
center for mother and child care, ben-
efi ting 25,000 people in Ataq, funded 
by Kuwaiti benefactors under the su-
pervision of the Kuwaiti Zakat House.

In a statement to reporters on the 
sidelines of the opening ceremony, 
Al-Kindi expressed appreciation for 
the generous support and good efforts 
of the brothers in the State of Kuwait, 
which always makes Yemenis happy 
with such vital projects.

He explained that Shabwa Governo-
rate is in dire need of such a qualitative 
project that specializes in mother and 
child care and provides distinguished 
health services.

He expressed thanks and apprecia-
tion of the local authority in Shabwa 
to the State of Kuwait, government and 
people of Kuwait for this good, fruitful 
and infl uential humanitarian donation 
in people’s lives.

For his part, Raed Ibrahim, head of 
the Communication Foundation for 
Human Development, which is imple-
menting the project, said in a statement 
to Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) 
that the project includes building and 
equipping an integrated medical center 
for mother and child care with special-
ized female medical staff, funded by 
the endowment of the late Muhammad 
Mulla Al-Terkait and supervised by the 
Kuwaiti Zakat House.

He added that the center consists of 
clinics for treating children, treating mal-

nutrition, vaccination, family planning, 
a gynecology clinic, obstetric services, 
providing free treatments, and other 
amenities such as a laboratory, pharma-
cy, administration room, and store.

He pointed out that the center is pro-
vided with an integrated solar system 
that guarantees the continuation of the 

electric current to the center perma-
nently and without cost.

He expressed his sincere thanks and 
appreciation to the State of Kuwait, HH 
the Amir, government and people, for 
their kind efforts and the great support 
provided to Yemen and Yemenis in 
general in various sectors.

Yemenis express appreciation to Kuwait’s support

Kuwaiti-funded medical center for mother and
child care opens, benefi ts 25K people in Yemen

The opening of an integrated medical center for mother and child care in Shab-
wa, Yemen, with Kuwaiti funding.

KUNA photos
Al-Terkait Medical Center in Shabwa consists of multiple clinics and deliv-

ery rooms.



Pursuant to the Decision issued in 
Case No. 107/2002 Insolvency/1 
dated on: 10/06/2003 registered at 
the Insolvency Department, as per 
application No. 100/2022 “Insol-
vency” regarding the    approval 
to re-announce the list of debts 
after being amended, by enlist-
ing all the relevant indebtedness 
of Judicial proceedings fees along 
with the creditors of the bankrupt 
/ Ahmed Hamad Al-Abdul Muhsin 
Al-Mashari.

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. The indebtedness as on 01/08/1990 
amounts to: 7,658,439/296 KD

2. The indebtedness according to Article 
13 amounts to: 25,294,762/058 KD

3. The amounts collected are: 
6,148,725/310 KD

Second: A statement of the Insolvency 
debts that the Authority deems acceptable:

1. Al Ahli United Bank has an indebt-
edness purchased by the state as a per-
sonal indebtedness amounting to: KD 
25,294,762/058 according to Article 13     
of Law 41 of 1993.

2. Commercial Bank of Kuwait, indebt-
edness purchased by the state amounting 
to: 4,546,976/775 KD, representing its 
share of indebtedness guaranteed to the 
Five Oceans General Trading and Contract-
ing Company in accordance with Article 13 
of Law No. 41 of 1993.

3. Bahrain Arab International Bank Liq-
uidation Committee amounting to:          KD 
3,620,376/030 pursuant to the declara-
tion of Insolvency (joined adversary) up-
held in Appeal No. 1440/2003 T/7 dated 
on: 07/01/2004 & the Cassation Rule No. 
132/2004-130 T/1 dated 1/1/2005 10 ac-
cording to the expert management report 
issued pursuant to judicial ruling No. 
1508/2001 TK/2 dated 18/11/2006 as well 
as a certifi cate that there was no appeal dat-
ed on: 25/12/2006.

4. Director of the Judicial Fees De-
partment in his capacity an amount of: 
190/105,849 KD according to Judg-
ment No. 2016 1386/CCCH/19 dated 
on: 04/11/2018 upheld in grievance No. 
6831/2018 CCCH/13 and the appeal No. 
2384/2019 CCC/8 dated on: 10/16/2019.

Second: A statement of the Insolvency 
debts that the Authority deems to be ex-
cluded:

1. MAS Equipment and Trading Compa-
ny an amount of: 1,571/500 KD according 
to the statement submitted by the former 
liquidator to the company, in which he was 
addressed to provide us with documents 
stating the validity of the company’s in-
debtedness. However, he stated in his letter 
dated on: 18/02/2018 that there are no of-
fi cial documents stating the validity of this 
indebtedness.

A summary report on the Insolven-
cy business and the list of tempo-
rary debts for the bankrupt / Ibra-
him Ismail Al-Abdullah sponsor of 
/ Baghdad International Company 
General Transportation (Ibrahim I 
Ismail Al-Abdullah and Issa Gomaa 
Mohamed (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 47/2009 of Public Debts/1 on 
13/5/2009

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. The indebtedness as of 1/8/1990 
amounts to: 5,072/645 KD

2. The indebtedness according to Article 
13 amounts to: 11,746/300 KD

3. The amounts collected amount to: 
none

Second: A statement of the Insolvency 
debts that the Authority deems acceptable:

1) The Industrial Bank of Kuwait, in-
debtedness purchased by the state, amount: 
11,746/300 KD according to Article 13 of 
Law 41 of 1993.

Third: A statement of the debts that the 
Authority deems to be excluded:

1) Kuwait Finance House Amount: KD 
638/2,191 according to the Kuwaiti Finance 
House book passed in 2017/ 1/2 l If he didn’t 
Provides the executive document evidencing 
the validity of the indebtedness.

A summary report on the Insolven-
cy business and the list of tempo-
rary debts for the bankrupt / Ibra-
him Ismail Al-Abdullah sponsor of 
/ Baghdad International Company 
General Transportation (Ibrahim I 
Ismail Al-Abdullah and Issa Gomaa 
Mohamed (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 47/2009 of Public Debts/1 on 
13/5/2009

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

The indebtedness as of 1/8/1990 amounts 
to: 5,072/645 KD

The indebtedness according to Article 13 
amounts to: 11,746/300 KD

The amounts collected amount to: none
Second: A statement of the Insolvency 

debts that the Authority deems acceptable:
1) The Industrial Bank of Kuwait, in-

debtedness purchased by the state, amount: 
11,746/300 KD according to Article 13 of 
Law 41 of 1993.

Third: A statement of the debts that the 
Authority deems to be excluded:

1) Kuwait Finance House Amount: KD 
638/2,191 according to the Kuwaiti Fi-

nance House book passed in 2017/ 1/2 l If 
he didn’t Provides the executive document 
evidencing the validity of the indebtedness.

A summary report on the Insol-
vency activities and the list of debts 
Temporary settlement of Tbilisi / 
Habib and Haswa Trading Com-
pany Limited (Furniture House) 
Mahdi Habib Al-Zaher and Part-
ners (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 32/2006 of Public Debt Files/1 
dated 6/6/2006

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. The indebtedness as of 1/8/1990 
amounts to: 213,476/734 KD

2. The indebtedness according to Article 
13 amounts to: 963,557/012 KD

3. The amounts collected amount to: 
KWD 36,683/186 

Second: Debts that the Authority deems 
acceptable: 

1- National Bank of Kuwait (NBK)has 
indebtedness purchased by the state with 
an amount: KD 963,557/012 according to 
Article 13 of Law 41 of 1993.

A summary of the report on the 
works of the insolvency and the list 
of temporary debts in Insolvency / 
Khamis Yusuf Ali Haswa as spon-
sor of Habib and Haswa Trad-
ing Company Limited (Furniture 
House) Mahdi Habib Al-Zaher and 
Partners (LLC) 

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 32/2006 of Public Debt Files/1 
dated 6/6/2006

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1) His share of indebtedness as of 
1/8/1990 amounts to: 35,393/956 K.D

2) His share of indebtedness according to 
Article 13 amounts to: 169,509/956 K.D

3) The amounts collected do not exist
Second: Debts that the Authority deems 

acceptable in its capacity: 
4. National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) has 

a debt that has been bought by the state 
Amount: KD 956/169,509 the bankrupt’s 
share of the guaranteed indebtedness of Ha-
bib and Haswa Company Trading Limited 
(Furniture House) Mahdi Habib Al-Zaher 
and Partners LLC in accordance with Arti-
cle 13 of Law 41 of 1993.

A summary of the report on the in-
solvency business as well as list of 
provisional debts for the insolven-
cy of / Ghaleb Yusuf Ali Haswa as 
sponsor of Habib and Haswa Trad-
ing Company Limited (Furniture 
House) Mahdi Habib Al-Zaher and 
Partners (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 32/2006 Public Debt Insolven-
cy / 1 dated 6/6/2006

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. His share of indebtedness as of 
1/8/1990 amounts to: KD 35,393/956 

2. His share of the indebtedness accord-
ing to Article 13 amounts to: 

KD 169,509/956 
3. The amounts collected do not exist
Second: Debts that the Authority deems 

acceptable in its capacity: 
National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) has a 

debt purchased by the state with an amount: 
169,509/956 KD The bankrupt’s share of 
the indebtedness guaranteed to Habib    & 
Haswa Trading Company Limited (Fur-
niture House) Mahdi Habib Al-Zaher and 
Partners LLC according to Article 13 of 
Law No. 41 Year 1993.

A summary report on the insolven-
cy business and the list of debts tem-
porary settlement of the insolvency 
of/ Muhammad Ali Yusuf Haswa 
Sponsor of Habib and Haswa Trad-
ing Company Limited (Dar Furni-
ture) Mahdi Habib Al Zaher and 
Partners (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 32/2006 Public Debt Insolven-
cy / 1 dated 6/6/2006

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. His share of indebtedness as of 
1/8/1990 amounts to: 35,393/956 K.D

2. His share of the indebtedness ac-
cording to Article 13 amounts to: KD 
169,509/956 

3. The amounts collected do not exist
Second: Debts that the Authority deems 

acceptable in its capacity:
National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) has a 

debt purchased by the state with an amount 
of: KD 169,509/956 The bankrupt’s share 
of the indebtedness guaranteed to Habib 
& Haswa Trading Company Limited (Fur-
niture House) Mahdi Habib Al-Zaher and 
Partners LLC according to Article 13 of Law 
No. 41 Year 1993.

A summary report on the insol-
vency business and the list of debts 
temporary settlement of the insol-
vency of / Aseel Trading Company 
(Adnan Abdul Hameed Al-Sane 
and Hussain Ali Al-Kharafi  (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 30/2004 of Public Debt Files/1 
dated 20/4/2004

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. The indebtedness as of 1/8/1990 
amounts to: 213,768/000 KD

2. The indebtedness according to Article 
13 amounts to: 880,730/326 KD

3. The amounts collected do not exist
Second: Debts that the Authority deems 

acceptable:
1) The Commercial Bank of Kuwait, in-

debtedness purchased by the state, with an 
amount of: 880,730/326 KD according to 
Article 13 of Law 41 of 1993.

A summary report on the bankrupt-
cy work and a list of temporary debts 
for the bankrupt / Al-Raksa Al-Ku-
waiti Constructional Contracting 
Company (Mansour Muhammad 
Al-Mansour & Partners (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 80/2008 of Public Debts/1 on 
12/24/2008

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. The indebtedness as of 1/8/1990 
amounts to: 160,214/266 KD

2. The indebtedness according to Article 
13 amounts to: 969,277/632 KD

3. The amounts collected amount to: KD 
1,581/017

Second: A statement of the Insolvency 
debts that the Authority deems acceptable:

1) The Commercial Bank of Kuwait, in-
debtedness purchased by the state, amount: 
969,277/632 KD according to Article 13 of 
Law 41 of 1993.

A summary report on the Insol-
vency business and the list of tem-
porary debts for the bankrupt / 
Kamel Ibrahim Ahmed Salama the 
sponsor of / Al-Raksa Al-Kuwaiti 
Company for Constructional Con-
tracting (Mansour Mohammed Al-
Mansour and Partners (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 80/2008 of Public Debts/1 on 
12/24/2008

 First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. The bankrupt’s share of the guaran-
teed indebtedness as of 1/8/1990 amounts 
to: KD 59,795/-

2. The bankrupt’s share of the guaran-
teed indebtedness according to Article 13 
amounts to: 361,752/779 KD

3. The amounts collected amount to: 
none

Second: A statement of the Insolvency 
debts that the Authority deems acceptable:

The Commercial Bank of Kuwait has a 
debt purchased by the state with an amount 
of: 361,752/779 KD the share of the bank-
rupt from the guaranteed indebtedness to 
Al-Raksa Al-Kuwaiti Constructional Con-
tracting Company in accordance with Arti-
cle 13 of Law 41 of 1993.

A summary report on the insol-
vency business and the list of tem-
porary debts for the insolvency of 
Al-Sane’a and Nimr Trading and 
Contracting Company (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 15/2008 of Public Debt Files/1 
dated 16/4/2008

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. The indebtedness as it stands on 
8/1/1990 amounts to: 577,113/116 KD

2. The indebtedness according to Article 
13 amounts to: 3,294,891/804 KD

3. The amounts collected amount to: KD 
100/- 

Second: Debts that the Authority deems 
acceptable:

1) National Bank of Kuwait, indebted-
ness purchased by the state, amount: KD 
3,294,891/804 indebtedness according to 
Article 13 of Law No. 41 of 1993.

A summary report on the insolven-
cy business and the list of temporary 
debts for the insolvency of / Abdul 
Rahman Salem Al-Sane’ sponsor / 
Al- Sane’a and Nimr Trading and 
Contracting Company (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 15/2008 of Public Debt Files/1 
dated 16/4/2008

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1) His share of indebtedness as it stands 
on 1/8/1990 amounts to: KD 558/288,556

2. His share of the indebtedness accord-
ing to Article 13 amounts to: 1,647,395/902 
KD

3. The amounts collected do not exist 
Second: Debts that the Authority deems 

acceptable:
National Bank of Kuwait Debt purchased 

by the state Amount: KD 1,647,395/902 Its 
share of the guaranteed indebtedness ac-
cording to Article 13 of the law No. 41 of 
1993.

A summary report on the insolvency 
business and the list of debts Tem-
porary contracts for the insolvency 
of / Wahib Eid Nimr the sponsor of 
/ Al-Sane’a and Nimr Trading and 
Contracting Company (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 15/2008 of Public Debt Files/1 
dated 16/4/2008

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. His share of indebtedness as it stands 
on 1/8/1990 amounts to: KD 558/288,556

2. His share of the indebtedness accord-
ing to Article 13 amounts to: 1,647,395/902 
KD

3. The amounts collected do not exist
Second: Debts that the Authority deems 

acceptable:
National Bank of Kuwait Debt Purchased 

by the State Amount: KD 1,647,395/902 Its 
share of the guaranteed indebtedness in ac-
cordance with Article 13 of the Law No. 41 
of 1993.

A summary report on the bankrupt-
cy works and the list of temporary 
debts for the bankruptcy of / Al-Fin-
tas Engineering Materials Company 
(Sabiha Abdul-Qader Al-Abdul-
Wahid and her partner (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 274/2003 of Public Debts/1, 
dated 6/1/2004

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. The indebtedness as it stands on 
1/8/1990 amounts to: KD 341/163,336

2. The indebtedness according to Article 
13 amounts to: 577,007/309 KD

3. The amounts collected do not exist
Second: Debts that the Authority deems 

acceptable:
1) Gulf Bank indebtedness purchased by 

the state Amount: KD 577,007/309 indebt-
edness according to Article 13 of Law No. 
41 of 1993.

A summary report on the insol-
vency business and the list of debts 
Temporary contracts for insolvency 
of / Abdul Baky Taha Al-Salman 
sponsor / Al-Fintas Engineering 
Materials Company (Sabiha Abdul- 
Qader Al-Abdul-Wahed and her 
partner (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 274/2003 of Public Debts/1, 
dated 6/1/2004

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. The indebtedness as it stands on 
1/8/1990 amounts to: KD 341/163,336

2. The indebtedness according to Article 
13 amounts to: 577,007/309 KD

3. The amounts collected do not exist
Second: Debts that the Authority deems 

acceptable:
Gulf Bank Debt purchased by the state 

Amount: 577,007/309 KD The guaranteed 
indebtedness according to the Article 13 of 
Law No. 41 of 1993.

A summary report on the insol-
vency business and the list of debts 
Temporary settlement of insolvency 
of / Al-Youssef and Hamidi Trad-
ing and Construction Contracting 
Company (Jamila Mohammed Al-
Youssef and her partner (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 86/2006 of Public Debt Files/1 
dated 30/1/2007

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. The indebtedness as of 1/8/1990 
amounts to: 119,105/678 KD

2. The indebtedness according to Article 
13 amounts to: 601,576/863 KD

3. The amounts collected amount to: 
1,255/301 KD 

Second:  Debts that the Authority deems 
acceptable:

1) National Bank of Kuwait, indebted-
ness purchased by the state, with an amount 
of: 601,576/863 KD according to Article 
13 of Law 41 of 1993.

A summary report on the insol-
vency business as well as the list of 
provisional debts for insolvency of / 
Helmy Ezzat Saeed Hamidi sponsor 
/ Al-Yousef and Hamidi Trading 
and Contracting Company Female 
Responsible (Jamila Mohammed 
Al-Youssef and Partner (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 86/2006 of Public Debt A/1 
dated 30/1/2007

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. The bankrupt’s share of the indebt-
edness guaranteed to Al-Youssef and Ha-
midi Trading and Construction Contracting 
Company ((LLC)) as it is On 1/8/1990 it 
amounts to: 39,701/893 KD

2. The bankrupt’s share of the indebted-
ness to Al-Youssef Company & Hamidi for 
Trade and Contracting for Women (LLC) 
according to Article 13 amounting to: 
200,525/621 KD

3. The amounts collected do not exist
Second: Debts that the Authority deems 

acceptable:
1) National Bank of Kuwait indebtedness 

purchased by the state with an amount of: 
621/200,525 KD the share of the bankrupt 
from the indebtedness guaranteed to the 
company Al-Yousef and Hamidi for Trade 
and Women’s Contracting (LLC) in ac-
cordance with Article 13 of Law No. 41 2) 
The Commercial Bank of Kuwait is indebt-
edness purchased by the importing state 
Ng: 1,206,383/824 KD The bankrupt’s 
share of the indebtedness guaranteed to 
the bankrupt / Ghazi Abdullah Abdul Latif 
Al-Jassar – Owner of Al-Mareekh Trading 
Corporation - Sole Proprietorship - Accord-
ing to Article 13

A summary report on the insol-
vency business and the list of tem-
porary debts for the Insolvency of / 
Busehri and Daana Foodstuff Com-
pany (Jawad Jassim Muhammad) 
Busehri and Partner LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 7/2005 Public Debt Insolvency 
/ 1 dated 17/5/2005

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. The indebtedness as of 1/8/1990 
amounts to: 1,487,979/680 KD

2. The indebtedness according to Article 
13 amounts to: 6,069,763/008 KD

3. The amounts collected amount to: 
KWD 640,566/986 Second:

Debts that the Authority deems accept-
able: 1- The bank is owned by A. The 
United States has a debt that has been pur-
chased by the state with an amount: KD 
6,069,763/008 according to Article 13 of 
Law 41 of 1993.

A summary of the report on the 
insolvency business as well as the 
list of provisional debts for the In-
solvency of / Mufeed Muhammad 
Amin Abdul

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 272/2003 Insolvency of Public 
Debts/1 dated on 17/5/2005

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. Indebtedness as on 1/8/1990 amounted 
to: 45,855/481 KD

2. The indebtedness according to Article 
13 amounts to: 188,835/680 KD

3. The amounts collected amount to: 
328,599/075 KD

Second: Debts that the Authority deems 
acceptable:

1. National Bank of Kuwait (NBK), in-
debtedness purchased by the state, amount: 
188,835/680 KD according to Article 13 of 
Law 41 for the year 1993.

2. Ahli United Bank, a miscarried debt 
for the account of the state, the amount: KD 
1,809,741/341, the share of the bankrupt M. 
The guaranteed indebtedness of the Bush-
ehri and Dana Foodstuff Company (Jawad 
Jassim Muhammad Bushehri and his partner 
LLC). L.L.C) according to Article (13) of 
Law No. (41) of 1993.

Third: Debts deemed unacceptable by 
the Authority:

1) The Commercial Bank of Kuwait, the 
amount: 30,107/744 KD, as the debt arose 
after the Insolvency declaration ruling 
dated 17/5/2005 according to a letter to the 
Bank of Cairo on 30/1/2019.

A summary report on the insol-
vency business as well as the list of 
provisional debts for the Insolvency 
of / Masjan Marketing Company 
(Ahmed Abdullah Al Sharhan & 
Partners (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Depart-
ment in Case No. 97/2005 of Public Debt 
Banks/1 dated 26/7/2005

First: Financial and Accounting Proce-
dures:

1. The indebtedness as it stands on 
1/8/1990 amounts to: KD 707/207,397

2. The indebtedness according to Article 
13 amounts to: 659,792/459 KD

3. The amounts collected amount to: KD 
121/72,669

Second: Debts that the Authority deems 
acceptable:

Bank of Bahrain and Kuwait Debt pur-
chased by the state with an amount of: KD 
659,792/459 Debt according to Article 13 
of Law No. 41 for the year 1993.

A summary of the report on the 
insolvency business as well as the 
list of temporary debts for the In-
solvency of / Muhammad Zuhair 
Baheej sponsor of Masjan Market-
ing Company (Ahmed Abdullah Al-
Sharhan & Partners (LLC)

Submitted to the Insolvency Depart-
ment in Case No. 97/2005 of Public Debt 
Banks/1 dated 26/7/2005

First: Financial and Accounting Procedures:
1. His share of indebtedness as it stands 

on 1/8/1990 amounts to: KD 427/51,849
2. His share of indebtedness according to 

Article 13 of the Code RG: 164,948/115 KD
3. The amounts collected do not exist
Second: Debts that the Authority deems 

acceptable:
Bahrain & Kuwait Bank has a debt pur-

chased by the State with an amount of: KD 
164,948/115 Its share of the guaranteed in-
debtedness according to Article 13 of the 
Law No. 41 of 1993.

A summary of the report on the In-
solvency business as well as the list 
of temporary debts for the Insol-
vency of / Nasser Abdullah Othman 
Al-Suqaihi

Submitted to the Insolvency Department 
in Case No. 49/2012 Public Debt Insolven-
cy dated on 12/12/2012

First: Financial and accounting procedures: 
1) The indebtedness as on 1/8/1990 

amounted to: 4,434/467 KD
2. The indebtedness according to Article 

13 amounts to: 30,606/338 KD
3. Amounts collected do not exist 
Second: Debts that the Authority deems 

acceptable:
National Bank of Kuwait has a debt 

purchased by the state with an amount of: 
30,606/338 KD according to Article 13 of 
the law 41 of 1993.

Kuwait General Authority for Investment
Office of settlement and management of debts purchased

for the account of the state
hereby announces

In accordance with the provision of Article No. (111) of Law No. 71 of 2020, “the debtor and every creditor, even if his 

name is not included in the list of debts, shall have the right to complain to the Insolvency Department against the debts 

included in the list, within ten days from the date of announcing the list.”
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Exxon profi ts at record high in 2022 as energy prices soared

ExxonMobil posted record annual profi ts 
in 2022 as Americans struggled with high 
prices for gasoline, home heating and 
consumer goods.

The oil giant brought in $12.75 billion 
in profi ts in the fourth quarter, bringing 
annual profi ts to $55.7 billion. That ex-
ceeded Exxon’s previous annual record 
of $45.22 billion in annual profi ts Exxon 
set in 2008, when a barrel of oil soared 
close to $150. 

The Irving, Texas, company brought in 
$95.43 billion in revenue during the fourth 

quarter.
Recovering demand and tight energy 

supplies helped boost profi t, the company 
said. 

“While our results clearly benefi ted from 
a favorable market, the counter-cyclical 
investments we made before and during 
the pandemic provided the energy and 
products people needed as economies 
began recovering and supplies became 
tight,” said CEO Darren Woods. “We 
leaned in when others leaned out.”

Exxon achieved its best-ever annual 

refi ning throughput in North America and 
the highest globally since 2012, the com-
pany said. It mechanically completed 
the expansion of its Beaumont Refi nery 
in Texas and expects to bring 250,000 
barrels per day of crude oil distillation 
capacity to the market in fi rst quarter of 
this year.

Exxon earned $3.09 per share in the 
quarter. That was lower than the expec-
tations of analysts polled by Factset, 
who were anticipating $3.29 per share. 
(AP)

A tanker pulls into 
an ExxonMobil fuel 

storage and distribu-
tion facility in Irving, 
Texas, on Jan. 25, 
2023. ExxonMobil 

reports their earnings 
Tuesday, Jan. 31. 

(AP)

Consequence of USD downfall would enhance China’s position for global infl uence

US debt default could trigger dollar’s collapse and severely erode America’s might
By Michael Humphries

Touro University

The Conversation is an independent and nonprofi t source of news, anal-
ysis and commentary from academic experts.

❑          ❑          ❑

It’s a case of déjà vu all over again on the debt ceiling debate.
Republicans, who regained control of the House of Representatives in No-

vember 2022, are threatening to not allow an increase in the debt limit unless 
they get unspecifi ed spending cuts in return. In so doing, they risk pushing the 
U.S. government into default.

Brinkmanship over the debt ceiling has become a regular ritual - it happened 
under the Clinton administration in 1995, then again with Barack Obama as 
president in 2011, and more recently in 2021.

As an economist, I know that defaulting on the national debt would have 
real-life consequences. Even the threat of pushing the U.S. into default has 
an economic impact. In August 2021, the mere prospect of a potential default 
led to an unprecedented downgrade of the the nation’s credit rating, hurting 
America’s fi nancial prestige as well as countless individuals, including retirees.

And that was caused by the mere specter of default. An actual default would 
be far more damaging. 

Possibly the most serious consequence would be the collapse of the U.S. 
dollar and its replacement as global trade’s “unit of account.” That essentially 
means that it is widely used in global fi nance and trade.

Day to day, most Americans are likely unaware of the economic and political 
power that goes with being the world’s unit of account. Currently, more than 
half of world trade - from oil and gold to cars and smartphones - is in U.S. dol-
lars, with the euro accounting for around 30% and all other currencies making 

up the balance.
As a result of this dominance, the U.S. is the only country on the planet that 

can pay its foreign debt in its own currency. This gives both the U.S. govern-
ment and American companies tremendous leeway in international trade and 
fi nance. 

No matter how much debt the U.S. government owes foreign investors, it 
can simply print the money needed to pay them back - although for economic 
reasons, it may not be wise to do so. Other countries must buy either the dollar 
or the euro to pay their foreign debt. And the only way for them to do so is to 
either to export more than they import or borrow more dollars or euros on the 
international market.

Trade defi cits
The U.S. is free from such constraints and can run up large trade defi cits - that 

is, import more than it exports - for decades without the same consequences.
For American companies, the dominance of the dollar means they’re not as 

subject to the exchange rate risk as are their foreign competitors. Exchange 
rate risk refers to how changes in the relative value of currencies may affect a 
company’s profi tability.

Since international trade is generally denominated in dollars, U.S. businesses 
can buy and sell in their own currency, something their foreign competitors 
cannot do as easily. As simple as this sounds, it gives American companies a 
tremendous competitive advantage.  

If Republicans push the U.S. into default, the dollar would likely lose its 
position as the international unit of account, forcing the government and com-

panies to pay their international bills in another currency.
Since most foreign trade is denominated in the dollar, trade must go through 

an American bank at some point. This is one important way dollar dominance 
gives the U.S. tremendous political power, especially to punish economic rivals 
and unfriendly governments.

For example, when former President Donald Trump imposed economic sanc-
tions on Iran, he denied the country access to American banks and to the dollar. 
He also imposed secondary sanctions, which means that non-American compa-
nies trading with Iran were also sanctioned. Given a choice of access to the dol-
lar or trading with Iran, most of the world economies chose access to the dollar 
and complied with the sanctions. As a result, Iran entered a deep recession, and 
its currency plummeted about 30%.

President Joe Biden did something similar against Russia in response to its 
invasion of Ukraine. Limiting Russia’s access to the dollar has helped push the 
country into a recession that’s bordering on a depression.

No other country today could unilaterally impose this level of economic pain 
on another country. And all an American president currently needs is a pen. 

Another consequence of the dollar’s collapse would be enhancing the posi-
tion of the U.S.‘s top rival for global infl uence: China.

While the euro would likely replace the dollar as the world’s primary unit of 
account, the Chinese yuan would move into second place.

If the yuan were to become a signifi cant international unit of account, this 
would enhance China’s international position both economically and politi-
cally. As it is, China has been working with the other BRIC countries - Brazil, 
Russia and India - to accept the yuan as a unit of account. (AP)

The Conversation

‘Infl uence peddling’

Ex-Twitter execs to testify on 
block of Hunter Biden story
WASHINGTON, Jan 31, (AP): For-
mer Twitter employees are expected 
to testify next week before the House 
Oversight Committee about the social 
media platform’s handling of reporting 
on President Joe Biden’s son, Hunter 
Biden. 

The scheduled testimony, confi rmed 
by the committee Monday, will be the 
fi rst time the three former executives 
will appear before Congress to discuss 
the company’s decision to initially 
block from Twitter a New York Post 
article on Hunter Biden’s laptop in the 
weeks before the 2020 election. 

Republicans have said the story 
was suppressed for political reasons, 
though no evidence has been released 
to support that claim. The witnesses 
for the Feb. 8 hearing are expected to 
be Vijaya Gadde, former chief legal 
offi cer; James Baker, former deputy 
general counsel; and Yoel Roth, for-
mer head of safety and integrity. 

The hearing is among the fi rst of 
many in a GOP-controlled House to 
be focused on Biden and his family, as 
Republicans wield the power of their 
new, albeit slim, majority. 

The New York Post fi rst reported in 
October 2020 that it had received from 
former President Donald Trump’s per-
sonal attorney, Rudy Giuliani, a copy 
of a hard drive of a laptop that Hunter 
Biden had dropped off 18 months 
earlier at a Delaware computer re-
pair shop and never retrieved. Twitter 
initially blocked people from sharing 
links to the story for several days. 

Post article 
Months later, Twitter’s then-CEO 

Jack Dorsey called the company’s 
communications around the Post arti-
cle “not great.” He added that blocking 
the article’s URL with “zero context” 
around why it was blocked was “unac-
ceptable.”

The Post article at the time was 
greeted with skepticism due to ques-
tions about the laptop’s origins, in-
cluding Giuliani’s involvement, and 
because top offi cials in the Trump 
administration had already warned 
that Russia was working to denigrate 
Joe Biden ahead of the 2020 election. 
The Kremlin had interfered in the 2016 
race by hacking Democratic emails 
that were subsequently leaked, and 
fears that Russia would meddle again 
in the 2020 race were widespread 
across Washington.

“This is why we’re investigating the 
Biden family for infl uence peddling,” 
Rep. James Comer, chairman of the 
Oversight committee, said at a press 
event Monday morning. “We want to 
make sure that our national security is 
not compromised.” 

The White House has sought to 
discredit the Republican probes into 
Hunter Biden, calling them “divorced-
from-reality political stunts.”

Nonetheless, Republicans now hold 
subpoena power in the House, giving 
them the authority to compel testimo-
ny and conduct an aggressive inves-
tigation. GOP staff has spent the past 
year analyzing messages and fi nancial 
transactions found on the laptop that 
belonged to the president’s younger 
son. Comer has previously said the 
evidence they have compiled is “over-
whelming,” but did not offer specifi cs.

Sales rebound

GM quarterly profit 
jumps to 16 percent
DETROIT, Jan 31, (AP): Rising fac-
tory output led to strong U.S. sales at 
the end of last year, pushing General 
Motors’ fourth-quarter net income up 
16% over the same period a year ago.

The Detroit automaker made $1.99 
billion from October through Decem-
ber, or an adjusted $2.12 per share, 
easily beating Wall Street per-share 
projections for $1.69, according to a 
poll of industry analysts by FactSet. 

Quarterly revenue rose 28% to $43.1 
billion, the company said, also beating 
estimates for $39.96 billion.

Shares of General Motors Co. 
jumped more than 9% at the opening 
bell Tuesday. 

GM made record pretax income of 
$14.47 billion, the high end of its guid-
ance of $13.5 billion to $14.5 billion. 
About 42,000 hourly auto workers will 
get profi t-sharing checks of roughly 
$12,750, up from $10,250 in 2021. 
The profi t sharing will cost GM about 
$500 million.

The company also announced that 
it will invest $650 million in Lithium 
Americas to jointly develop the Thack-
er Pass lithium mine in Nevada. Lithi-
um is a key element in electric vehicle 
batteries, and GM says Thacker Pass 
is the largest known source of lithium 
in the U.S. and the third largest in the 
world. GM has plans to produce 1 mil-
lion EVs per year by 2025.

Paul Jacobson, GM’s chief fi nancial 
offi cer, told reporters Tuesday that the 
company has no plans to cut electric 
vehicle prices in response to recent 
price cuts by Tesla and Ford. 

“We feel we’re well positioned,” 
he said. “We’re going to continue to 
watch that, but our customers are say-
ing that our vehicles are priced well 
based on the demand that we’re see-
ing.”

GM’s performance came against the 
backdrop of a slowing economy due to 
interest rate increases from the Federal 
Reserve. The Fed’s key rate, which 
affects many consumer and business 
loans, is now in a range of 4.25% to 
4.5%, up from near zero last March. 

GM, like other automakers, had 
trouble keeping its factories running at 
full output during 2022 due to short-
ages of computer chips and other parts, 
but the industry and the company 
started showing signs of recovery late 
in the year. 

GM sold 2.27 million vehicles for 
the year in the U.S., up 2.5% over 
2021. But fourth-quarter sales rose 
41% to more than 623,000. By the end 
of the year the supply of vehicles on 
dealer lots had improved 14% to al-
most 411,000.

Experts don’t expect a return to nor-
mal vehicle supplies until sometime 
next year. Jacobson said GM expects 
to continue to get strong prices for its 
vehicles, but it also sees an increase in 
discounts and other incentives during 
the year. 

Stocks tick up on Wall Street, 
adding to its strong January

Global shares fall in muted trading ahead of Fed meeting

NEW YORK, Jan 31, 
(Agencies): Stocks are tick-
ing higher on Wall Street 
Tuesday ahead of what 
many investors hope will be 
one of the Federal Reserve’s 
last economy-shaking hikes 
to interest rates for a while.

The S&P 500 was 0.5% higher 
and on pace to close out its third 
winning month in the last four. The 
Dow Jones Industrial Average was 
up 63 points, or 0.2%, at 33,777, as 
of 10:30 a.m. Eastern time, and the 
Nasdaq composite was 0.7% higher.

Markets got a boost after a report 
showed that growth for U.S. workers’ 
pay and benefits slowed during the end 
of 2022. While that’s frustrating for peo-
ple trying to keep up with soaring prices 
for eggs and other groceries, markets see 
it as an encouraging sign of easing pres-
sure on inflation. 

With the pace of inflation cooling 
since the summer, virtually all of Wall 
Street expects the Federal Reserve on 
Wednesday to announce its smallest 
increase to interest rates since March, 
at 0.25 percentage points. That would 
be the latest stepdown after it pushed 
through four straight increases of 0.75 
points and then a hike of 0.50 points. 

Infl ation
Such moves try to stamp out inflation 

by intentionally slowing the economy 
and dragging down on prices for stocks 
and other investments. The worry is that 
too-high rates would cause a severe re-
cession and drop-off in corporate profits. 

Such worries, combined with hopes for 
an easier Fed, have led to sharp swings 
in markets recently. They’ve hit not only 
day-to-day but also hour-to-hour. Ana-
lysts say much of this past month’s gains 
has been more about improving sentiment 
among investors than any big improve-
ment in the economy or profits. 

With seemingly everyone on the 
same page about what the Fed will do 
on Wednesday, the big question is what 
comes afterwards. The Fed has so far 
pledged to keep rates higher for longer 
to ensure inflation is truly defeated. 
Markets, meanwhile, are holding out 
hope that just one more small increase 
is on the way and that cuts to rates could 
follow late in the year. 

Global shares declined in muted trad-
ing as investors awaited decisions on 
interest rates and updates on corporate 
earnings reports from around the world. 

The Federal Reserve’s next decision 
on interest rates, expected Wednesday, 
will provide insight into whether the 
U.S. central bank will further ease its 
aggressive stance on fighting inflation. 

France’s CAC 40 was little changed, 
inching down less than 0.1% in early 
trading to 7,081.34, while Germany’s 
DAX slipped nearly 0.3% to 15,087.53. 
Britain’s FTSE 100 was down 0.3% at 
7,760.82. The future for the Dow indus-

The Treasury Department is seen near sunset in Washington, Jan. 18, 2023. The national debt is at the core of a 
dispute about how to raise the government’s legal borrowing authority, which could come to a head this summer if 

the government runs out of accounting maneuvers to keep paying its bills. (AP)

trials fell 0.3% while the contract for the 
S&P 500 lost 0.4%. 

Japan’s benchmark Nikkei 225 fell 
0.4% to finish at 27,327.11. Australia’s 
S&P/ASX 200 edged down nearly 0.1% 
to 7,476.70. South Korea’s Kospi de-
clined 1.0% to 2,425.08. Hong Kong’s 
Hang Seng lost 1.0% to 21,839.64, 
while the Shanghai Composite shed 
0.4% to 3,255.67. 

Also:
KUWAIT CITY: The price of Kuwaiti 
oil went down by USD 1.77 to USD 

84.65 per barrel on Monday as opposed 
to USD 86.42 pb last Friday, said Ku-
wait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) on 
Tuesday.

The prices of the Brent crude and the 
West Texas Intermediate, which down 
respectively by USD 1.76 and USD 1.78 
to settle each at USD 84.90 per barrel 
and USD 77.90 pb. 

❑     ❑     ❑

TOKYO: Kuwait’s crude oil exports to 
Japan in December jumped 19.4 percent 
from a year earlier to 8.11 million bar-

rels, or 262,000 barrels per day (bpd), 
for the first increase in four months, 
government data showed Tuesday.

As Japan’s third-biggest oil provider, 
Kuwait supplied 8.8 percent of its total 
crude imports, compared with 7.4 per-
cent in the same month of last year, the 
Japanese Natural Resources and Energy 
Agency said in a preliminary report. 

For the whole of 2022, Kuwait’s 
crude oil exports to Japan stood at 
221,000 bpd, up 5.9 percent from the 
previous year, and took up 8.1 percent 
of total Japanese crude imports.

Govt plans to borrow $932 bln during Q1

US Treasury to increase barrowing 
WASHINGTON, Jan 31, (AP): The Treasury Depart-
ment said Monday it plans to increase its borrowing 
during the first three months of 2023, even as the fed-
eral government is bumping up against a $31.4 trillion 
limit on its legal borrowing authority.

The U.S. plans to borrow $932 billion during the 
January-to-March quarter. That’s $353 billion more 
than projected last October, due to a lower beginning-
of-quarter cash balance and projections of lower-than-
expected income tax receipts and higher spending. 

The increased borrowing will take place as Dem-
ocrats and the White House push for Congress to 
increase the federal debt limit. President Joe Biden 
wants the cap raised without any preconditions. 
The new House Republican majority is seeking to 
secure spending cuts in exchange for a debt limit 
increase.

Treasury officials say the debate over the debt ceil-
ing poses a risk to the U.S. financial position.

“Even just the threat that the U.S. government might 

fail to meet its obligations may cause severe harm to 
the economy by eroding household and business con-
fidence, injecting volatility into financial markets, and 
raising the cost of capital - among other negative im-
pacts,” Ben Harris, Treasury’s assistant secretary for 
economic policy, said in a statement. 

Extraordinary measures
Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen, in a letter to con-

gressional leaders earlier this month, said the depart-
ment had begun resorting to “ extraordinary measures 
“ to avoid a federal government default. She said it’s 
“critical that Congress act in a timely manner” to raise 
or suspend the debt limit. 

In a letter to House and Senate leaders, Yellen said 
her actions will buy time until Congress can pass leg-
islation that will either raise the nation’s borrowing au-
thority or suspend the limit for a period of time. She said 
it is unlikely that cash and extraordinary measures will 
be exhausted before early June.
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Tesla gets DOJ subpoena for self-driving cars

The U.S. Justice Department has request-
ed documents from Tesla Inc. related to its 
Autopilot and “Full Self-Driving” features, 
according to a regulatory filing.

“To our knowledge no government 
agency in any ongoing investigation has 
concluded that any wrongdoing occurred,” 
Tesla said in the filing Tuesday with the Se-
curities and Exchange Commission.

The Austin, Texas-based electric vehicle 
maker cautioned that if the government 
decides to pursue an enforcement action, 
it could possibly have a material adverse 

impact on its business. 
A message was left Tuesday seeking 

comment from the Justice Department. 
Tesla is already facing multiple investiga-

tions by the National Highway Traffic Safe-
ty Administration for problems with its two 
driver-assist systems, Autopilot and “Full 
Self-Driving.” 

Despite their names, Tesla still says on its 
website that the cars can’t drive themselves. 
Teslas using “Full Self-Driving” can navigate 
roads in many cases, but experts say the 
system can make mistakes, which even CEO 

Elon Musk acknowledges. “We’re not saying 
it’s quite ready to have no one behind the 
wheel,” CEO Musk said in October.

The systems have been under investiga-
tion by NHTSA since June of 2016 when 
a driver using Autopilot was killed after his 
Tesla went under a tractor-trailer crossing 
its path in Florida. A separate probe into 
Teslas that were using Autopilot when they 
crashed into emergency vehicles started in 
August 2021. At least 14 Teslas that have 
crashed into emergency vehicles while us-
ing the Autopilot system. (AP)

Elon Musk departs the 
Phillip Burton Federal 
Building and United 
States Court House 
in San Francisco, on 
Tuesday, Jan. 24, 
2023. Tesla has re-
ceived requests from 
the Justice Depart-
ment for documents 
related to its Autopilot 
and ‘Full Self-Driving’ 
features, according 
to a regulatory filing. 
(AP)
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Fraud prevention experts recommend strategies

Industrial sector soldiers on China accuses US wanting
‘technological hegemony’

Beijing lobbies Dutch to defend trade

BEIJING, Jan 31, (AP): 
China’s government ac-
cused Washington on Tues-
day of pursuing “technol-
ogy hegemony” following 
news reports the United 
States might step up pres-
sure on tech giant Huawei 
by blocking all access to 
American suppliers.

The possible move, reported by 
Bloomberg News, The Financial 
Times and The Wall Street Jour-
nal, would tighten restrictions im-
posed in 2019 that limit Huawei’s 
access to processor chips and other 
technology. The company, which 
makes network equipment and 
smartphones, was allowed to buy 
some less-advanced components.

Huawei Technologies Ltd., China’s 
first global tech brand, is at the center 
of conflict between Washington and 
Beijing over technology and security. 
U.S. officials say Huawei is a security 
risk and might facilitate Chinese spy-
ing, an accusation the company denies.

“China is gravely concerned about the 
reports,” said a foreign ministry spokes-
woman, Mao Ning. She accused Wash-
ington of “over-stretching the concept 
of national security and abusing state 
power” to suppress Chinese competitors.

Principles
“Such practices are contrary to the 

principles of market economy” and 
are “blatant technological hegemony,” 
Mao said.

Mao said Beijing would “defend the 
legitimate rights” of its companies but 
gave no indication how the govern-
ment might respond. Beijing has made 
similar declarations after past U.S. ac-
tion against its companies but often 
does nothing.

The ban on sales of advanced U.S. 
processor chips and music, maps and 
other services from Alphabet Inc.’s 
Google unit crippled Huawei’s smart-
phone business. The company sold its 
low-end Honor smartphone brand to 
revive sales by separating it from the 
sanctions on its corporate parent.

The Commerce Department agreed 
to grant export licenses to U.S. com-
panies to allow them to sell less-ad-
vanced chips and other technology 
to Huawei that was deemed not to be 
a security risk. That followed com-
plaints suppliers would lose billions of 
dollars in annual sales.

The Biden administration is consid-
ering no longer granting such licenses, 
although no decision has been made, 
the news outlets reported, citing un-
identified people familiar with official 
deliberations.

Huawei scrambled to remove U.S. 
components from its network and 
other products and has launched new 

business lines serving factories, self-
driving cars and other industrial cus-
tomers. The company hopes those are 
less vulnerable to U.S. pressure.

Huawei says its business is starting 
to rebound.

“In 2020, we successfully pulled 
ourselves out of crisis mode,” Eric 
Xu, one of three Huawei executives 
who take turns as chairman, said in a 
December letter to employees. “U.S. 
restrictions are now our new normal, 
and we’re back to business as usual.”

Last year’s revenue was forecast to 
be little-changed from 2021 at 636.9 
billion yuan ($91.6 billion), Xu said.

Also:
BEIJING: China’s foreign minister ap-
pealed to his Dutch counterpart to de-
fend free trade after The Netherlands 

and Japan agreed to cooperate with 
U.S. restrictions on Chinese access to 
advanced processor chip technology 
due to security concerns.

The foreign ministry gave no in-
dication Tuesday whether Qin Gang 
directly addressed the controls in the 
phone call with Wopke Hoekstra. 
But a ministry spokeswoman repeat-
ed complaints made earlier against 
the United States that other govern-
ments were trying to hurt Chinese 
companies.

Qin said the Netherlands and Chi-
na “should jointly maintain the sta-
bility of the international industrial 
chain and supply chain,” said Mao 
Ning.

Hoekstra said on Twitter he talked 
with Qin on Monday but gave no de-
tails.

BEIJING, Jan 31, (AP): Chinese facto-
ry activity rebounded in January from 
three months of contraction, adding to 
signs the world’s second-largest econ-
omy might be recovering from a pain-
ful slump, an official survey showed 
Tuesday.

A monthly purchasing managers’ 
index issued by the Chinese statistics 
agency and an industry group rose to 
50.1 on a 100-point scale on which 
numbers above 50 show activity grow-
ing. That was an unusually large gain 
of 3.1 points from December’s 47.

China’s economic growth sank to 
2.9% over a year earlier in the final 
three months of 2022, but economists 
point to increased investment and im-

proved consumer spending as signs 
activity is recovering.

Manufacturers have been hurt by 
lackluster U.S. and European demand 
for exports after central banks raised 
interest rates to fight inflation. Chinese 
consumer demand weakened follow-
ing COVID-19 outbreaks and a down-
turn in the real estate industry.

New orders, new export orders, 
factory activity and employment im-
proved in January, the National Bureau 
of Statistics and the China Federation 
of Logistics and Purchasing reported.

That shows “economic recovery 
momentum is relatively strong,” econ-
omist Zhang Liqun said in a statement 
issued by the two groups.

Recovery signs from painful slump

Chinese factory activity revives

S.Korean tech giant cites weak demand

Lebanon’s industry revives falling economy

Samsung’s profit plunges amid global economic woes
SEOUL, Jan 31, (AP): Samsung Electronics said Tues-
day its profi t for the last quarter plummeted nearly 70% 
as a weak global economy depressed demand for its con-
sumer electronics products and computer memory chips.

The company’s operating profi t of 4.3 trillion won 
($3.5 billion) for the three months through December fell 
69% from a year earlier, representing its lowest quarterly 
profi t since the third quarter of 2014. Revenue fell 8% to 
70.46 trillion won ($57.2 billion). 

The South Korean tech giant thrived through the fi rst 
two years of the pandemic thanks to its dual strengths 
in parts and fi nished products, benefi ting from robust de-
mand for PCs, TVs and chips powering computer servers 
as the virus forced millions to work at home.

But it has been harder for the company to weather the 
economic shock unleashed by Russia’s war on Ukraine, 
which disrupted industrial supply chains and left major 
economies grappling with higher infl ation and slower 

growth.
“The business environment deteriorated signifi cantly 

in the fourth quarter due to weak demand amid a global 
economic slowdown,” Samsung said in a statement.

The company’s profi t from its bread-and-butter semi-
conductor business came to 270 billion won ($219 mil-
lion) for the last quarter, down signifi cantly from the 8.83 
trillion won ($7.1 billion) it got a year earlier. 

Samsung said chip prices fell sharply amid weakened 
demand as clients adjusted their inventories in face of 
“deepening uncertainties” in the global economy, a prob-
lem the company says will likely extend into the fi rst 
quarter of 2023. 

Samsung also expects demand for its smartphones and 
TVs to fall further in the fi rst quarter amid the global eco-
nomic downturn. 

Samsung’s share price fell 3.5% on Tuesday.

Ultimate guidelines to safely utilize your payment app
By Kimberly Palmer

Personal fi nance expert, NerdWallet

As a frequent PayPal user, I wasn’t surprised to see a payment request on the 
app pop up. But when I read it, I knew something was wrong.

In the message, a stranger asked me to send them $699 in order to get a “refund.” 
While I instantly recognized the request as a scam, I still felt vulnerable; I didn’t im-
mediately see any obvious way to flag the request as a scam, and with just one click, 
I could have accidentally sent this stranger a huge chunk of money.

I’m hardly alone in my worry over security when using peer-to-peer pay-
ment apps: According to a Pew Research Center survey published in September 
2022, about one-third of people who use payment apps or websites say they are 
“a little or not at all confident that payment apps or sites keep people’s personal 
information safe from hackers or unauthorized users.” And an alarming 13% of 
people who have ever used PayPal, Venmo, Zelle or Cash App say they have 
made the mistake of sending money to a scam artist.

Fraud prevention experts recommend these strategies to keep your money 
safe. 

Only send money to people you know
Generally, peer-to-peer payment apps are designed to send money between 

friends - not strangers. If you use them to send money to someone you don’t 
know, then you put yourself at risk for fraud.

“You shouldn’t send money unless you’ve met people in real life and know 
who you are sending money to. If you do that, and you’re careful in terms of 
what number you are sending money to, these apps can be a convenient, safe 
and efficient way to move money,” says Paul Benda , senior vice president of 
operational risk and cybersecurity at the American Bankers Association, a trade 
association for the banking industry. 

Use cash and credit cards in higher-risk situations
If you need to exchange money for goods or services with someone you don’t 

know, the safest way to do that is through cash or credit cards, says Axton Betz-
Hamilton, an assistant professor in the School of Health and Consumer Sciences 
at South Dakota State University and author of “The Less People Know About 
Us,” a memoir about identity theft. 

Credit cards, for example, come with fraud protection attached. “I want that 
protection, so I don’t use these apps,” she says.

While stolen cash can be harder to recover, it may be covered by homeown-

ers and renters insurance policies (up to your policy’s limit and depending on 
your policy).

Be wary of texts, calls or unsolicited requests
Frauds are often perpetuated when scam artists send a text, phone call or 

other kind of message urging you to send money, perhaps claiming you are due 
a refund or late on a bill.

“Fraudsters continue to get better at what they do,” says Joel Williquette, 
senior vice president of operational risk policy at Independent Community 
Bankers of America, a trade group for community banks. That includes sending 

emails that are almost indistinguishable from legitimate banking emails.
A cybercriminal might impersonate the IRS or FBI and ask you to send a 

peer-to-peer payment immediately to satisfy a debt, but Williquette says legiti-
mate agencies will never contact you by text or call your cell phone with an 
urgent request for money.

“Typically, they will send you a letter,” he says, and they don’t ask for pay-
ment through apps or gift cards - another red flag.

A fraudulent payment request sent on a peer-to-peer payment app is “usually 
for a small dollar amount and might even look like it’s from a friend,” says 
Eva Velasquez , president and CEO of the Identity Theft Resource Center, a 
nonprofit organization.

Velasquez urges people to verify requests first by double-checking they are 
sending money to the correct person, adding that it’s easier to fall for scams 
when you’re distracted and multitasking.

Upgrade your cyber hygiene
Enabling two-factor authentication on financial accounts, adding a pin lock to 

your phone and using unique passwords that are at least 12 characters long can 
help keep you safe, Velasquez says.

In addition, she suggests setting your app privacy settings to the most private 
option to minimize the amount of information about you that’s publicly avail-
able.

Flag fraud attempts
According to PayPal, if you receive a payment request like the one I got, you 

should cancel the request without paying. Additionally, you can take a screenshot 
and forward it to phishing@paypal.com. PayPal adds that you should not reply, 
open links, download attachments or call any phone number included in the request.

If you mistakenly disclosed any financial or personal data to a scam artist, 
PayPal says you should change your password immediately, alert your bank 
and report any unauthorized payments to PayPal. You can also report your fraud 
to the Federal Trade Commission at reportfraud.ftc.gov, a government website 
that shares information with law enforcement. 

In my case, I followed the recommended step of canceling the payment re-
quest and never heard from my scam artist again. With enhanced security steps 
in place, I plan to continue to take advantage of the convenience of PayPal and 
other payments apps - and now I know what to do next time I get an unsolicited 
payment request. (AP)

BEIRUT, Jan 31, (KUNA): The in-
dustrial sector in Lebanon, despite 
the falling national economy, con-
tinue to soldier on in order to revive 
the market and create new business 
opportunities especially with the 
increasing demands for Lebanese 
products.

The sector was one of the few of-
fering hard foreign currency in Leba-
non, which is still suffering from the 
decrease in the value of the national 
currency in times when the US Dol-
lar was in high demand.

Speaking to KUNA on the is-
sue, Lebanon’s Industry Ministry 
George Boujikian stressed that the 
steadfastness of the industrial sec-
tor was one of the main factors in 
helping the national economy to 
“stay afloat”.

The sector is witnessing increas-
ing investments, issuing of permits, 
and market expansion, which led to 
the exporting of products to some 
110 countries worldwide, added the 
minister.

The Lebanese industry includes 
21 sectors with the manufacturing of 
food products and furniture leading 
the way, he revealed.

Minister Boujikian stressed the 
importance of keeping Lebanese 
products up to standards to succeed 
both locally and internationally.

On the ministry’s plans, the min-
ister indicated that there was a focus 
on developing three sectors namely 
the use of Artificial Intelligence, re-
cycling, and cinema production.

Similarly, Vice President of the 
Association of Lebanese Industrial-
ists, Ziad Bekdache affirmed that the 
era of the Lebanese industrial sector 
had arrived; revealing that numbers 
currently exceeded those in 2019 
prior to the Lebanese economic cri-
sis.

Locally produced products now 
were rivaling those products abroad, 
he claimed, pointing out that factors 
had increased by 20 to 25 percent 
with clothing and an assortment of 
other products exported.

Bekdache said that the prices of 

Battle against inflation

Egyptian currency slips to
new low against US dollar

locally made products and export 
ones varied between 30 to 60 per-
cent, noting that due to the high qual-
ity of Lebanese products, local con-
sumption had jumped by 60 percent.

The Lebanese Industry exported 
USD four billion worth of products 
and produced around USD 10 mil-
lion worth of comodities for the lo-
cal market.

Providing further input, Dr. Mar-
wan Barakat, Assistant General 

Manager at Bank Audi, said that 
the decrease in value for the na-
tional currency contributed to the 
lowering of manufacturing costs 
especially for industrial and agri-
cultural exports.

Increasing the customs Dollar at a 
rate of Lebanese Pound 15,000 per 
US dollar had protected the Leba-
nese industry and encouraged com-
petitiveness against foreign prod-
ucts, he said.

CAIRO, Jan 31, (AP): The Egyptian 
pound dipped to a new low Monday 
of just over 30 for $1, as the cash-
strapped North African country con-
tinues to battle surging inflation and 
foreign currency shortages, authori-
ties said.

The landmark slide in Egypt’s 
Central Bank selling rate is the lat-
est in a series of tumbles following 
the country’s $3 billion International 
Monetary Fund bail-out package 
ratified in mid-December. The IMF 
deal was agreed upon in exchange 
for Egypt implementing a number of 
economic reforms, including a shift 
to a flexible exchange rate. The deal 
allows for a further $14 billion in 
possible financing for Egypt.

Many banks within Egypt were 
trading at 30 Egyptian pounds for $1 
earlier this month. 

The Egyptian economy has been 
hit hard by years of government aus-
terity, the coronavirus pandemic and 
the fallout from the war in Ukraine. 
Egypt is the world’s largest wheat 
importer, with most of its imports 
having traditionally come from east-
ern Europe. Since January 2022, the 

Egyptian pound has lost around 50% 
of its value against the dollar.

In recent months, the country has 
been beset by surging inflation and 
price hikes. According to monthly 
statistics published by the state-run 
Central Agency for Mobilization and 
Statistics earlier this month, annual 
inflation stood at 21.9% in Decem-
ber, up from 19.2% in November. In 
December 2021, the annual inflation 
stood at 6.5%. 

Food prices increased by 4% on 
average in December 2022, the agen-
cy said. Almost a third of Egypt’s 
104 million people live in poverty, 
according to government figures. 
Most Egyptians rely on government 
subsidies to afford basic goods such 
as bread, policies that have existed 
for decades. 

Egypt is also experiencing a short-
age of foreign currency. In an ef-
fort to preserve its foreign currency 
supplies, many banks have placed 
limits on foreign cash withdrawals. 
Egypt’s government also said it is 
postponing numerous future projects 
that would require significant for-
eign currency expenditure.

This May 18, 2021, photo shows a woman typing on a laptop on a train in 
New Jersey. Scams are common on peer-to-peer payment apps, but you can 
keep your money safe by avoiding questionable payment requests that may 
be fraudulent, only sending money to people you know and upgrading your 
privacy settings. While payment apps are convenient, they also carry risks if 
you use them without first vetting who exactly you are sending money to. (AP)

Workers wearing face masks sew fabrics at a textile factory in Huimin coun-
ty in east China’s Shandong province on Oct. 25, 2022. Chinese factory 
activity rebounded in January from three months of contraction, adding to 
signs the world’s second-largest economy might be recovering from a pain-

ful slump, an official survey showed Tuesday, Jan. 31, 2023. (AP)
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French fi nmin backs pension push, UAE’s COP28 pick

Trying to sell France to Emirati investors 
Monday, France’s fi nance minister high-
lighted what he described as the business-
friendly overhaul of President Emmanuel 
Macron - while sidestepping ongoing pro-
tests back home over a planned pension 
overhaul. 

Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire’s trip 
to Abu Dhabi, the United Arab Emirates’ 
capital, comes as over 1 million people 
marched days earlier to protest a plan by 
Macron’s government to increase the re-
tirement age from 62 to 64. 

More marches are planned for Tuesday, 
with labor unions already uniting against 
the proposal affecting state pension sys-
tem that all retirees can access. 

Le Maire offered a rosy outlook for the 
changes already put in place by Macron’s 
government while speaking to those gath-
ered at the Abu Dhabi Global Market. 
Speaking later to journalists, Le Maire 
stressed that France was a democracy and 
protests were a right of the people.

“You know, when you are taking strong 
decisions, you can expect strong reac-

tions,” he said. “If you want this pension 
system based on solidarity to be effi cient 
for the next decade, you need to introduce 
a reform and you need to guarantee the fi -
nancial balance of the system.”

He also supported the UAE’s selection 
of Sultan al-Jaber to lead the upcoming 
United Nations COP28 climate talks that 
will start in November in Dubai. The UAE, 
a major oil producer and OPEC member, 
has come under fi re from activists for nomi-
nating al-Jaber, the CEO of the Abu Dhabi 
National Oil Co. (AP)

French Finance 
Minister Bruno Le 

Maire speaks at 
a conference in 

Abu Dhabi, United 
Arab Emirates 

on Jan 30, 2023. 
Le Maire said 

Monday that pen-
sion reforms being 
pushed by French 
President Emma-
nuel Macron were 
necessary despite 

facing protests 
and growing oppo-
sition back home. 

(AP)

Al-Sager highlights Group’s stellar performance in 2022

‘NBK achieved highest annual profi ts in Bank’s history’
KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: Isam Al-Sag-
er, Vice Chairman and Group CEO, 
National Bank of Kuwait said that 
NBK achieved the highest annual prof-
its in the Bank’s history, refl ecting the 
soundness of our prudent strategy and 
solid fi nancial position.

“The Group achieved year on year growth of 
40.5% in net profi ts for 2022 to reach KD 509.1 
million, driven by solid operational performance 
and improving cost of risk,” Al-Sager said on the 
sidelines of the analysts’ conference for NBK 
Group 2022 fi nancial results.

Al-Sager highlighted that the Group’s stellar per-
formance is a testament to its successful proactive ap-
proach, the resilience of its business model and its abil-
ity to capture opportunities.

Al-Sager pointed out that the board of directors has 
recommended a distribution of 25 fi ls per share for the 
second half of 2022, bringing our total cash distribution 
for the year to 35 fi ls per share, in addition to 5% bonus 
shares.  

Speaking on the Group’s strategy, Al-Sager said: 
“We continue to 
focus on balancing 
long-term invest-
ments with meet-
ing current fi nan-
cial commitments 
to drive growth 
in today’s chal-
lenging economic 
e n v i r o n m e n t ” , 
explaining that 
NBK Group has 
strengthened its 
foundation through 
strategic invest-
ments in people, 
processes, technol-
ogy, and products.

Moving on to 
the local market, 
Al-Sager said: “In 

Kuwait, we will build on our market position to benefi t 
from the anticipated pickup in activity that will refl ect 
positively on wholesale banking, the strong consumer 
sentiment and spending and our ability to deliver in-
novative products and services.”

Al-Sager also highlighted that the Group continues to 
grow across key growth markets and segments, adding 
that: “In 2022, banking on NBK Group’s strong repu-
tation, our international operations maintained a solid 
pipeline of business activity while executing transac-
tions in line with our strategic initiatives to maintain a 
diversifi ed credit portfolio and funding base.”

As for wealth management, Al-Sager emphasizes 
the Group’s focus on expanding its wealth and asset 
management market share in both the local and interna-
tional markets, with a keen focus on the Saudi market. 

Al-Sager also noted that 2022 marks a turning point 
in NBK Group’s sustainability journey. During the 
year, the Bank transformed its ESG strategy to re-en-
vision its focus on embedding ESG across all its op-
erations and business and introduced its Sustainable 
Financing Framework.

Carbon Neutrality 
“In 2022, we increased our transparency by be-

coming the only financial institution in Kuwait to 
disclose the environmental impact of our activities 
through CDP. We received a CDP score of “C”, 
which is one of the highest scores among all finan-
cial institutions in the GCC. Moreover, recognizing 
our role at the forefront of enabling sustainable eco-
nomic development and supporting New Kuwait Vi-
sion 2035, we recently announced our commitment 
to become carbon neutral by 2060, in line with the 
State’s earlier announced pledge; and we have set in-
terim targets to reduce gross operational emissions 
by 25% by 2025,” Al-Sager said.

When asked about Egypt’s contribution to the Group’s 
balance sheet and its profi tability, Al-Sager responded: 
“NBK Egypt represents as a total less than 5% of our bal-
ance sheet so its not that signifi cant. But in the meantime, 
the impact of the Egyptian devaluation with Egypt going 
through a challenging time considering the recent devalu-
ation of the currency. Our operations in Egypt remain very 
lucrative and the profi tability trends are still convincing 
and supportive of a better outlook. That said, I would say 
the conversion of local profi t into our consolidated USD 
based fi nancial has taken a hit and Egypt’s contribution 
has gone down and that has been the main impact on our 
fi nancials from the devaluation”. 

Discussing the project award market in Kuwait, Al-Sag-
er explained that the political scene will remain the main 
driver for projects awarding. On the projects side, awards 
for the year were 32.5% lower compared to the year be-
fore, which was already at the low end. Both years saw 
several legislative delays, supply-chain disruptions and 
higher costs attributable to materials and labor.

Al-Sager explained that total project awards for the 
year reached KD 832 million but what’s promising was 
the fourth quarter projects activity which picked up in 
pace recording more than KD 380 million of the total 
2022 awards.

Dividend Policy 
As for the Groups distributions, Al-Sager noted that 

this year 35 fi ls/share distribution remains within the 
Bank’s target payout ratio; ranging between 50-60%, 
adding that the dividend policy is determined after con-
sidering total capital requirement to maintain a healthy 
capital buffer.

Key legislations
When asked about the mortgage law, Al-Sager 

stressed on the importance of the mortgage law or the 
debt law for the Kuwaiti economy, confi rming that 
passing both laws is dependent on the improvement in 
the political scene. “We have not changed our view on 
the importance of both laws and the opportunities em-

bedded in both. As for the mortgage law, it is vital as a 
fi nancing tool for the housing market in Kuwait, which 
is currently going through a fi nancing bottleneck, espe-
cially the residential side,” Al-Sager said.   

Al-Sager explained that the challenges to approving 
the law will continue until we witness an improvement 
in the political scene and this will happen sooner or 
later.

Meanwhile, Sujit Ronghe Group CFO, said that 
NBK’s 2022 results refl ected improved underlying op-
erating drivers, strong asset growth, lower provisions 
and impairments, a healthy balance sheet, sound liquid-
ity levels and a solid capital base.

“As for loan growth, the Group reported a net loan 
growth of 6.5% during 2022, adversely affected to an ex-
tent because of currency movements. Although the Group 
has a strong pipeline of loans, given prevailing global dy-
namics and the resulting uncertainty in timing of actual 
drawdowns, we are expecting loan growth in 2023 to be in 
the mid to high single digit range,” Ronghe said.

He added that in 2022, NBK saw a mix of loan 
growth from different sectors retail, corporate, con-
ventional, Islamic across the network, and expected 
this trend to continue in 2023, which is going to be 
a mix of retail and corporate in Kuwait and outside 
Kuwait, as the Bank has a strong pipeline of approved 

credits, which can be expected to materialize in 2023.
As for his expectations on the cost of risk going into 2023, 

Ronghe replied that in 2022, the Group benefi tted from a 
signifi cant drop in provisions stemming from recoveries of 
provisions made during earlier years. The 3 bps cost of risk 
is not representative of what to expect in the future. 

“While being cognizant of global uncertainties that 
lie ahead, we expect our baseline cost of risk at a level 
materially lower than the 60s bps that we saw in 2021. 
The loan book continues to exhibit a sound credit qual-
ity that would refl ect on the cost of risk going forward,” 
Ronghe concluded.

National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) headquarters

Deputy Group CEO at NBK in an interview with Bloomberg

NBK solid fi nancial position and diverse revenue streams
enabled to maintain signifi cant earnings in 2023: Al-Bahar
KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: Shaikha Al-Bahar, Deputy 
Group CEO at National Bank of Kuwait, commented on 
NBK’s announcement of record profi ts for the fi nancial 
year 2022, stating that the Group had a stellar perfor-
mance in the fourth quarter of 2022, capping off yet an-
other strong year. 

In an interview with Bloomberg, Al-Bahar highlighted 
that NBK had strengthened its balance sheet both domes-
tically and internationally and across different business 
segments; corporate, retail, and Islamic, maintaining 
market leadership.

“We continue to focus on maintaining exceptional 
credit quality and capitalization ratios, thus lowering the 
cost of risk, and increasing profi tability. Moreover, we 
capitalized on higher interest rates as franchise deposits 
played a key role in helping achieve margin expansion”, 
Al-Bahar said. Discussing the Group’s strategies, Al-
Bahar underlined that NBK remained committed to ad-
vancing its diversifi cation and digitization agendas while 
the wealth management offerings strengthened their foot-
holds in various markets.

Catalysts of Profi tability 
Al-Bahar attributed the strong bottom line growth 

achieved in 2022 to stronger core banking income and a 
lower risk cost.

“The Group continued to grow its balance sheet, lev-
erage its leading position in the market, and grow both 
the net interest income as well as fee income leading to 
total revenues growth of 12.2% year on year,” Al-Bahar 
confi rmed.

Positivity and Optimism 
Al-Bahar shared her forecast for 2023, confi rming a 

positive outlook as several of today’s uncertainties will 
unfold mainly around the global macroeconomic outlook.

“Oil prices are expected to remain relatively stable 
around current levels leaving the GCC markets with a 
positive sentiment, which means stronger business vol-
umes. Meanwhile, with the higher rate environment, 
our solid fi nancial and risk positions, and the diversifi ed 
revenue streams, we should also continue to see healthy 
bottom-line growth in 2023,” Al-Bahar noted.

Growth Markets
Al-Bahar highlighted that the focus of the Group’s 

geographical footprint is to expand its presence in some 
key growth markets, with particular emphasis on GCC 
and Egypt.

“Our top priority market is Saudi Arabia, as we are ap-
proaching it on all fronts. The developments we see in the 
Saudi market fully align with the Group’s key strategic 
initiatives,” Al-Bahar stated.

“We are using our digital transformation strategy and 
the success we made in launching a digital bank experi-
ence in Kuwait as a foundation for regional growth and 
expansion, with a special focus on young demograph-

ics and retail businesses, especially in KSA and Egypt,” 
Al-Bahr said, adding that the Saudi market is also quite 
lucrative for wealth management activity and that is an-
other cornerstone in our growth strategy.

“Under our newly launched Global Wealth Manage-
ment platform, we have been active in the Saudi market, 
and the NBK franchise is playing an important role in our 
AUM growth in KSA,” Al-Bahar explained.

She also pointed out that the Group continues to focus 
on cross-selling in other developed markets, integrating 
its various offerings to maximize business opportunities 
and increase bottom-line contributions.

Higher Interest Rates 
When asked about the higher interest rates scenario, 

Al-Bahar responded that NBK is a very strong franchise 
bank. Generally speaking, higher rates should be posi-
tive for its margins and profi tability, adding that CASA or 
franchise deposits are not rate sensitive and accordingly 
allows for margin expansion.

The EGP Devaluation Challenges
Commenting on the ongoing currency weakness and 

its repercussions on the Group, Al-Bahar said: “Egypt is 
a strategic market for us, and we always referred to it as 
our second home market.”

She indicated that although the recent currency devalu-
ation moves are creating short-term shocks to the econo-

my and leading to infl ationary pressures, it is a move in 
the right direction, adding that this devaluation move has 
been expected for a long period of time. That uncertainty 
stalled a lot of activity that could generate foreign cur-
rency, including FDIs and other capital fl ows.

“Now that a more fl exible currency regime exists, we 
expect a better outlook for the foreign currency squeeze. 
We have already started seeing some stability in EGP 
movements in recent days,” Al-Bahar predicted.

“Egypt is one of our key markets, but it is quite small in 
the Group context. The impact on the Group’s fi nancials 
is mainly refl ected in lower contribution when consoli-
dating the Egyptian subsidiary because of the devalua-
tion. Still, it is not material because of the size of Egypt’s 
operations in a Group context,” Al-Bahar said.

Missed Opportunities 
Al-Bahar shared her view on the current political situ-

ation in Kuwait and its potential impact on the business 
outlook, confi rming that it continues to be volatile, giv-
en the government’s recent resignation. “This situation 
poses some challenges to the business environment and, 
most importantly, to the government’s infrastructure de-
velopment program,” Al-Bahar explained.

“We view this as a lost opportunity especially con-
sidering Kuwait’s solid fi scal position and the fi nancial 
capacity to accelerate the country’s Capex program to 
upgrade its infrastructure,” Al-Bahar added.

Shaikha Al-Bahar, Deputy Group CEO at National Bank of Kuwait, in an interview with Bloomberg.

Isam Al-Sager, Vice Chairman 
and Group CEO, National Bank of 

Kuwait
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Cash prizes of KD 10,000 to winners of Dawri Zain Fantasy League

Zain kicks-off Kuwait’s fi rst-ever local fantasy football game
KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: Zain, Ku-
wait’s leading digital service pro-
vider, kicked-off its latest surprise 
for Kuwaiti football fans, the Dawri 
Zain Fantasy League; the fi rst-ever 
local fantasy football game for the 
Kuwaiti Premier League - available 
now on dawrizain.com, the App 
Store, and Google Play store. With 
this launch, Zain takes the thrills 
of Kuwaiti football into the digital 
space.

The announcement comes under 
the umbrella of Zain’s strategic 
partnership with the Kuwait Foot-
ball Association, where the com-
pany becomes the Offi cial Sponsor 
of the KFA’s competitions for the 
2022-2026 seasons, including the 

Kuwait Premier League (renamed 
Dawri Zain) and First Division 
League. Zain also extends its sup-
port to H.H. the Amir’s Cup, H.H. 
the Crown Prince’s Cup, and the 
KFA Cup (Zain Cup).

To encourage fans to play, 
compete, and passionately fol-
low their teams, Zain offers cash 
prizes of KD 10,000 to the win-
ners of the Dawri Zain Fantasy 
Football League. The prizes will 
be given to the winners of the 
fi rst three places at the end of the 
season as follows: KD 5000 for 
the fi rst-place winner, KD 3500 
for the second-place winner, and 
KD 1500 for the third-place win-
ner. The game offi cially kicks-off 

with the 12th round of the current 
season of Dawri Zain. 

Fantasy Football is one of the 
most popular games in European 
and international leagues, and 
Zain sought to offer Kuwaiti fans 
the same experience in a 100% lo-
cal fl avor. The game offers users 
a thrilling experience to pick their 
own team and compete with other 
players to achieve fantasy league 
titles. 

Players select 15 players to form 
their team from the available KD 
100m budget, and player prices 
will depend on their actual per-
formance in the Kuwaiti Premier 
League. Each user scores points 
depending on their team’s actual 

results from real matches. Us-
ers can play on dawrizain.com or 
download the app on their smart-
phones via the App Store and 
Google Play store.

Zain is a leading telecommuni-
cations operator across the Middle 
East and Africa, providing mobile 
voice and data services to over 52 
million active customers as of 30 
September 2022. With a commer-
cial presence in 7 countries, Zain 
operates in: Kuwait, Bahrain, Iraq, 
Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Sudan and 
South Sudan. In Morocco, Zain has 
a 15.5% stake in ‘INWI’, through 
a joint venture. Zain is listed on 
the Boursa Kuwait (stock ticker: 
ZAIN).

NEW DELHI, Jan 31, 
(AP): Asia’s richest man, 
Gautam Adani, saw his 
companies shed $68 bil-
lion in market value after 
short-selling fi rm Hinden-
burg Research accused 
him of “pulling the largest 
con in corporate history,” 
triggering a massive sell-
off of Adani stocks. 

The report last week from US-
based Hindenburg attacked India’s 
second-largest conglomerate for 
alleged stock price manipulation 
and fraud just as the group began a 
share offering meant to raise $2.5 
billion. 

Adani, 60, has since slid from a 
ranking of being the world’s third 
richest man to the 11th, as his net 
worth shrank more than $30 billion 
to an estimated $84 billion, accord-
ing to Bloomberg’s Billionaire In-
dex. 

Son of a middle class family in 
Ahmedabad in western India’s Gu-
jarat state, Adani quit college to 
become a diamond trader in Mum-
bai, India’s fi nancial capital. In the 
1980s, he started importing plastics 
before establishing Adani Enter-
prises, which traded in everything 
from shoes to buckets and remains 
his fl agship company. 

India opened up its economy in 
the 1990s and a new middle class 
emerged as tens of millions of peo-
ple escaped poverty and the econ-
omy boomed, prompting Adani to 
bet on infrastructure and coal. 

Adani’s fi rst big project, the 
Mundra port in Gujarat, opened in 
1998 and is now India’s largest. 
Adani Ports and Special Economic 
Zone Ltd. is India’s biggest private 
port operator. Within a decade, 
Adani became India’s largest de-
veloper and operator of coal mines. 
It has expanded to Australia and 
Indonesia and, according to Adani 
Power’s website, is on track to be 
“one of the largest mining groups in 
the world.” 

Adani companies operate airports 
in major cities, build roads, gener-
ate electricity, manufacture defense 
equipment, develop agricultural 
drones, sell cooking oil and run a 
media outlet. Despite his fossil fuel 
roots, the billionaire’s Adani Green 
aims become the world’s largest re-
newable energy player by 2030.

Success
Adani’s net worth shot up about 

2,000% in recent years as share 
prices for his listed companies 
soared. 

His critics say much of his suc-
cess stems from his close ties to the 
government and to Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi, who has at times 
campaigned using an Adani jet. 
They have accused the government 
of adjusting bidding rules to make 
it easier for Adani to win contracts 
to operate airports, for example. 
The company denies this, saying 
contracts were won fairly through a 
transparent process. 

Before Modi took offi ce, Adani 
was friendly with the rival Con-
gress Party, which governed Gu-
jarat state when many of his early 
projects began. Adani has been 
“close to every politician in pow-
er,” R N Bhaskar, a journalist who 
wrote a biography on Adani, told 

BOSTON, Jan 31, (AP): A wealthy 
Russian businessman and associates 
made tens of millions of dollars by 
cheating the stock market in an elab-
orate scheme that involved hacking 
into US computer networks to steal 
insider information about companies 
such as Microsoft and Tesla, a pros-
ecutor told jurors on Monday. 

Vladislav Klyushin, the owner a 
Moscow-based information technol-
ogy company with ties to the upper 
levels of the Russian government, is 
standing in trial in a Boston federal 
court nearly two years after he was 
arrested after landing in Switzerland 
on a private jet for a skiing trip. 

He’s the only Russian national 
charged in the nearly $90 million 
scheme who has been arrested and 
extradited to the US; four accused 
co-conspirators - including a Rus-
sian military intelligence offi cer 
who’s also been charged with med-
dling in the 2016 presidential elec-
tion - remain at large. 

Assistant US Attorney Stephen 
Frank told jurors that the hack-to-
trade scheme netted Klyushin and 
his associates the kind of returns “ac-
tual money managers couldn’t even 
dream about.” Using stolen infor-
mation about the performance of a 
company that would dictate its stock 
price, Klyushin personally turned a 
$2 million investment into nearly 
$21 million, and together, the group 
turned about $9 million into nearly 
$90 million, Frank said. 

“It wasn’t luck. And it wasn’t be-
cause of careful fi nancial research ei-
ther. The defendant cheated,” Frank 
said. 

Klyushin’s attorney told jurors 
that the government’s case is fi lled 
with “gaping holes” and “inferenc-

es.” He said his client was fi nancially 
successful long before he began trad-
ing stocks and he continued trading 
in many of the same companies even 
after access to the alleged insider in-
formation was shut off because the 
hacks were discovered.

“There’s nothing illegal about be-
ing Russian, about having wealth, 
about having an IT company that 
contracts with the government,” at-
torney Maksim Nemtsev said, refer-
ring to contracts with the Kremlin. 

Charged
Klyushin has close ties to a Rus-

sian military officer who was one 
of 12 Russians charged in 2018 
with hacking into the Hillary Clin-
ton presidential campaign and the 
Democratic Party and publishing 
its emails in an attempt to influ-
ence the 2016 election. Prosecutors 
say Ivan Ermakov, who worked 
with Klyushin at the IT company, 
was a hacker in the alleged insider 
trading scheme. US prosecutors 
have not alleged that Klyushin was 
involved in the election interfer-
ence.

Klyushin and Ermakov were close 
friends, according to the prosecutor, 
who showed jurors photos of the 
men together and said Klyushin even 
bought Ermakov an apartment to live 
in. 

Klyushin, who wore headphones 
to listen to an interpreter as the law-
yers spoke, has remained behind bars 
in the US since he was extradited in 
December 2021. 

He was arrested months earlier 
in Switzerland minutes after he ar-
rived on a private jet and just before 
he and his party were about to board 
a private helicopter to whisk them 
to a nearby ski resort. He fought 

extradition to the U.S., with one ap-
peal reaching Switzerland’s highest 
court. 

Kluyshin faces charges including 
conspiring to obtain unauthorized 
access to computers and to commit 
wire fraud and securities fraud. The 
trial is expected to last a few weeks. 

Klyushin ran M-13, a Moscow-
based information technology 
company that purported to provide 
services to detect vulnerabilities 
in computer systems and counted 
among its clients the administration 
of Russian President Vladimir Putin 
and other government entities, ac-
cording to prosecutors. 

Prosecutors allege that the hackers 
deployed malware to gather employ-
ees’ usernames and passwords for 
two U.S.-based vendors that publicly 
traded companies use to make fi lings 
through the Securities and Exchange 
Commission. They then broke into 
the vendors’ computer systems to get 
fi nancial disclosures for hundreds of 
companies - including Microsoft, 
Tesla and Kohls, Ulta Beauty and 
Sketchers - before the were fi led to 
the SEC and became public, pros-
ecutors say. 

By getting a company’s fi nancial 
information ahead of time, the de-
fendants were able to make trades 
using brokerage accounts, some-
times in their own names, based on 
whether a company’s shares would 
likely rise or fall following the pub-
lic disclosure of the information, 
prosecutors said.

The scheme unraveled after the 
SEC reported suspicious trading in 
the brokerage accounts of several 
Russian nationals to the FBI in late 
2019 and the vendors later discov-
ered they had been hacked.

The Associated Press. 
Adani’s supporters say he has 

cleverly aligned the group’s priori-
ties with those of the government 
by investing in key industries like 
renewable energy, defense and ag-
riculture. And his projects overseas, 
in strategically important countries 
like neighboring Sri Lanka, help 
New Delhi compete with rival Bei-
jing in the region. 

Companies in the Adani Group 
lost about $68 billion, as estimated 
by Bloomberg, after Hindenburg 
Research issued its report last week. 
The short-selling fi rm says it spent 
two years investigating the Adani 
group and concluded the seven 
Adani listed companies were over-
valued, with an “85% downside 
risk.” The report cited information 
from former Adani executives, 
thousands of documents and other 
research. 

The main allegations against the 
conglomerate include stock price 
manipulation and accounting fraud, 
among other abuses. The report al-
leges the Adani Group has used 
offshore shell companies linked to 
Adani’s family to drive up share 
prices. It posed 88 questions for 
Adani to answer. 

Five-year-old Hindenburg, run 

by Nathan Anderson, drew atten-
tion in 2020 when it accused elec-
tric vehicle maker Nikola of lying 
and misrepresenting its technology. 
Nikola’s founder was found guilty 
of fraud last year.

The Adani group has dismissed 
Hindenburg’s allegations and issued 
a 413-page report that rejected its 
questions, saying none of them were 
“based on independent or journalis-
tic fact fi nding.” Adani’s response 
included documents and data tables 
and said the group has made all nec-
essary regulatory disclosures and 
has abided by local laws. 

Hindenburg respond by saying 
Adani had answered only 26 of its 
88 questions and failed to address 
many of the issues it raised.

Adani has said it was consider-
ing taking legal action. Hindenburg 
welcomed the idea, saying a US le-
gal challenge might give it access to 
documents related to Adani’s busi-
ness dealings. 

Concerns
Hindenburg’s report raised 

concerns of wider problems and 
prompted investors to dump Adani 
Group shares. Since Jan. 25, the 
fl agship company, Adani Enter-
prises, and others in the group have 

plunged by as much as 20% in a sin-
gle day. 

Some analysts said if the issues 
raised by Hindenburg were found 
to be true, that could hurt fi nancial 
institutions and banks the group has 
borrowed from. 

But Aveek Mitra, founder of 
Aveksat Financial Advisory, says 
he believes the situation will only 
cause “a few days of turmoil.” Hin-
denburg has raised important ques-
tions about the valuations of Adani 
stocks, but it doesn’t mean its entire 
business or assets are “a sham,” he 
said. 

Adani Enterprises’ share offer-
ing was fully subscribed as of late 
Tuesday, suggesting the company 
still enjoys support. Still, shares in 
three Adani companies were down 
between 5 to 10%. 

“If shares continue to plunge, 
Adani as a businessman will need to 
take that into consideration and see 
where and how to next invest,” said 
Mitra. 

“It could also increase scrutiny 
since lenders may require more 
assurances which could make the 
company more careful,” he said. 
“But whether this is a setback or a 
temporary blip for Adani, that is the 
billion dollar question.”

Accused of ‘pulling largest con in corporate history’

‘Group turned $9mn into nearly $90mn’

Richest Asian, Adani, targeted
in $68 billion stock market rout

Russian millionaire Klyushin on trial in
US for hack and insider trade scheme

Celebrate season of love

Malabar Gold unveils ‘Heart
to Heart’ jewellery collection
KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: Malabar 
Gold & Diamonds, the 6th larg-
est global jewellery retailer with a 
strong retail network of over 300 
outlets spread across 10 countries, 
has launched a special collection 
of diamond and 18K gold jewel-
lery named ‘Heart to Heart’ to cel-
ebrate the season of love. 

The ‘Heart to Heart’ jewellery 
collection showcases exclusive 
heart-shaped jewellery that will 
cater to the increasing demand for 
such jewellery during this period. 
With over 150 designs symbol-
izing love in various ways, this 
unique jewellery collection serves 
as a perfect gift to express love 
to dear ones. With prices starting 
from just KWD 75, there is some-
thing to fi t everyone’s budget. 
To make the occasion more spe-
cial, customers can also get a free 
Anne Klein or Coach watch with 
this limited-edition diamond jew-
ellery.

Solitaire
Apart from pendants in dia-

monds and 18k, customers can 
also choose heart-shaped, beau-
tifully crafted bangles, bracelets 
and rings to gift their loved ones. 
Additionally, the brand has also 
launched heart-shaped solitaire 
rings, which are available in dif-
ferent centre stone sizes and spec-
ifi cations. The diamond jewellery 
featured in the collection includes 
designs studded predominantly 
with red and multicoloured stones 
as well. 

This offer will be available 
across all outlets of Malabar Gold 
& Diamonds until 14th February 
2023. Customers can also buy this 
unique collection online through 
www.malabargoldanddiamonds.
com.

‘It is the season of love and 
there is no gift more thought-
ful than jewellery to be given to 
your loved ones as it is the most 
preferred gift by women and its 
charm lasts for a lifetime. Ad-
ditionally, the special ‘Heart 
to Heart’ collection we have 
launched in diamond and 18k 
gold jewellery are classic designs 
that can be used at any point in 
time, serving as an heirloom that 
can be passed onto generations 
and an ideal investment as well,’ 
said Mr Shamlal Ahamed, Man-
aging Director – International 
Operations, Malabar Gold & Dia-
monds.

‘Love needs no reason’ is the 

key message of the campaign, 
with all communication refl ecting 
the concept that although there 
may be a million reasons to love 
someone, there needn’t be any 
particular reason to make them 
feel special.

Apart from these, Malabar Gold 
& Diamonds also showcases an 
incredible collection of unique de-
signs in gold and diamond jewel-
lery to suit the tastes and budgets 
of its different customers. 

Malabar Gold & Diamonds was 
established in 1993 and is the fl ag-
ship company of Malabar Group, 
a leading diversifi ed Indian busi-
ness conglomerate. 

Design
With an annual turnover of $4.1 

billion, the company currently 
ranks as the 6th largest jewellery 
retailer globally and today has a 
strong retail network of over 300 
outlets spread across 10 countries 
in addition to multiple offi ces, 
design centres, wholesale units 
and factories spread across India, 
Middle East, Far East & USA. 
The group, owned by more than 
4,000 shareholders, has more than 
16,500 professionals from over 
26 countries working towards its 
continued success.

Malabar Gold & Diamonds also 
features an online store www.
malabargoldanddiamonds.com 
providing customers with the 
opportunity to purchase their fa-
vorite jewelry at any time and on 
any day from the comfort of their 
homes.

The group also operates MGD 
– Lifestyle Jewellery, a retail 
concept offering trendy and light 
weight jewellery that represents 
the independent and the modern 
woman through its designs and 
collections.

CSR has been the primary com-
mitment of the group since its 
inception; integrating ESG (Envi-
ronmental, Social & Governance) 
principles into the core business. 
The key CSR focus areas of Ma-
labar Group are Hunger, Health, 
Education, Women Empower-
ment, Housing, and the Environ-
ment. 

The ESG goals of the organiza-
tion are periodically strengthened 
by integrating responsibility and 
sustainability to remain a socially 
conscious and responsible organi-
zation. The group contributes 5% 
of its profi t to such initiatives in 
the same country of operation.

Malabar Gold & Diamonds special collection of diamond and 18K gold jewellery 
named ‘Heart to Heart’ 

Zain takes the thrills of Kuwaiti football into the digital space.

strikes, protests hit France in round 2 of pension battle

From tiny islands to major cities, dem-
onstrators poured into France’s streets 
Tuesday in the latest clash of wills with the 
government over its plans to push back 
the retirement age. Labor unions aimed to 
mobilize more than 1 million demonstra-
tors in what one veteran left-wing leader 
described as a “citizens’ insurrection.”

The nationwide strikes and protests were 
a crucial test both for President Emmanuel 
Macron’s government and its opponents. 
The government says it is determined to 
push through Macron’s election pledge to re-

form France’s pension system. Labor unions 
and left-wing legislators fi ghting in parliament 
against Macron’s plans are counting on pro-
testers to turn out massively to strengthen 
their efforts to kill the bill that that would raise 
the retirement age from 62 to 64.

Veteran left-wing leader Jean-Luc Mé-
lenchon predicted “a historic day” of pro-
tests and defeat for Macron, as large 
crowds of protesters marched in cities 
and towns outside Paris - ahead of a ma-
jor demonstration planned later Tuesday 
through the French capital.

“It’s not often that we see such a mass 
mobilization,” Mélenchon, speaking in the 
southern city of Marseille. “It’s a form of 
citizens’ insurrection.”

On the tiny western isle of Ouessant, off 
the tip of Brittany, about 100 demonstra-
tors gathered outside the offi ce of Mayor 
Denis Palluel and marched on Tuesday 
morning, he said.

Speaking by phone with The Associated 
Press, Palluel said the prospect of having 
to work longer alarmed mariners on the is-
land with arduous ocean-going jobs. (AP)

A man holds a poster 
reading ‘Macron, Borne 
must retire’ during a dem-
onstration Jan 31 in Paris. 
From tiny islands to major 
cities, demonstrators 
marched across France 
on Tuesday in the latest 
clash of wills with the gov-
ernment over its plans to 
push back the retirement 
age. (AP)



care sector workers protest Headspace Health expands care services

More than 10,000 people pro-
tested through central Brussels 
on Tuesday to demand better 
working conditions and more 
pay in the care sector which 
have been especially hard-hit 
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Trade union activists and 
workers are demanding that 
more people be hired in hospi-
tals and care homes for older 
people, and that pay scales 
would be increased consider-

ably to make the sector more 
attractive for young profession-
als.

The government has acknowl-
edged the problems, but has yet 
to come up with any convincing 
plan to turn the crisis in the sec-
tor around.

“We cannot wait until after 
the 2024 elections. Valuable 
years are going to waste,” said 
Mark Selleslach of the ACV Puls 
trade union. (AP)

Headspace Health, the provider of the 
world’s most comprehensive digital mental 
health platform, has announced the expan-
sion of its care services for organizations 
headquartered outside of the US Starting 
with the UK this month, Headspace Health 
now brings together Headspace’s world-
class meditation and mindfulness offering 
with on-demand coaching, therapy and EAP 
services to provide a single mental health 
solution that reduces complexity, adminis-
trative burden and cost for employers. The 
company plans to extend these services into 

additional markets throughout 2023.
The pandemic and global economic pres-

sures have exacerbated the mental health 
crisis around the world with employees in-
creasingly looking to their employers for sup-
port. A recent UK Corporate Mental Health 
Benchmark Report by CCLA revealed 93 
out of 100 companies assessed acknowl-
edge workplace mental health as an impor-
tant business issue. While employee mental 
health support is an increasing topic of sig-
nifi cance on company agendas, more work 
is required in this area to enact real change. 

A recent Headspace Health study revealed 
that one in three British workers feel their 
employer isn’t doing enough to support their 
mental health, and over half (63%) admit 
they missed at least one day of work over 
a 12 month period due to stress, anxiety, or 
other mental health challenges.

The Headspace Health stepped-care ap-
proach is designed with an emphasis on pre-
vention, providing employees with the ability 
to increase or decrease the level of support 
they need as individual needs change over 
time. 
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The Conversation

Adverse health impacts on people living nearby city

LA’s troubled history with urban oil drilling nearing an end
By Jill Johnston, University of Southern California and Bhavna 

Shamasunder, Occidental College
The Conversation is an independ-
ent and nonprofi t source of news, 
analysis and commentary from aca-
demic experts.

❑     ❑     ❑

Los Angeles had oil wells pumping 
in its neighborhoods when Holly-

wood was in its infancy, and thousands 
of active wells still dot the city.

These wells can emit toxic chemi-
cals such as benzene and other irritants 
into the air, often just feet from homes, 
schools and parks. But now, after near-
ly a decade of community organizing 
and studies demonstrating the adverse 
health impacts on people living nearby, 
Los Angeles’ long history with urban 
drilling is nearing an end.

In a unanimous vote on Jan. 24, 
2023, the Los Angeles County Board 
of Supervisors voted to ban new oil 
and gas extraction and phase out ex-
isting operations. It followed a similar 
vote by the Los Angeles City Council 
a month earlier. The city set a 20-year 
phaseout period, while the county has 
yet to set a timetable.

As environmental health research-
ers, we study the impacts of oil drill-
ing on surrounding communities. Our 
research shows that people living near 
these urban oil operations suffer higher 
rates of asthma than average, as well 
as wheezing, eye irritation and sore 
throats. In some cases, the impact on 
residents’ lungs is worse than living 
beside a highway or being exposed to 
secondhand smoke every day.

Over a century ago, the fi rst industry 
to boom in Los Angeles was oil.

Extraction
Oil was abundant and fl owed close 

to the surface. In early 20th-century 
California, sparse laws governed min-
eral extraction, and rights to oil ac-
crued to those who could pull it out 
of the ground fi rst. This ushered in a 
period of rampant drilling, with wells 
and associated machinery crisscross-
ing the landscape. By the mid-1920s, 
Los Angeles was one of the largest oil-
exporting regions in the world.

Oil rigs were so pervasive across the 
region that the Los Angeles Times de-
scribed them in 1930 as “trees in a for-
est.” Working-class communities were 
initially supportive of the industry be-
cause it promised jobs but later pushed 
back as their neighborhoods witnessed 
explosions and oil spills, along with 
longer-term damage to land, water and 
human health.

Tensions over land use, extraction 
rights and subsequent drops in oil 
prices due to overproduction eventu-
ally resulted in curbs on drilling and 
a long-standing practice of oil compa-
nies’ voluntary “self-regulation,” such 
as noise-reduction technologies. The 
industry began touting these voluntary 
approaches to defl ect governmental 
regulation.

Increasingly, oil companies dis-
guised their activities with approaches 
such as operating inside buildings, 
building tall walls and designing is-

lands off Long Beach and other sites to 
blend in with the landscape. Oil drill-
ing was hidden in plain sight.

Today there are over 20,000 active, 
idle or abandoned wells spread across 
a county of 10 million people. About 
one-third of residents live less than a 
mile from an active well site, some 
right next door.

Since the 2000s, the advance of ex-
tractive technologies to access harder-
to-reach deposits has led to a resur-
gence of oil extraction activities. As 
extraction in some neighborhoods has 
ramped up, people living in South Los 
Angeles and other neighborhoods in 
oil fi elds have noticed frequent odors, 
nosebleeds and headaches.

Setbacks
The city of Los Angeles has no buff-

ers or setbacks between oil extraction 
and homes, and approximately 75% of 
active oil or gas wells are located with-
in 500 meters (1,640 feet) of “sensitive 
land uses,” such as homes, schools, 
child care facilities, parks or senior 
residential facilities.

Despite over a century of oil drill-
ing in Los Angeles, until recently there 
was limited research into the health im-
pacts. Working with community health 
workers and community-based organi-
zations helped us gauge the impact oil 
wells are having on residents, particu-
larly on its historically Black and His-
panic neighborhoods.

The fi rst step was a door-to-door 
survey of 813 neighbors from 203 
households near wells in Las Cienegas 
oil fi eld, just south and west of down-
town. We found that asthma was sig-
nifi cantly more common among people 
living near South Los Angeles oil wells 
than among residents of Los Angeles 
County as a whole. Nearly half the peo-
ple we spoke with, 45%, didn’t know 
oil wells were operating nearby, and 
63% didn’t know how to contact local 
regulatory authorities to report odors or 
environmental hazards.

Next, we measured lung function of 
747 long-term residents, ages 10 to 85, 
living near two drilling sites. Poor lung 
capacity, measured as the amount of air 
a person can exhale after taking a deep 
breath, and lung strength, how strongly 
the person can exhale, and are both pre-
dictors of health problems including res-
piratory disease, death from cardiovascu-
lar problems and early death in general.

We found that the closer someone lived 
to an active or recently idle well site, the 
poorer that person’s lung function, even 
after adjusting for such other risk factors 
as smoking, asthma and living near a free-
way. This research demonstrates a signifi -
cant relationship between living near oil 
wells and worsened lung health.

People living up to 1,000 meters (0.6 
miles) downwind of a well site showed 
lower lung function on average than 
those living farther away and upwind. 
The effect on their lungs’ capacity and 
strength was similar to impacts of living 
near a freeway or, for women, being ex-
posed to secondhand smoke. (AP)

Ardiya Medical Center team raises health awareness

AUB holds vaccination drive against winter diseases
KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: Ahli United Bank (AUB) 
announced the organization of a vaccination cam-
paign to fi ght winter diseases such as colds (infl u-
enza) and pneumonia, in cooperation with Kuwait 
Ministry of Health. The campaign continued during 
working hours from Monday, corresponding to Janu-
ary 30th, 2023 as a team from the Ardiya Medical 
Center has been presented at the Bank’s headquar-
ters, in order to raise employees’ awareness of the 
importance of protecting themselves from diseases 
that spread especially in the winter season, and pro-
viding them with vaccination against these diseases 
with the utmost ease.

Commenting on the campaign, Ms. Faten Al-
Tamimi, Head of Corporate Communications at Ahli 
United Bank, said: “Based on the previous success of 
health awareness campaigns organized by the Bank, 
we are pleased to cooperate with Ardiya Medical 
Center to spread awareness about the importance of 
vaccination against diseases associated with the win-
ter season. We also encourage our employees to get 
the vaccine to protect themselves and their families 
from these diseases, as well as learning how to pre-
vent winter diseases from the Ardiya Medical Center 
team.

Al-Tamimi added: The Bank’s keenness to or-

ganize this campaign comes in line with the preven-
tive measures set by the State of Kuwait to limit the 
spread of diseases associated with the winter season, 
and to ensure a safe work environment to retain the 
health and safety of all members of society, promote 
health awareness, and encourage the adoption of 
sound behaviors.

Al-Tamimi confi rmed that Ahli United Bank plays 
a leading role in supporting social programs and ini-
tiatives that aim to raise awareness of social, health, 
developmental and educational issues in the State of 
Kuwait through its distinguished program of social 
responsibility.

A group photo for AUB CSR team with representatives from the Ardiya Medical Center

Phantom device provides valuable insights

Vision supplies VEO camera for use in sepsis test
WAYNE, N.J, Jan 31: Vision Research, a leading 
manufacturer of digital high-speed imaging systems, 
has for the fi rst time supplied an embedded Phan-
tom high-speed camera for use within a medical de-
vice with US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
501(k) clearance.

The device, Cytovale®’s IntelliSep® test, is a new 
diagnostic tool that provides clinicians with early 
indication of sepsis probability to support critical 
time-sensitive clinical decisions, providing test re-
sults in under 10 minutes and contributing to rapid 
life-saving decisions.

Critical to this groundbreaking diagnostic system is 
the Phantom VEO 710 high-speed camera, which re-
solves blood cells as they move through the microfl uid-
ics channel at 3 meters per second, requiring frame rates 
greater than 500,000 frames per second (fps). The VEO 
710 employs a custom CMOS sensor with 7 Gpx/s im-
age throughput and supports the fast offl oad of data, 
contributing to IntelliSep’s fast, 10-minute sample turn-
around time. It is also a well-established camera used in 
a variety of industries and applications, with the proven 
reliability necessary for long-term success.

“Phantom VEO high-speed cameras provide valu-

able insights into many biological and biomedical 
events that are otherwise too fast to be seen,” says 
Toni Lucatorto, Product Manager, Vision Research. 
“They are a key enabling technology in fl ow cytom-
etry, and we’re very excited to be part of this life-
saving medical breakthrough.” Vision Research is a 
leading manufacturer of high-speed digital imaging 
systems that are indispensable across a wide variety 
of applications, including defense, automotive, engi-
neering, science, medical research, industrial manu-
facturing, packaging, machine vision, sports broad-
cast, TV production and digital cinematography.
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This image released by Netfl ix shows Pamela Anderson in a scene from the documentary ‘Pamela, A Love Story.’ (AP)

London gallery to show McCartney photos from Beatlemania era

Noah returns as Grammy host with comfort, nervousness
LOS ANGELES, Jan 31, (AP): Trevor Noah feels more comfortable 
hosting the Grammy Awards for a third-straight year, but the former 
“The Daily Show” host still has some nervousness about leading the 
ceremony with big-time acts like Beyoncé, Adele and Harry Styles 
looking on.

“The nerves come in because you’re standing in front of not just 
some of the best, but some of the biggest performers in the world,” 
said the Emmy winner. Noah expects his diligent preparation to get 
him through Sunday’s show.

“Nerves are part of what I do,” the comedian said.
Noah returns for his third hosting stint at the Grammys, which airs 

live from Crypto.com Arena on Sunday on CBS and Paramount+. The 
ceremony returns to Los Angeles after relocating to Las Vegas for the 
fi rst-time ever because of rising COVID-19 cases and omicron variant.

“I was relieved Trevor came back because it makes my job more 
enjoyable and easier,” said Ben Winston, the show’s executive 
producer. He called Noah an “absolute pro” who he said can pivot 
gracefully at any moment on a night celebrating music’s best.

“He reassures me on a stressful night when a set hasn’t been built 
in time and I say to his ear ‘Sorry about that. I need you to go an 
extra 90 seconds because Lady Gaga’s orchestra isn’t in.’ He’ll just 
naturally fl ow, make a joke, get up and sit at somebody’s table and 
chat with them,” Winston said. “That’s a very diffi cult task which 
very few people could do - and defi nitely can’t do with his comedy 
and charm that Trevor has.”

Noah said each year of hosting the Grammys has offered a differ-
ent experience because of the logistical challenges stemmed from the 
pandemic. But he said the intimate but socially-distanced in-person 

award show in 2021 helped him build a rapport with music stars - 
especially when telling his jokes.

Last year’s ceremony in Las Vegas was a hybrid model that in-
cluded fans.

“Every year, I notice that I develop a different rapport with the peo-
ple in the room,” he said. “That opens you up to a few more jokes and a 
few more conversations in a way where people understand the context 
of who you are in relation to them. It means you get to have a little bit 
of fun without anybody feeling like you’re dunking on them.”

As a music fan, Noah is looking forward to checking out the popu-
lar performers who will hit the stage including Bad Bunny, Mary J. 
Blige, Sam Smith, Lizzo, Steve Lacy and Brandi Carlile.

Beyoncé heads into the ceremony with a leading nine nomina-
tions, including record and song of the year nods for her song “Break 
My Soul.” Kendrick Lamar has the second-most nominations with 
eight, while Adele and Carlile enter the show with seven nods.

Styles, Blige, Future, DJ Khaled, The-Dream and mastering engi-
neer Randy Merrill each received six nominations.

“We love having Trevor because he’s so darn good at it,” said Har-
vey Mason jr, the CEO of the Recording Academy. “He is so person-
able, he’s so funny. I don’t know how he does what he does. He never 
stumbles, he never hesitates. He’s always so earnest and heartfelt. 
He’s also a music guy. You see him when he’s not on camera. He’s 
singing, he’s dancing, he’s rapping. I feel like he’s one of us now.”

Also:
LONDON: A trove of previously unseen photos taken by Paul Mc-
Cartney as the Beatles shot to global stardom will go on display in 

London this year.
The National Portrait Gallery has announced that the exhibition, 

titled “Eyes of the Storm,” will help mark the gallery’s reopening in 
June after a three-year refurbishment.

Gallery director Nicholas Cullinan said McCartney, approached the 
gallery in 2020 saying he had rediscovered a batch of photos from late 
1963 and early 1964 that he had thought were lost. The pictures cover a 
brief, transformative time when the Beatles rose from sensations in their 
own country to a worldwide phenomenon, notably their breakthrough in 
the US and historic appearance on “The Ed Sullivan Show.”

Cullinan said they were an “extraordinary” set of images of “such 
a famous and important cultural moment … taken by someone who 
was really, as the exhibition title alludes, in the eye of the storm.”

“Paul McCartney Photographs 1963-64: Eyes of The Storm” 
opens June 28 and runs to Oct. 1. A companion book will come out 
two weeks earlier in the US and Britain, according to a joint an-
nouncement by the British and American publishers.

“Anyone who rediscovers a personal relic or family treasure is 
instantly fl ooded with memories and emotions, which then trigger 
associations buried in the haze of time,” McCartney said in a state-
ment issued through his publishers.

“This was exactly my experience in seeing these photos, all taken 
over an intense three-month period of travel, culminating in Febru-
ary 1964. It was a wonderful sensation to be plunged right back. 
Here was my own record of our fi rst huge trip, a photographic jour-
nal of The Beatles in six cities, beginning in Liverpool and London, 
followed by Paris ... and then what we regarded as the big time, our 
fi rst visit as a group to America.”

SANTA FE, NM: Prosecutors 
planned to fi le felony charges of 
involuntary manslaughter Tuesday 
in the fatal shooting of a cinema-
tographer by actor Alec Baldwin 
during a rehearsal on the set of a 
Western movie in 2021.

Cinematographer Halyna 
Hutchins died shortly after being 
wounded at a fi lm set ranch on 
the outskirts of Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, on Oct 21, 2021. Baldwin 
was pointing a pistol at Hutchins 
when the gun went off, killing her 
and wounding the fi lm’s director.

In recent weeks, Santa Fe District 
Attorney Mary Carmack-Altwies 
has outlined two sets of involuntary 
manslaughter charges in connection 
with the shooting against Baldwin 
and fi lm set weapons supervisor 
Hannah Gutierrez-Reed.

The district attorney said 
through a spokeswoman Monday 
that her offi ce will release charg-
ing documents and a statement 
of probable cause outlining the 
evidence. Hutchins’ death already 
has led to new safety precautions 
in the fi lm industry.

Involuntary manslaughter can 
involve a killing that happens while 
a defendant is doing something 
lawful but dangerous and is acting 
negligently or without caution. Spe-
cial prosecutor Andrea Reeb has 
cited a pattern of “criminal disregard 
for safety” on the set of “Rust.”

Prosecutors also said they will 
release the terms of a signed plea 
agreement with assistant director 
David Halls, who oversaw safety 
on the set. Participants in the un-
fi lmed rehearsal have given con-
fl icting accounts of who handed 
the gun to Baldwin.

Halls has agreed to plead guilty 
in the negligent use of a deadly 
weapon, they said.

Heather Brewer, a spokeswom-
an for the district attorney’s offi ce, 
said in a statement Monday that 
prosecutors are “fully focused on 
securing justice for Halyna Hutch-
ins” and “the evidence and the facts 
speak for themselves.” (AP)

❑        ❑        ❑

LONDON: Eva Green said in a 
British court Monday that she 
grew disillusioned with a fi lm pro-
ject because it was becoming a “B 
movie” that could ruin her career.

The French actress is suing 
producers for a $1 million fee she 
says she is owed for “A Patriot,” a 
sci-fi  thriller that collapsed in late 

2019. Production company White 
Lantern Film is countersuing, 
claiming Green made “excessive 
creative and fi nancial” demands 
and undermined the production.

Green, who played Vesper 
Lynd in James Bond thriller 
“Casino Royale,” said she “fell 
in love” with the script for “A 
Patriot” and its environmental 

message, but became increasingly 
concerned as producers moved 
production from Ireland to Eng-
land and cut other corners.

“When an actor has appeared 
in a B movie they are labelled as 
a B actor, you never get offered 
quality work ever again,” she said 
during an evidence session at the 
High Court in London.

“I never wanted this to be a B 
movie but I realized more towards 
the end that it was going to hap-
pen,” she added.

Green, 42, also raised safety 
concerns, referring to the death 
of cinematographer Halyna 
Hutchins when a prop gun was 
discharged on the set of the movie 
“Rust.” Actor Alec Baldwin and 

the fi lm’s weapons supervisor face 
involuntary manslaughter charges 
over the 2021 incident.

Green said executive pro-
ducer Jake Seal had cut down 
her stunt training on “A Patriot” 
- in which she was due to play a 
soldier - from four weeks to fi ve 
days, something she claimed was 
“extremely dangerous.” (AP)

Film

Variety

Docu lets audience peer into her soul

Anderson captivatingly tells her own story
By Lindsey Bahr

Pamela Anderson was always a bit of an open 
book in interviews. No one ever told her not 

to be, or that because she talked about some things 
that she didn’t have to talk about everything. She 
didn’t know that she could draw her own line in 
the sand if a question made her feel uncomfortable.

And so she answered all manner of questions 
about her breasts, her body, her image, her boy-
friends - partially because she was gracious and 
self-deprecating, partially because her body was, in 
some ways, her meal ticket and partially because 
the people asking these questions were more often 
than not respected journalists working for respected 
outlets.

From the moment that audience camera zoomed 
in on her in the Labatt T-shirt at a Canadian foot-
ball game in 1989, the image of Pamela Anderson 
was, essentially, no longer her own. It belonged to 
everyone else.

By the time private home videos showing her and 
husband Tommy Lee in intimate act were stolen, 
reproduced and distributed for sale globally, no 
one seemed all that horrifi ed on her behalf. They 
couldn’t even fake it when speaking to her. She 
wasn’t a person; She was just an object. And then, 
in some ways, it was done all over again many 
years later when the Hulu series “Pam & Tommy” 
was made without her involvement or consent.

“Pamela, a Love Story,” a new documentary 
from fi lmmaker Ryan White, gives Anderson the 
chance to tell her story her own way, from her ear-
liest days to her Playboy debut, her “Baywatch” 
fame, her many marriages and up through her re-
cent run on Boardway. She is still that open book, 
disarmingly funny and candid and uncynical, sitting 
there beautifully makeup free, letting the fi lmmak-
ers and audience peer into her soul through many 
pages of journals going back to her childhood. It is 
a captivating watch, especially for those who never 

thought much about her at all.
Anderson’s life was and is immensely complex. 

Her parents’ relationship was volatile and some-
times violent. They lived on welfare for a time and 
she still remembers the taste of the powdered milk. 
She had a female babysitter who molested her for 
years. At age 12 she was raped by a 25-year-old. 
She learned early to leave her body and make her 
own little world, she says, and she knew from a 
young age that she had to get off of that island.

Like many women before and after her, Ander-
son didn’t feel beautiful growing up and after the 
sexual trauma, her body was a source of secret 
shame. Ironic that it was her body that would be 
her ticket out, ultimately. But modeling felt like 
playing a character, she said. Even when mostly 
nude, it didn’t feel like herself. Sometimes it was 
even fun.

Cause
There is a breeziness to Anderson, who, despite 

everything, does not think of herself as a victim. She 
doesn’t regret marrying Tommy Lee after four days 
of knowing him - her account of the quick courtship 
is quite amusing. At a certain point, though sick of 
always having to talk about her breasts, she used 
her image for a cause she cared about: PETA. She 
even sat through a roast under the condition that a 
sizable donation be made to the organization. She is 
a hopeful romantic who is hard not to root for.

She has made peace with many, many things, 
some simply by refusing to dwell, but one thing that 
still stings is the tape - such a clear violation of her 
privacy that you wonder what sort of culture and 
legal system would allow it to get as out of control 
as it did. That a series would attempt to make en-
tertainment out of it just reopened old wounds and 
traumas. Even if it was done out of some altruistic 
motive to reframe the recent past, for Anderson, it 
was another group of people making money off of, 

what her son calls, the worst thing that’s ever hap-
pened to her.

As this documentary reminds, Anderson is still 
right here. She’s not some distant, deceased fi gure 
who needs to be speculated about or saved by mini-
series. You can just ask her how she felt about it 
then, how she feels about it now: She’ll tell you.

You wonder if no one thought to ever ask her 
the right questions before, if we just weren’t listen-
ing carefully enough, or the wrong people were in 
the position to ask the questions. But I’m glad that 
this era of the biographical documentary is going 
strong, allowing for people like Anderson to correct 
the record themselves.

Besides, at 54 she’s moved on and has surprises 
yet, including a well-received Broadway run as 
Roxie Hart in “Chicago.” “Nowadays” would have 
been a canny choice for a closing montage for a 
documentary like this, but hearing it in Anderson’s 
perfectly imperfect voice is simply revelatory. 

“Pamela, a Love Story,” a Netfl ix release stream-
ing Tuesday, is rated TVMA. Running time: 122 
minutes. Three stars out of four.

Also:
LOS ANGELES: Audrey Diwan’s “Happening” 
got a bit lost in the shuffl e after winning the top 
prize at the Venice Film Festival in 2021 after it 
wasn’t chosen to represent France in the Acad-
emy Awards (the country’s choice, “Titane,” did 
not get nominated). But her riveting adaptation of 
Annie Ernaux’s true story of an unwanted preg-
nancy in the 1960s, when abortion was illegal in 
France, only got more relevant, with the overturn-
ing of Roe v. Wade and Ernaux’s subsequent No-
bel Prize honor. The fi lm, a harrowing but essential 
watch, is streaming on Hulu. In his review, AP Film 
Writer Jake Coyle wrote, “It’s a movie about abor-
tion, yes, but it’s also a coming-of-age tale about a 
woman’s resolve.” (AP)

Green Baldwin
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Dylan’s masterpiece

NCT127 adds ‘neo-chill’ 
hop to album repackage

By Cristina Jaleru

‘Ay-Yo - The 4th Album Repackage’ NCT127 
(SM Entertainment)

NCT127 should be credited as inventors of a new 
genre: neo-chill hop. 

Their upcoming repackage “Ay-Yo” of their 
fourth studio album “2 Baddies” comes with three 
extra tracks that move the needle in the too cool 
direction. The titular “Ay-Yo” goes hard on an in-
dustrial trip hop sound, “DJ” fi nds a funky jazzy 
beat embracing the ’70s, while “Skyscraper” pins its 
hopes on a straightforward hip-hop line. 

The triptych rounds up the tracks to a total of 15 in 
a cohesive record that never-
theless has its ebbs and fl ows 
in terms of catchy hooks. 
Sometimes NCT127 deliver 
an epic melody with outstand-
ing vocals like “2 Baddies,” or 
a sexy smooth “Gold Dust” or 
an R&B groove with Carib-
bean undertones such as “De-
signer,” but you also get a low 
energy “Black Clouds” from 
time to time. 

The nine-member K-pop 
group is known for its more 

experimental sound and they prove yet again you 
can do people pleasing with a twist. 

❑      ❑      ❑

“Fragments — Time Out of Mind Sessions 
(1996-1997): The Bootleg Series Vol. 17,” Bob 
Dylan (Columbia Records/Legacy Recordings)

When Bob Dylan released “Time Out of Mind” 
in 1997, it was heralded as a late-career masterpiece 
featuring songs like “Make You Feel My Love,” 
“Love Sick” and “Not Dark Yet.”

Now, a quarter century and several other semi-
nal Dylan records later, “Time Out of Mind” is still 
viewed as a masterpiece, just a mid-career one.

“Fragments — Time Out of Mind Sessions (1996-
1997),” the 17th volume of Dylan’s bootleg series 
archival release series, reveals even more layers to 
the record that reset the trajectory of Dylan’s career. 
It also proves, yet again, that Dylan’s discards are as 
good or better than most people’s offi cial catalogue.

The fi ve disc set is an amalgamation of previously 
unheard studio outtakes, a remixed version of the 
original record, live tracks and previously released 
alternate versions.

The remixed original record allows listeners to 
experience “Time Out of Mind” in a new way, strip-
ping away Daniel Lanois’ swampy production to 
present the songs closer to how they were played in 
the studio. The live versions captured between 1998 
and 2001 crackle, with Dylan’s touring band fl exing 
its muscle.

But the heart of the release is the studio outtakes. 
It’s through these that we hear Dylan recrafting the 
songs, taking discarded bits from one and adding 
them to another, dropping and adding lyrics seem-
ingly at whim.

“I feel like the hand of fate has jabbed its fi nger 
in my eye/I’m in the land of the lost where dreams 
come to die,” Dylan sings on an uncharacteristically 
jaunty outtake version of “Not Dark Yet.”

A bonus treat: Dylan’s heartfelt rendering early 
in the recording sessions of the Scottish folk song 
“The Water is Wide.” Rather than a toss off, Dylan 
leans into it and delivers a rendition that will raise 
the hairs on the back of your neck.

❑      ❑      ❑

“I’m Not Crying, You’re Crying,” Whitehorse 
(Six Shooter Records)

To start the album, she sings a drinking song. 
For the second tune, he sings a drinking song. 
On Whitehorse’s “I’m Not Crying, You’re Cry-
ing,” the singer-songwriter-husband-wife part-
nership Luke Doucet and Melissa McClelland 
trade the lead and share their love of classic 
country music.

Twang has always been part of the Canadian 
duo’s repertoire, and while writing during the pan-
demic, they looked to the country sounds of a half 
century ago for inspiration. The result is a collec-
tion of tunes that are by turns weepy, funny, hooky, 
bouncy and lovely, echoing 1970s Bakersfi eld, Los 
Angeles, Austin and Nashville. Along with drinking, 
the coronavirus lockdown is a recurring topic, and 
Whitehorse also sings about gambling on love, the 
tug of home and toilet paper.

The arrangements are spare, wisely leaving the 
focus on the beautifully complementary vocals. 
McClelland and Doucet are both fi ne lead singers, 
and their harmonies can be savory or sweet. The 
voices weave around Burke Carroll’s pedal steel 
and Doucet’s distinctive electric guitar work, which 
makes his strings sound as thick as cable from one of 
the many construction cranes that dot today’s Nash-
ville skyline. On “I’m Not Crying, You’re Crying,” 
retro becomes modern.

Also:
NEW YORK: It’s been nearly a decade since Smokey 
Robinson’s last album, but new music from the 
King of Motown is on the horizon.

Robinson will release the nine-track album 
“Gasms” on April 28, the music legend behind hits 
like “My Girl” and “The Way You Do the Things 
You Do” announced Friday.

“Gasms” features new songs produced and writ-
ten by Robinson himself. The former vice president 
of Motown Records released his last collaborative 
album nine years ago, “Smokey & Friends,” which 
featured musicians like Elton John, John Legend, 
Steven Tyler and Mary J. Blige.

The upcoming album’s fi rst single, “If We Don’t 
Have Each Other,” is now available on streaming 
services.

Robinson is a legendary music producer, song-
writer, record label executive and solo musician 
who’s penned over 4,000 songs and been inducted 
into the the Rock ‘n’ Roll and Songwriters’ halls of 
fame.

The musician has worked with other historic 
Motown artists like the Temptations, Mary Wells, 
Brenda Holloway and Marvin Gaye.

Robinson will soon be honored alongside fellow 
Motown musician Berry Gordy as the 2023 “Per-
sons Of The Year” at the Recording Academy’s 
annual MusiCares event on Feb. 3 in Los Angeles. 
(AP)

Dylan

Actor, writer, and producer Cindy Williams speaks at the Ann Arbor Downtown Library on Aug. 9, 2015, in Ann Arbor, Mich. Williams, who was among the most 
recognizable stars in America in the 1970s and 1980s for her role as Shirley opposite Penny Marshall’s Laverne on the beloved sitcom ‘Laverne & Shirley,’ died 

Wednesday, Jan. 25,in Los Angeles at age 75, after a brief illness, her family said Monday, Jan. 30. (AP)

‘A kind, beautiful and generous person’

‘Laverne & Shirley’ star Williams dies
LOS ANGELES, Jan 31, (AP): Cindy 
Williams, who was among the most 
recognizable stars in America in 
the 1970s and 1980s for her role as 
Shirley opposite Penny Marshall’s 
Laverne on the beloved sitcom “La-
verne & Shirley,” has died, her fam-
ily said Monday.

Williams died in Los Angeles at 
age 75 on Wednesday after a brief 
illness, her children, Zak and Emily 
Hudson, said in a statement released 
through family spokeswoman Liza 
Cranis.

“The passing of our kind, hilarious 
mother, Cindy Williams, has brought 
us insurmountable sadness that could 
never truly be expressed,” the state-
ment said. “Knowing and loving her 
has been our joy and privilege. She 
was one of a kind, beautiful, gener-
ous and possessed a brilliant sense of 
humor and a glittering spirit that ev-
eryone loved.”

Williams worked with some of 
Hollywood’s most elite directors in 
a film career that preceded her full-
time move to television, appearing 
in George Cukor’s 1972 “Travels 
With My Aunt,” George Lucas’ 1973 
“American Graffiti” and Francis Ford 
Coppola’s “The Conversation” from 
1974.

But she was by far best known for 
“Laverne & Shirley,” the “Happy 
Days” spinoff that ran on ABC from 
1976 to 1983 that in its prime was 
among the most popular shows on 
TV. 

Williams played the straitlaced 
Shirley Feeney to Marshall’s more 
libertine Laverne DeFazio on the 
show about a pair of blue-collar 
roommates who toiled on the assem-
bly line of a Milwaukee brewery in 
the 1950s and 1960s.

“They were beloved characters,” 
Williams told The Associated Press 
in 2002. 

DeFazio was quick-tempered and 
defensive; Feeney was naive and 
trusting. The actors drew upon their 
own lives for plot inspiration.

“We’d make up a list at the start of 
each season of what talents we had,” 
Marshall told the AP in 2002. “Cindy 

could touch her tongue to her nose 
and we used it in the show. I did tap 
dance.”

Williams told The Associated 
Press in 2013 that she and Marshall 
had “very different personalities” 
but tales of the two clashing during 
the making of the show were “a bit 
overblown.” 

The series was the rare network hit 
about working-class characters, with 
its self-empowering opening song: 
“Give us any chance, we’ll take it, 
read us any rule, we’ll break it.” 

That opening would become as 
popular as the show itself. Williams’ 
and Marshall’s chant of “schlemiel, 
schlimazel” as they skipped along 
together became a cultural phenom-
enon and oft-invoked piece of nos-
talgia.

Marshall, whose brother, Garry 
Marshall, co-created the series, died 
in 2018.

Actor Rosario Dawson shared a 
video of the opening theme on Twit-
ter on Tuesday. 

Tribute
“Singing this song with so much 

gratitude for both of you ladies,” 
Dawson tweeted. “Absolute gems. 
United again… Rest in Paradise Cin-
dy Williams.” 

The show also starred Michael 
McKean and David Lander as La-
verne and Shirley’s oddball hangers-
on Lenny and Squiggy. Lander died 
in 2020. 

McKean paid tribute to Williams 
on Twitter with a memory from the 
production. 

“Backstage, Season 1: I’m off-
stage waiting for a cue. The script’s 
been a tough one, so we’re giving 
it 110% and the audience is hav-
ing a great time,” McKean tweeted. 
“Cindy scoots by me to make her en-
trance and with a glorious grin, says: 
‘Show’s cookin’!’ Amen. Thank you, 
Cindy.”

As ratings dropped in the sixth 
season, the characters moved from 
Milwaukee to Burbank, California, 
trading their brewery jobs for work at 
a department store. 

In 1982, Williams became preg-
nant and wanted her working hours 
curtailed. When her demands weren’t 
met, she walked off the set, and filed 
a lawsuit against its production com-
pany. She appeared infrequently dur-
ing the final season.

Williams was born one of two 
sisters in the Van Nuys area of Los 
Angeles in 1947. Her family moved 
to Dallas soon after she was born, but 
returned to Los Angeles, where she 
would take up acting while attending 
Birmingham High School and a ma-
jor in theater arts at LA City College.

Her acting career began with 
small roles in television starting in 
1969, with appearances on “Room 
222,” “Nanny and the Professor” and 
”Love, American Style.”

Her part in Lucas’ “American 
Graffiti” would become a defining 
role. The film was a forerunner to a 
nostalgia boom for the 1950s and ear-
ly 1960s that would follow. “Happy 
Days,” starring her “American Graf-
fiti” co-star Ron Howard, would pre-
miere the following year. The char-
acters of Laverne and Shirley made 
their first TV appearance as dates of 
Henry Winkler’s Fonzie before they 
got their own show.

Lucas also considered her for the 
role of Princess Leia in “Star Wars,” 
a role that went to Carrie Fisher. 

In the past three decades, Williams 
made guest appearances on dozens of 
TV series including “7th Heaven,” “8 
Simple Rules” and “Law and Order: 
Special Victims Unit.” In 2013, she 
and Marshall appeared in a “Laverne 
& Shirley” tribute episode of the 
Nickelodeon series “Sam and Cat.”

Last year, Williams appeared in a 
one-woman stage show full of stories 
from her career, “Me, Myself and 
Shirley,” at a theater in Palm Springs, 
California, near her home in Desert 
Hot Springs. 

Williams was married to singer 
Bill Hudson of musical group the 
Hudson Brothers from 1982 until 
2000. Hudson was father to her two 
children. He was previously married 
to Goldie Hawn and is also the father 
of actor Kate Hudson.

Obituary

Lea Michele attends the ‘Knock at the 
Cabin’ world premiere at Jazz at Lin-
coln Center’s Frederick P. Rose Hall 

on Jan. 30, in New York. (AP)

Kelly Presley

LOS ANGELES: Priscilla Presley has 
fi led legal documents disputing who 
oversees the estate of her late daughter 
Lisa Marie Presley.

The fi ling in Los Angeles Superior 
Court last week disputes the validity of a 
2016 amendment to Lisa Marie Presley’s 
living trust that removed Priscilla Presley 
and a former business manager as trus-
tees and replaced them with Lisa Marie 
Presley’s two oldest children, Riley 
Keough and Benjamin Keough, if she 
died or became incapacitated. Benjamin 
Keough died in 2020.

A living trust is a form of estate 
planning that allows a person to control 
their assets while alive, but have them 
distributed if they die. It serves the 
function of a will if a separate will is not 
fi led, as appears to be the case with Lisa 
Marie Presley.

Lisa Marie Presley, a singer and the 
only child of Elvis Presley, died at a 
California hospital at age 54 on Jan. 12 
after paramedics answered a 911 call 
reporting a woman in cardiac arrest. The 
Los Angeles County coroner is investi-
gating, and has not yet given a cause of 
death. She was laid to rest at her family 
home, Graceland, on Jan. 22.

Priscilla Presley’s court fi ling says 
there are several issues that bring the 
living trust amendment’s authenticity 
into doubt.

The fi ling says they include a failure 
to notify Priscilla Presley of the change 
as required, a misspelling of Priscilla 
Presley’s name in a document suppos-
edly signed by her daughter, an atypical 
signature from Lisa Marie Presley, and a 
lack of a witness or notarization. It asks a 
judge to declare the amendment invalid.

The fi ling says that the business man-
ager, Barry Siegel, intended to resign, 
which according to the prior terms of the 
trust would leave Priscilla Presley, 77, 
and Riley Keough, 33, as co-trustees.

A message seeking comment from 
representatives of Riley Keough was not 
immediately returned. (AP)

❑      ❑      ❑

CHICAGO: A Chicago prosecutor said 
Monday that she’s dropping sex-abuse 
charges against singer R. Kelly follow-
ing federal convictions in two courts that 
should guarantee the disgraced R&B star 
will be locked up for decades.

Cook County State’s Attorney Kim 
Foxx announced the decision a day ahead 
of a hearing related to state charges 
accusing him of abusing four people, 

Variety

Bollywood actors (from left), John Abraham, Deepika Padukone and Shah Rukh 
Khan during a press conference to promote their movie Pathaan in Mumbai, 

India, Monday, Jan. 30. (AP)

three of whom were minors. She said she 
would ask a judge to dismiss the indict-
ments Tuesday.

Foxx, who in 2019 had pleaded with 
women and girls to come forward so 

she could pursue charges against Kelly, 
acknowledged that the decision “may be 
disappointing” to his accusers.

“Mr Kelly is potentially looking at the 
possibility of never walking out of prison 

again for the crimes that he’s commit-
ted,” the prosecutor said, referring to his 
federal convictions. “While today’s cases 
are no longer being pursued, we believe 
justice has been served.”

Since Kelly was indicted in Cook 
County in 2019, federal juries in Chicago 
and New York have convicted him of a 
raft of crimes.

Kelly, born Robert Sylvester Kelly, 
is serving a 30-year prison sentence in 
the New York case and awaits sentenc-
ing on Feb 23 in Chicago federal court. 
He is appealing those convictions. Based 
on the New York sentence alone, the 
56-year-old won’t be eligible for release 
until he is around 80.

Foxx said she reached out to Kelly’s 
lawyer two weeks ago to indicate that 
charges might be dropped. She also 
spoke to the women whose allegations 
were at the heart of the case.

Foxx expressed praise for the “courage 
it took for them to come forward.”

Kelly’s attorney, Jennifer Bonjean, 
said she was “pleased” with the prosecu-
tion’s decision to drop charges.

“He only has one life to give. So I don’t 
know how many sentences upon sentences 
would satisfy people,” Bonjean said.

Lanita Carter, who said she was as-
saulted by R. Kelly in February 2003, 
said she was “extremely disappointed” 
with the news. (AP)

Music
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Germany pledges $222mn

Planet likely to hit key
threshold in 10 yrs: AI
NEW YORK, Jan 31, (AP): The world will likely breach 
the internationally agreed-upon climate change threshold 
in about a decade, and keep heating to break through a 
next warming limit around mid-century even with big pol-
lution cuts, artifi cial intelligence predicts in a new study 
that’s more pessimistic than previous modeling.

The study in Monday’s journal Proceedings of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences reignites a debate on whether 
it’s still possible to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees 
Celsius, as called for in the 2015 Paris climate agreement, 
to minimize the most damaging effects of climate change. 

The world has already warmed 1.1 
or 1.2 degrees since pre-industrial 
times, or the mid-19th century, sci-
entists say.

Two climate scientists using ma-
chine learning calculated that Earth 
will surpass the 1.5 degree (2.7 de-
grees Fahrenheit) mark between 
2033 and 2035. Their results fi t with 
other, more conventional methods of 
predicting when Earth will break the 
mark, though with a bit more preci-
sion.

“There will come a time when we call the 1.5C target 
for maximum warming dead, beyond the shadow of a 
doubt,” Brown University environment institute director 
Kim Cobb, who wasn’t part of the study, said in an email 
interview. “And this paper may be the beginning of the 
end of the 1.5C target.”

Stanford University’s Noah Diffenbaugh, a study co-au-
thor, said the world is on the brink of the 1.5-degree mark 
in “any realistic emissions reduction scenario.” Avoiding 
a 2-degree rise, he said, may depend on nations meeting 
zero-emissions goals by the middle of this century.

The artifi cial intelligence-based study found it unlikely 
that temperature increase could be held below 2 degrees 
Celsius, even with tough emissions cuts. And that’s where 
the AI really differs with scientists who had been forecast-
ing using computer models that are based on past observa-
tions, Diffenbaugh said.

In a high-pollution scenario, the AI calculated, the 
world would hit the 2-degree mark around 2050. Lower 
pollution could stave that off until 2054, the machine 
learning calculated.

Pessimistic
In contrast, the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Pan-

el on Climate Change fi gured in its 2021 report that the 
same lower-pollution scenario would see the world push-
ing past 2 degrees sometime in the 2090s.

Cornell University climate scientist Natalie Mahowald, 
who wasn’t part of the Diffenbaugh study but was part of 
the IPCC, said the study makes sense, fi ts with what scien-
tists know, but seems a bit more pessimistic. 

There’s a lot of power in using AI and in the future that 
may be shown to produce better projections, but more evi-
dence is needed before concluding that, Mahowald said.

Normally, climate scientists use a bunch of computer 
model simulations, some running hot and some cold, and 
then try to fi gure out which ones are doing the best job. 
That’s often based on how they performed in the past or 
in simulations of the past, Diffenbaugh said. What the AI 
does is more keyed to the climate system now, he said.

“We’re using this very powerful tool that is able to take 
information and integrate it in a way that no human mind 
is able to do, for better or for worse,” Diffenbaugh said.

Each year, government climate negotiators at a Unit-
ed Nations summit proclaim that they have managed to 
“keep 1.5 alive.” But with the latest study there’s a divide 
among scientists on how true that really is. Diffenbaugh 
said there’s been so much warming already that it really 
doesn’t matter how pollution is cut in the next several 
years, the world will hit 1.5, the AI fi gures.

Zeke Hausfather of the tech company Stripe and Berke-
ley Earth, who was not part of the study, agreed, saying 
it’s time to “stop pretending” that limiting warming to 1.5 
degrees is possible. Some scenarios do see temperatures 
warming past the mark but then coming back down, some-
thing called “overshoot.”

Other scientists not involved with the study, such as 
University of Pennsylvania’s Michael Mann and Cli-
mate Analytics’ Bill Hare and Carl-Friedrich Schleussner 
maintain 1.5 is still alive. They say one rapid decarboniza-
tion scenario that Diffenbaugh didn’t examine shows the 
world can mostly keep under the threshold. 

If the world can cut its carbon emissions in half by 2030 
“then warming can be limited to 1.5 degrees” with a tiny 
overshoot and then reductions to get under the mark, Hare 
said.

Believing that the world can no longer keep warming 
below 1.5 “is a self-fulfi lling prophecy,” Mann said by 
email. “In the end it’s easy to overinterpret the signifi -
cance of a precise threshold like 1.5C warming. The chal-
lenge is to limit warming as much as possible.”

Also:
SAO PAULO: German development minister Svenja 
Schulze announced Monday that her government will 
make 204 million euros ($222 million) available for envi-
ronmental policies in Brazil.

Of this total, $38 million is a donation to the Amazon 
Fund, Schulze told reporters in capital Brasilia. It is the 
most important international cooperation effort to pre-
serve the Amazon rainforest, and is mostly funded by 
Norway. In 2019, former far-right President Jair Bolson-
aro, who considered the Amazon an internal affair, dis-
solved the steering committee that selects sustainable pro-
jects to fi nance. In reaction, Germany and Norway froze 
their donations.

“With the new government and the team of President 
Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva and (environment) minister 
Marina Silva, we have a great chance to protect the for-
est and to offer a new perspective to the people who live 
there,” Schulze said.

Under Bolsonaro, deforestation in Brazil’s Amazon 
reached a 15-year high as he dismantled environmen-
tal protection policies in favor of agribusiness expan-
sion.

Germany also pledged to provide $87 million in 
low-interest loans for farmers to restore degraded ar-
eas and $34 million for Amazon states to protect the 
rainforest.

“Despite all the diffi culties, the increase in deforesta-
tion, the land grabbing, the fi res, the dire state of the In-
digenous populations, we see this as an opportunity to 
reverse this whole situation,” Silva said during the press 
conference.

Lula, who took offi ce in January, pledged to end all de-
forestation by 2030. His four-year term ends in December 
2026.

The Amazon, which covers an area twice the size of 
India, acts as a buffer against climate change because its 
trees absorb large amounts of carbon dioxide, and roughly 
two-thirds of the Amazon rainforest lies in Brazil. It is 
also the most biodiverse forest in the world and holds 20% 
of the world’s fresh water.

Climate

Visitors enjoy skating on the crowded frozen Houhai Lake near the Drum Tower, background, in Beijing, Monday, Jan. 30. Chinese people are enjoying the Lunar 
New Year and visiting various tourist sites in cities around China following the lifting last month of draconian COVID-19 restrictions, allowing a return to many as-
pects of normal life. China’s National Health Commission on Monday said that COVID-19 cases are at a low level in the country, with numbers nationwide gradually 

decreasing. (AP)

This photo provided by the Dallas Zoo 
shows an emperor tamarins that lives 
at the zoo. Two monkeys were taken 
from the Dallas Zoo on Jan. 30, po-
lice said, the latest in a string of odd 
incidents at the attraction being inves-
tigated. The emperor tamarins in this 
photo is not one of the two monkeys 

involved in the incident. (AP)

Ecology

Whale dies on beach: A 35-foot 
(11-meter) humpback whale washed 
ashore and later died on a New York 
beach, one of several cetaceans discov-
ered over the past two months along the 
shores of New York and New Jersey.

The whale was discovered Monday 
morning at Lido Beach West Town Park 
on Long Island. Offi cials said it was still 
alive when found but died a short time 
later, according to news outlets.

Crews used a crane to pull the animal 
from the water so it would not be washed 
back out to sea. Researchers hope to per-
form a necropsy to better understand what 
might have caused the whale to beach it-
self.

The animal showed no obvious signs 
of trauma.

The National Oceanic and Atmospher-
ic Administration, which is responsible 
for the nation’s oceans and fi sheries, said 
19 humpback whales were stranded last 
year along the US Atlantic coast. During 
the fi rst month of this year, there have al-
ready been seven of the whales beached 
from Maine to Florida. (AP)

❑      ❑      ❑

2 monkeys taken from zoo: Two 
monkeys were taken from the Dallas 
Zoo on Monday, police said, the latest 
in a string of odd incidents at the attrac-
tion being investigated - including fences 
being cut and the suspicious death of an 
endangered vulture in the past few weeks.

No arrests have been made in any of the 
investigations, and police have not said 
whether the incidents are linked.

Dallas police said they believe some-
one cut an opening in an enclosure and 
took two emperor tamarin monkeys, 
small primates with long whiskers that 
look like a mustache.

“It was clear the habitat had been in-
tentionally compromised,” the zoo said in 
a statement that offered few other details.

The incident follows the Jan. 13 closure 
of the zoo and a daylong search when a 
clouded leopard named Nova went miss-
ing.

She was eventually found near her hab-
itat, but police said a tool had been used 
to cut an opening in its fencing. A similar 
gash also was found in an enclosure of 
langur monkeys, though none got out.

On Jan 21, an endangered vulture 
named Pin was found dead, and the zoo 
said the death did not appear to be natural. 
Zoo President and CEO Gregg Hudson 
said the vulture had “a wound.”

Ed Hansen, chief executive of the 
American Association of Zoo Keepers, 
said he could not recall a zoo facing simi-
lar incidents with such frequency.

“It appears that somebody really has an 

issue with the Dallas Zoo,” Hansen said.
Hansen, who described the Dallas 

Zoo’s reputation as “excellent” within 
the industry, said accredited zoos have 
double-perimeter fencing and that a zoo 

as large as Dallas’ would have a security 
patrol. (AP)

❑      ❑      ❑

Tiger successfully captured: South 

African animal welfare offi cials on Mon-
day successfully sedated and captured a 
tiger that was spotted roaming a residen-
tial area to the east of the capital Johan-
nesburg.

Guards monitoring security cameras 
on an offi ce building in the Johannesburg 
suburb of Edenvale say they spotted the 
big cat early Monday and took part in its 
capture during which offi cials used darts 
containing sedative.

Residents were warned to remain alert 
and keep all their animals indoors.

It is the second incident of a tiger on the 
loose in South Africa in as many weeks.

It is not known where the latest tiger 
came from or when but authorities believe 
it to be an escaped pet.

Two weeks ago another escaped tiger 
was euthanized after being on the loose 
for about four days in Walkerville, to the 
south of Johannesburg.

The death of Sheba, the Walkerville ti-
ger, has sparked calls by animal welfare 
groups for the government to ban citizens 
from being allowed to keep wild animals 
as pets.

A man who was attacked by the tiger 
survived his injuries, while two dogs were 
killed. (AP)

Trees lie in an area of recent deforestation identified by agents of the Chico 
Mendes Institute in Seringal Humaita, in the Chico Mendes Extractive Reserve, 

in the city of Brasileia, Acre state, Brazil, Thursday, Dec. 8, 2022. (AP)

COVID still an emergency: WHO

US to end COVID emergencies on May 11
WASHINGTON, Jan 31, (AP): Presi-
dent Joe Biden informed Congress 
on Monday that he will end the twin 
national emergencies for addressing 
COVID-19 on May 11, as most of the 
world has returned closer to normalcy 
nearly three years after they were fi rst 
declared.

The move to end the national emer-
gency and public health emergency 
declarations would formally restruc-
ture the federal coronavirus response 
to treat the virus as an endemic threat 
to public health that can be managed 
through agencies’ normal authorities. 

It comes as lawmakers have already 
ended elements of the emergencies 
that kept millions of Americans in-
sured during the pandemic. Combined 
with the drawdown of most federal 
COVID-19 relief money, it would also 
shift the development of vaccines and 
treatments away from the direct man-
agement of the federal government. 

Biden’s announcement comes in 
a statement opposing resolutions be-
ing brought to the fl oor this week by 
House Republicans to bring the emer-
gency to an immediate end. House Re-
publicans are also gearing up to launch 
investigations on the federal govern-
ment’s response to COVID-19.

Then-President Donald Trump’s 
Health and Human Services Secretary 
Alex Azar fi rst declared a public health 
emergency on Jan. 31, 2020, and 
Trump later declared the COVID-19 
pandemic a national emergenc y that 
March. The emergencies have been 
repeatedly extended by Biden since he 
took offi ce in January 2021, and are set 
to expire in the coming months. The 
White House said Biden plans to ex-
tend them both briefl y to end on May 
11.

Uncertainty
“An abrupt end to the emergency 

declarations would create wide-rang-
ing chaos and uncertainty throughout 
the health care system - for states, for 
hospitals and doctors’ offi ces, and, 
most importantly, for tens of millions 
of Americans,” the Offi ce of Manage-
ment and Budget wrote in a Statement 
of Administration Policy.

More than 1.1 million people in the 
US have died from COVID-19 since 
2020, according to the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention, including 
about 3,700 last week.

Congress has already blunted the 
reach of the public health emergency 
that had the most direct impact on 
Americans, as political calls to end 
the declaration intensifi ed. Lawmakers 
have refused for months to fulfi ll the 
Biden administration’s request for bil-
lions more dollars to extend free COV-

ID vaccines and testing. And the $1.7 
trillion spending package passed last 
year and signed into law by Biden put 
an end to a rule that barred states from 
kicking people off Medicaid, a move 
that is expected to see millions of peo-
ple lose their coverage after April 1.

“In some respects, the Biden admin-
istration is catching up to what a lot of 
people in the country have been expe-
riencing,” said Larry Levitt, the execu-
tive vice president for health policy at 
Kaiser Family Foundation. “That said, 
hundreds of people a day are still dying 
from COVID.” 

Still, some things will change for 
Americans once the emergency ex-
pires, Levitt pointed out. 

Response
The costs of COVID-19 vaccines 

are also expected to skyrocket once the 
government stops buying them, with 
Pfi zer saying it will charge as much as 
$130 per dose. Only 15% of Ameri-
cans have received the recommended, 
updated booster that has been offered 
since last fall. 

People with private insurance could 
have some out-of-pocket costs for vac-
cines, especially if they go to an out-
of-network provider, Levitt said. Free 
at-home COVID tests will also come 
to an end. And hospitals will not get 
extra payments for treating COVID 
patients. 

Legislators did extend for another 
two years telehealth fl exibilities that 
were introduced as COVID-19 hit, 
leading health care systems around the 
country to regularly deliver care by 
smartphone or computer.

The Biden administration had pre-
viously considered ending the emer-
gency last year, but held off amid con-
cerns about a potential “winter surge” 
in cases and to provide adequate time 
for providers, insurers and patients to 
prepare for its end.

Offi cials said the administration 
would use the next three months to 
transition the response to conventional 
methods, warning that an immedi-
ate end to the emergency authorities 
“would sow confusion and chaos into 
this critical wind-down.”

“To be clear, continuation of these 
emergency declarations until May 11 
does not impose any restriction at all 
on individual conduct with regard to 
COVID-19,” the administration said. 
“They do not impose mask mandates 
or vaccine mandates. They do not re-
strict school or business operations. 
They do not require the use of any 
medicines or tests in response to cases 
of COVID-19.”

Case counts have trended down-
ward after a slight bump over the 

winter holidays, and are signifi cantly 
below levels seen over the last two 
winters - though the number of tests 
performed for the virus and reported 
to public health offi cials has sharply 
decreased.

On Monday, the World Health Or-
ganization said the coronavirus re-
mains a global health emergency, even 
as a key advisory panel for the group 
found the pandemic may be nearing an 
“infl exion point” where higher levels 
of immunity can lower virus-related 
deaths. China, for example, reported 
an unprecedented surge in December 
after lifting most of its COVID-19 re-
strictions.

Moments before the White House’s 
announcement, Rep. Tom Cole, R-
Okla., accused the president of un-
necessarily extending the public health 
emergency to take action on issues like 
forgiving some federal student loan 
debts.

“The country has largely returned to 
normal,” Cole said Monday, introduc-
ing a Republican-backed bill calling 
for an end to the health emergency. 
“Everyday Americans have returned to 
work and to school with no restrictions 
on their activities. It is time that the 
government acknowledges this reality: 
the pandemic is over.”

Transmissible
The House was scheduled to vote 

Tuesday on legislation that would 
terminate the public health emer-
gency.

The bill’s author, Rep. Brett 
Guthrie, R-Ky., said he still hopes the 
House will proceed with a vote. He 
said he was surprised by the White 
House move, but thinks the legislation 
may have played a role in prompting 
the administration to act.

“I think we should go forward,” he 
said late Monday as lawmakers re-
turned to the Capitol. “If for some rea-
son they don’t do it on May the 11th, 
the vehicle is still there for Congress to 
take back its authority.”

Speaking at the opening of WHO’s 
annual executive board meeting, 
WHO Director-General Tedros Ad-
hanom Ghebreyesus said “there is no 
doubt that we’re in a far better situa-
tion now” than a year ago - when the 
highly transmissible Omicron variant 
was at its peak.

But Tedros warned that in the last 
eight weeks, at least 170,000 people 
have died around the world in connec-
tion with the coronavirus. He called 
for at-risk groups to be fully vacci-
nated, an increase in testing and early 
use of antivirals, an expansion of lab 
networks, and a fi ght against “misin-
formation” about the pandemic.

Health

Hansen Hudson
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Participants pose for the camera after training session. Some of the teams holding training session.

The 5th Arab Clubs Karate 
‘tourney’ set for Thursday
KUWAIT CITY, Jan 31: The Fifth Arab Clubs 
Karate Championship (men and women) will kick 
off  on Thursday  with a large Arab participation of 
150 players representing 17 clubs from 8 countries, 
and the clubs are: Yarmouk Kuwait, Youth, Burgan, 
Al-Fatah (Kuwait), Sharjah, Sharjah for Women, 
Shabab Al-Ahly, Ittihad Kalba (UAE), Al-Nasr 
(Saudi Arabia), Al-Wahda (Yemen), Umm Qasr, 
Al-Baladiya, Ittihad Al-Basra (Iraq), Police (Syria), 
Shabab Al-Buraiki (Algeria) and Beit Lahia 
(Palestine).

The championship competitions include individ-
ual kata (men and women) and team kata (men and 
women), and their competitions will be held on 
Thursday, while the group fighting competitions 
(men and women) will be held on Friday, followed 
by the closing ceremony of the tournament.

For his part, the General Coordinator of the Fifth 
Arab Clubs Karate Championship, Mohammed 
Al-Qattan, welcomed the Kuwaiti guests participat-
ing in the tournament in their second country, wish-
ing them a pleasant stay.

He said, “The Yarmouk Club is hosting this tour-
nament, in light of the great development witnessed 
by the club’s karate game, in addition to the high 
capabilities that Yarmouk has to host this Arab 
event.” And he continued, the Supreme Organizing 
Committee of the championship, headed by the 
club president Ahmed Al-Jarki and all the working 
committees.

Al-Qattan added: We are happy with this orga-
nization, and I expect the championship to wit-
ness a great technical level in light of the partici-
pation of clubs with international professionals in 
this game.

And about the guests of the tournament, Al-Qattan 
explained that the Arab Karate Clubs Championship, 
in its fifth edition, will witness a distinguished pres-
ence from the leaders of the game at the Arab level, 
including the President of the Saudi Arab Karate 
Federation, Dr. Participation in the tournament.

Al-Qattan concluded his speech, wishing success 
to the teams and players participating in the Arab 
Karate Clubs Championship, and that it is one of 
the reasons for the development of the game in the 
Arab world, which will reflect positively on the 
level of players as well as national teams in the 
future.

West Ham oust Derby, play Man U next
Top teams kept apart in FA Cup

DERBY, England, Jan 31, (AP): 
West Ham set up a fi fth-round 
match at Manchester United in 
the FA Cup by beating third-
tier Derby 2-0 on Monday.

Jarrod Bowen scored one goal and set 
up the other for Michail Antonio in a 
comfortable win for the English Premier 
League team at Pride Park.

West Ham avoided becoming the 12th 
top-fl ight club to exit the competition be-
fore the last 16.

Man United and West Ham met at Old 
Trafford in the fi fth round two years ago, 
with United advancing with a 1-0 win.

Bowen said he found out West Ham’s 
next opponent was United only after he 
was substituted midway through the sec-
ond half.

“I asked Dec (teammate Declan Rice) 
and he said, ‘We’ve got United away,’” 
Bowen said.

“It’s never easy but if we want to be 
successful in this competition, we have to 
beat top teams. It will be a tough game - 
they are a top, top team - but we’ve been 
there plenty of times before.”

West Ham has won three of its last four 
games - two of those victories coming in 
the FA Cup - to ease some of the pressure 
on manager David Moyes.

Bowen, who scored twice in a league 
win over Everton in West Ham’s last 
match, put the visitors ahead with a close-
range volley after the ball was helped on 
by Tomas Soucek.

Antonio had the simple task of heading 
home into an unguarded net in the 50th 
minute after Bowen’s cross from the right 
defl ected into the striker’s path.

 The biggest teams remaining in the FA 

Cup were kept apart in the draw for the 
fi fth round on Monday.

Manchester City must travel to second-
tier Bristol City while Manchester United 
weregiven another home match against 
West Ham, which beat third-tier Derby 
2-0 a few hours after the draw.

Tottenham might have the most inter-
esting match after being drawn against 
either second-tier Sheffi eld United or 
fi fth-tier Wrexham, which is owned by 
Hollywood stars Ryan Reynolds and Rob 
McElhenney. Wrexham was the lowest-
ranked team remaining after holding 
Sheffi eld United to 3-3 on Sunday, set-
ting up a replay next week.

Brighton, which eliminated defending 
champions Liverpool on Sunday, will 
travel to second-tier Stoke.

Eleven Premier League teams have al-
ready been ousted.

Fifth-round draw  matches take place 
week beginning Feb. 27 

Southampton vs. Luton or Grimsby
Leicester vs. Blackburn or Birming-

ham
Stoke vs. Brighton
Wrexham or Sheffi eld United vs. Tot-

tenham
Fulham or Sunderland vs. Leeds
Bristol City vs. Man   City
Man United vs. West Ham
Ipswich or Burnley vs. Sheffi eld 

Wednesday or Fleetwood
❑     ❑     ❑

Udinese climbed closer to the Europe 
spots in Serie A after drawing with rel-
egation-threatened Hellas Verona 1-1  .

Lazar Samardzic equalized midway 
through the fi rst half for Udinese follow-
ing an own goal from Rodrigo Becao.

Seventh-placed Udinese moved within 
eight points of sixth-placed Roma, which 
holds the Italian league’s Conference 
League spot.

Verona moved within fi ve points of 
safety and 17th-placed Spezia.

Rayo Vallecano defeated Villarreal 
1-0 on the road in the Spanish league  , 
getting back in the fi ght for European 
places.

Sergio Camello scored the winner in 
the 70th minute, helping move Rayo Val-
lecano to seventh place.

Villarreal, sitting fi fth, could have tied 
fourth-placed Atletico Madrid on points 
with a victory.

It was the third goal in fi ve league 
matches for Camello since the competi-
tion restarted after the World Cup break.

At the stop of the standings, Barcelona 
have a fi ve-point lead over Real Madrid.

Meanwhile, Spanish club Valencia 
sacked coach Gennaro Gattuso  follow-
ing the team’s poor results.

Valencia said in a statement it reached 
a mutual agreement with Gattuso to end 
their contract.

The announcement came after a 1-0 
loss at Valladolid in the Spanish league 
on Sunday. The club has won only one of 
its last 10 league games, before the World 
Cup. The latest defeat dropped Valencia 
to 14th place, one point above the relega-
tion zone.

Its only two wins this year came in the 
Copa del Rey, though it was eliminated 
in the quarterfi nals by Athletic Bilbao 
at home last week. In the Spanish Super 
Cup, Valencia lost to Real Madrid in a 
penalty shootout in the semifi nals.

The 45-year-old Gattuso arrived last 
June on a two-year contract.

The former defensive midfi elder 
helped Italy win the 2006 World Cup and 
AC Milan win two Champions League ti-
tles, both as a player. He coached Milan 
and Napoli in Italy.

Isco deal off

Bayern sign Cancelo on loan from Man City
DÜSSELDORF, Germany, Jan 31, 
(AP): Portugal left back João Can-
celo’s switch to Bayern Munich 
brought excitement to the last day 
of the winter transfer period in Ger-
many, while a surprise deal for fi ve-
time Champions League winner 
Isco Alarcón to join Union Berlin 
collapsed.

After seeing its Bundesliga lead 
shrink to just a point, Bayern reacted 
Tuesday by signing Cancelo, who 
had lost his starting place at Man-
chester City, on a loan deal to the 
end of the season with a 70-million 
euro ($76 million) option to buy. 
The deal was put together in just the 
past few days, Bayern coach Julian 
Nagelsmann said.

Union were on the verge of ty-
ing up an unexpected deal for the 
former Real Madrid star Isco, now a 
free agent after leaving Sevilla, but 
the transfer collapsed Tuesday after-
noon. Union general manager Oli-
ver Ruhnert hinted there had been a 
late attempt to change the terms of 
the deal.

“We would have been happy to 
see Isco with us, but we have our 
limits,” he said. “These were ex-
ceeded today, contrary to the previ-
ous agreement, and so the transfer 
has not taken place.”

The deal would have been a sur-
prise given that Union has never 

qualifi ed for the Champions League 
and only became a top-division 
team in 2019, though it is second in 
the Bundesliga standings.

Also Tuesday, Eintracht Frank-
furt signed left back Philipp Max, a 
former German national team play-
er, from PSV Eindhoven on loan 
with an option to buy. Otherwise it 
was another relatively quiet transfer 
window in Germany. Last season’s 
winter window passed without any 
new players joining Bayern, Borus-
sia Dortmund or Leipzig.

Injuries played a role this time.

Swiss goalkeeper Yann Sommer 
joined Bayern after starter Manuel 
Neuer broke his leg skiing on va-
cation after the World Cup. Lucas 
Hernández’s severe knee injury 
meant Bayern needed a new defend-
er, too. At Dortmund, the search was 

on for a right back after Thomas 
Meunier was hurt in winter training.

Bayern spent much of January 
hammering out a deal to sign Som-
mer, whose contract at Borussia 
Mönchengladbach was expiring 
soon anyway, and snapped up free 

agent Dutch defender Daley Blind 
too - though Blind has yet to play a 
minute. The solution to Dortmund’s 
injury problem turned out to be Un-
ion Berlin’s Norwegian right back 
Julian Ryerson, who delighted his 
new team with a goal against Mainz 
in his second game for Dortmund.

Bayern and Dortmund’s injury 
cover signings sent ripples through 
the league. Gladbach had another 
Swiss goalkeeper, Jonas Omlin, 
lined up immediately to replace 
Sommer. Union, still a contenders 
for Champions League qualifi cation, 
sprung a surprise by replacing Ry-
erson with Celtic’s Josip Juranović, 
a fullback who helped Croatia reach 
the World Cup semifi nals.

It wasn’t the end of Union’s shop-
ping spree. Tunisia midfi elder Aïssa 
Laïdouni from Ferencvaros and 
French defender Jerome Roussillon 
from Wolfsburg also joined.

As usual, Dortmund had an eye 
on the future by signing 16-year-old 
Julien Duranville, who had already 
made his professional debut for An-
derlecht, and Eintracht Frankfurt 
brought in 19-year-old American 
midfi elder Paxten Aaronson. 

Authorities seek fans behind hate attack against Vinícius
MADRID, Jan 31, (AP): Authorities are searching 
through security cameras and social media to try to 
identify those responsible for hanging a dummy of 
Real Madrid forward Vinícius Júnior from a highway 
bridge last week.

Members of an anti-violence committee in sports 
met on Monday and said an investigation was under-
way to try to fi nd those who hung the dummy and 
a banner with the words “Madrid hates Real” hours 
before Real Madrid played Atlético Madrid in the 
quarterfi nals of the Copa del Rey on Thursday.

The message on the banner is often used by one 
of Atletico Madrid’s ultra fans groups, though at the 
time it denied being responsible for the display. 

The hate attack drew widespread condemna-
tion by the clubs and other soccer officials across 
Spain. Vinícius scored in Madrid’s 3-1 win at San-
tiago Bernabéu Stadium. He said on Twitter after 
the match that “there is only one Madrid, every-
one knows it,” and “Vini loves Madrid.” The next 

day, the Brazil forward said “love will always beat 
hate.”

Vinícius was targeted by racist chants earlier this 
season. Spanish state prosecutors closed a probe into 
racist chants by Atletico fans before another derby, 
citing a lack of evidence and downplaying their seri-
ousness because the chants allegedly came within the 
rivalry setting of a soccer match. 

But the anti-violence committee said it was study-
ing punishment to about a dozen Valladolid fans who 
also insulted Vinícius in a match in December. The 
committee said the punishment could include fi nes 
of 4,000 euros ($4,300) to each individual identifi ed, 
as well as banning them sports venues for one year.

The Spanish league also reported insults against 
Vinícius in Madrid’s match at Athletic Bilbao in the 
Spanish league on Jan. 22.

Vinícius, who is Black, has previously complained 
on social media about being targeted by racists since 
he came to play in Europe.

In this Tuesday, Oct. 25, 2022 fi le photo, Manchester City’s Joao 
Cancelo plays the ball during the Champions League Group G soccer 
match between Borussia Dortmund and Manchester City in Dortmund, 

Germany. (AP)

SOCCER

West Ham’s Michail Antonio (left), is challenged by Derby’s Craig Forsyth during the 
English FA Cup 4th round soccer match between Derby County and West Ham at 

Pride Park stadium in Derby, England. (AP)

SOCCER

‘Prolifi c’ striker
Moffi  joins Nice
PARIS, Jan 31, (AP): 
Nice signed Terem Moffi  
on Tuesday after beating 
southern rivalS Marseille 
for the prolifi c Nigeria 
striker on the fi nal day of 
the transfer window.

Nice said Moffi , who 
joined from French club 
Lorient and has been one 
of the best players in the 
league this season, signed a 
loan deal with a obligation 
to make the deal permanent.

“We’re delighted that Ter-
em’s determination to sign for 
OGC Nice, combined with 
our own, has led to this out-
come,” Nice president Jean-
Pierre Rivère said. “It’s an 
investment that matches our 

ambitions.”
The 23-year-old Moffi  

arrived in the French 
league in 2020 after stints 
in Lithuania and Belgium. 
He scored 35 goals in 90 
matches with Lorient. 
Moffi ’s 12 goals this season 
put him second in the scor-
ing chart, one behind Paris 
Saint-Germain forward Ky-
lian Mbappé.

Marseille was interested 
in signing Moffi , with the 
striker set to be part of a re-
ported swap deal that would 
see Bamba Dieng sign with 
Lorient. The Senegal for-
ward did sign a four-year 
deal with Lorient last week, 
but Moffi  opted for Nice.

Nice said Moffi  could 
start as soon as Sunday 
against Marseille, which 
turned their focus toward 
Braga striker Vitinha. 

According to newspa-
per L’Equipe, the 22-year-
old Vitinha, who was also 
courted by Southampton, 
fl ew to the French port city 
Tuesday to fi nalize a deal 
with the 1993 Champions 
League winners.

SOCCER
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A true superstar: NHL Commissioner Bettman

Hall of Famer Bobby Hull, the Golden Jet, dies at 84
CHICAGO, Jan 31, (AP): When Bobby 
Hull got the puck, he was tough to stop. He 
had blazing speed, a hard slap shot and tons 
of confi dence.

Long before today’s biggest stars took 
the ice, “The Golden Jet” put on quite a 
show.NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman 
in a statement called Hull “a true superstar 
with a gregarious personality.”

“When Bobby Hull wound up to take a 
slapshot, fans throughout the NHL rose to 
their feet in anticipation and opposing goal-
tenders braced themselves,” Bettman said. 
“During his prime, there was no more pro-
lifi c goal-scorer in all of hockey. ... We send 
our deepest condolences to his son, fellow 
Hockey Hall of Famer Brett; the entire Hull 
family; and the countless fans around the 
hockey world who were fortunate enough 
to see him play or have since marveled at 
his exploits.”

Hull, a Hall of Fame winger and two-
time NHL MVP who helped the Chicago 
Blackhawks win the Stanley Cup in 1961, 
has died. He was 84.

The Blackhawks and the NHL Alumni 
Association announced Hull’s death on 
Monday. There were no further details pro-
vided by either organization.

The Blackhawks said Hull “delivered 
countless memories to our fans, whom he 
adored. Generations of Chicagoans were 
dazzled by Bobby’s shooting prowess, skat-
ing skill and overall team leadership that led 
to 604 career goals, a franchise record that 
remains to this day. We send our deepest 
sympathies to the Hull family.”

Hull was one of the most prolifi c forwards 
in NHL history, scoring 610 times during his 
16-year career with Chicago, Hartford and 
Winnipeg. Nicknamed “The Golden Jet” for 
his speed and blond hair, he also collected 303 
goals while playing for the Jets in the World 
Hockey Association for seven seasons.

While Hull starred on the ice, he faced 
legal and family issues in his personal life.

Hull was convicted of assaulting a po-
lice offi cer who intervened in a dispute 
with then-wife Deborah in 1986. He also 
was accused of battery, but that charge was 
dropped after Deborah told authorities she 
didn’t want to testify against her husband, 
a state attorney told the Chicago Tribune.

Hull’s second wife, Joanne, accused him 
of abuse during an interview with ESPN for 
a 2002 show.

Hull was inducted into the Hockey Hall 
of Fame in 1983 and his No. 9 sweater was 
retired by the Blackhawks that same year. 

He was estranged from the team for a while 
before he was named a Blackhawks ambas-
sador in a ceremony with former teammate 
Stan Mikita in 2008. Hull and Mikita have 
adjacent statues outside the United Center.

The franchise announced in February 
2022 that Hull had retired from any offi cial 
team role, calling it a joint decision.

“Bobby Hull will always be remembered 
as one of the greatest Blackhawks players 
of all time. He was a beloved member of the 
Blackhawks family,” team owner Rocky 
Wirtz said in a statement.

“When I assumed leadership of the or-
ganization upon my father’s passing in 2007, 
one of my fi rst priorities was to meet with 
Bobby to convince him to come back as an 
ambassador of the team. His connection to 
our fans was special and irreplaceable.”

Hull’s brother, Dennis, played for Chi-
cago for most of his 14 years in the league, 
and Bobby’s son, Brett, spent 19 years in 
the NHL. Bobby and Brett each won the 
Hart Trophy as league MVP, becoming the 
fi rst father-son duo to accomplish the feat. 

In this Nov. 11, 2009 fi le photo, former 
Chicago Blackhawks star Bobby Hull 
waves to fans before the NHL hockey 
game between the Blackhawks and the 
Colorado Avalanche in Chicago. (AP)

Winnipeg Jets’ Pierre-Luc Dubois (80) skates past St. Louis Blues’ Calle Rosen (43) during second-period NHL hockey game action in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Monday, Jan. 30, 2023. (AP)

Jets snap three game skid

Winnipeg rallies past Blues

WINNIPEG, Manitoba, Jan 
31, (AP): Josh Morrissey and 
Mark Scheifele each scored 
twice in the third period as the 
Winnipeg Jets rallied for a 4-2 
win against the St. Louis Blues 
on Monday night.

Saku Maenalanen and Kyle Connor 
each had two assists for the Jets, who 
snapped a three-game skid. Connor 
Hellebuyck stopped 24 shots.

“Josh played fantastic tonight,” Scheifele 
said. “He always does, and he got rewarded. 
A few big goals by him, and he led us to-
night, sure.”

Jake Neighbours had a goal and assist 
and Nikita Alexandrov also scored for the 
Blues, who have lost fi ve straight. Jordan 
Binnington had 34 saves and picked up an 
assist on Neighbours’ goal.

After the Blues came up empty on the 
game’s fi rst power play, the Jets were hand-
ed a four-minute man advantage when Al-
exandrov was dinged with a double minor 
for high-sticking Jets forward Kyle Connor 
in the face. The lengthy power play was a 
bust, with the Jets only getting one shot on 
Binnington. The goalie then foiled shots by 
Pierre-Luc Dubois and Maenalanen.

“He was obviously a big part of why we 
were in that game the whole game,” Blues 
defenseman Colton Parayko said of Bin-
nington. “He made some big saves early on, 
big saves throughout the game.”

The Jets had two more power plays in the 
fi rst half of the second period, but a total of 
six shots couldn’t get by Binnington.

The Blues got on the board with 5:24 left 
in the second on its next power play. Bin-
nington sent the puck to Nick Leddy, who 
made a stretch pass to Neighbours that he 
used for a backhand shot to beat Hellebuyck 
for his fourth goal.

“Our kill was really good and we got a 
power-play goal there. It was a nice play,” 
Blues coach Craig Berube said. “Kind of 
hanging in there with a pretty depleted line-
up, you know. You’ve got to manage things 
and we just didn’t manage it good enough.”

Alexandrov made it 2-0 at 2:02 of the third 
period before the Jets began their comeback.

Morrissey scored 40 seconds later to get 
Winnipeg on the scoreboard with an exu-
berant celebration.

Winnipeg Jets’ Mark Scheifele (55) cel-
ebrates after his goal against the St. 
Louis Blues with teammates Nikolaj 
Ehlers (27) and Kyle Connor (81) during 
third-period NHL hockey game action in 

Winnipeg, Manitoba. (AP)

NHL Standings

WASHINGTON, Jan 31, (AP): NHL standings 
after Monday’s game.

Eastern Conference
East Division

 P W L OT Pts GF GA
Boston 50 38 7 5 81 187 109
Toronto 51 31 12 8 70 173 136
Tampa Bay 48 32 15 1 65 175 141
Buffalo 49 26 19 4 56 185 165
Florida 52 24 22 6 54 178 183
Detroit 48 21 19 8 50 145 160
Ottawa 49 23 23 3 49 146 155
Montreal 50 20 26 4 44 130 184

Central Division
 P W L OT Pts GF GA
Carolina 49 32 9 8 72 163 131
New Jersey 49 32 13 4 68 171 131
NY Rangers 49 27 14 8 62 157 129
Washington 52 26 20 6 58 162 149
Pittsburgh 49 24 16 9 57 161 153
NY Islanders 52 25 22 5 55 148 144
Philadelphia 51 21 21 9 51 142 162
Columbus 50 15 32 3 33 128 194

Western Conference
West Division

 P W L OT Pts GF GA
Dallas 51 28 13 10 66 173 133
Winnipeg 52 32 19 1 65 167 137
Minnesota 48 27 17 4 58 151 138
Colorado 48 27 18 3 57 151 133
Nashville 48 24 18 6 54 137 141
St Louis 51 23 25 3 49 156 185
Arizona 50 16 28 6 38 131 177
Chicago 48 15 29 4 34 118 176

North Division
 P W L OT Pts GF GA
Seattle 49 29 15 5 63 177 151
Vegas 51 29 18 4 62 160 148
Los Angeles 52 28 18 6 62 169 178
Edmonton 50 28 18 4 60 187 163
Calgary 50 24 17 9 57 160 153
Vancouver 49 20 26 3 43 166 196
San Jose 51 15 25 11 41 157 196
Anaheim 50 16 29 5 37 125 205

“It just felt like we were playing a re-
ally good game tonight and not getting re-
warded, so I tried to get a little emotion,” 
Morrissey said. “It was kind of like, alright 
one went in. We were just waiting for that 
to happen.”

Jets coach Rick Bowness agreed Morris-
sey kind of took over the game.

“To score 40 seconds after they got that 
second goal just turned the whole game 
around in our favor,” Bowness said. “That 
was a hell of a shot and a great rush. ... He’d 
been playing that way the whole game. 
Sometimes you step up and be the differ-
ence-maker, and he was tonight.”

Scheifele tied it 2-2 at 9:32 as the Jets 
took advantage of a Blues giveaway and 
Morrissey put Winnipeg ahead with his 
10th just 21 seconds later when his shot 
went off St. Louis’ Brayden Schenn.

Scheifele scored his 31st of the season 
into an empty net with 24 seconds remain-
ing.

❑          ❑        ❑

It’s no secret the New York Islanders 
need more scoring if they hope to return to 
the playoffs. 

Bo knows a thing or two about that.
The Islanders on Monday acquired center 

Bo Horvat from the Vancouver Canucks in 
the fi rst blockbuster of NHL trade deadline 
season. 

The Islanders sent forward Anthony 
Beauvillier, top prospect Aatu Raty and 
a top-12 protected fi rst-round pick in the 
2023 draft to the Canucks for the someone 
general manager Lou Lamoriello called “a 
complete player.”

“He brings a two-way game, used in all 
situations, and without question is on the 
verge of having a career year but has over 
the past several years been a 30-35 goal 
scorer,” Lamoriello said. “And I think that’s 
going to add to certainly a need for us.”

ICE HOCKEY
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Seattle Mariners outfi elder 
Brad Wilkerson throws the 
ball during baseball spring 
training at the team’s complex 
in Peoria, Ariz., Feb. 18, 
2008. Former big leaguer 
Brad Wilkerson was hired as 
the New York Yankees’ assis-
tant hitting coach on Monday, 
Jan. 30, 2023. (AP)

‘People didn’t want to draft me’

Super Bowl-bound Hurts
still trying to quiet haters

23 arrested in match-fi xing probe

PHILADELPHIA, Jan 31, (AP): Jalen 
Hurts puffed on a cigar alone at his 
locker and scrolled through the con-
gratulatory texts on his phone.

Out in the Philly streets, delirious 
fans refused to let grease slow them 
down as they slithered toward the top 
of street poles.

Everyone celebrates a Super Bowl 
trip in their own way.

Historically, those don’t come around 
very often in Philly. This makes two 
Super Bowls in six years for the fran-
chise, which represents half of its career 
total. Owner Jeffrey Lurie has hired 
three straight coaches who’ve made it 
to the championship - Andy Reid, Doug 
Pederson and now Nick Sirianni.

Even better for the Eagles, they 
drafted the right quarterback.

Hurts seemingly has it all. He tied a 
team record for total touchdowns. Was 
named an MVP fi nalist. Went 16-1 as 
a starter, including the playoffs. Has 
been heavily touted as the type of quar-
terback that can carry a franchise for a 
decade.

Yet it’s not enough.
Hurts made sure to call out his per-

ceived haters in the moments after he 
scored a rushing touchdown and led the 
Eagles to a 31-7 win over the San Fran-
cisco 49ers in Sunday’s NFC title game.

Who knew? Hurts was a 2023 ver-
sion of Ben Simmons that no one in 
Philly wanted.

“My fi rst year here (people) prob-
ably didn’t even want to draft me 
here,” Hurts said. “It was probably one 
of those things. But it always handles 
itself.”

Let’s look at the facts: Hurts was 
drafted in 2020 in the second round – 
after a stellar collegiate career in which 
he was a Heisman Trophy runner-up 
– in large part to challenge incumbent 
Carson Wentz. Hurts was named the 

starter under former coach Pederson 
in Week 14 of his rookie year and has 
never really looked back. He rebound-
ed from a 2-5 start and led the Eagles to 
the playoffs in Sirianni’s fi rst season. 
In his second season as a starter, the 
Eagles have gone wire-to-wire as the 
best team in the NFC.

So who didn’t want Hurts here? He 
wouldn’t elaborate.

There are clues in Hurts’ biography 
that might explain what he meant. At 
Alabama, he was benched in the na-
tional title game for Tua Tagovailoa 
and ultimately transferred to Okla-
homa for his senior season. He wasn’t 
considered a can’t-miss NFL prospect 
and heading into this season, there 
were questions about whether he could 
thrive as a pocket passer.

Hurts appeared to answer those 
questions. But he likely hasn’t forgot-
ten them.

Eagles fans are sure to excuse what-
ever Hurts is working through as long 
as he leads them to their second Super 
Bowl championship in six years.

The Eagles have made three of their 
four Super Bowl appearances since 
2000 and there’s a familiar mustache 
on the opposing sideline in Reid. Reid 
is on the short list - if not No. 1 - of the 
greatest coaches in Eagles history. He 
turned the Eagles into winners in his 
second season and won more games 
than any coach in franchise history, but 
was 1-4 in NFC championship games. 
He was fi red after 14 seasons and im-
mediately landed in Kansas City, 
where he has won a Super Bowl and 
lost another.

Hurts vs. Patrick Mahomes is a QB 
matchup for the ages. And the fi rst be-
tween two Black quarterbacks in Super 
Bowl history.

Should Hurts win this one, maybe 
people will understand.

Hurts had a modest game by his 
standards. He was 15-of-25 passing for 
121 yards and ran for 39. That opened 
the door for the running game to take 
control. Miles Sanders and Kenneth 
Gainwell didn’t put up monster num-
bers, but they chewed up pivotal yards 
on scoring drives and helped the Eagles 
fi nd the end zone. Sanders scored two 
touchdowns. Boston Scott scored one.

The Eagles love to use their backs at 
the goal line and the trio’s propensity 
to fi nd the end zone could derail the 
Chiefs.

The Eagles did their job battering 
San Francisco QBs Brock Purdy and 
Josh Johnson, but it’s not like the of-
fense dazzled outside of the running 
backs inside the 20. Gainwell led 
the team with 48 yards rushing and 
DeVonta Smith led with 36 yards re-
ceiving. 

MADRID, Jan 31, (AP): Nearly two-
dozen people, including players, have 
been arrested as part of an investigation 
into match-fi xing in lower-division 
soccer matches in Spain, Andorra and 
Gibraltar, authorities said Tuesday.

The European Union police agency 
Europol said those arrested are alleged 
members of a betting syndicate where 
“several footballers are suspected of 
having used their position to steer the 
outcome of games in which they par-
ticipated in.”

Authorities said 30 games are under 
investigation, with profi ts from the bet-
ting estimated at more than 500,000 
euros ($542,000).

The arrests were made in a joint op-

eration by Europol, Interpol and Span-
ish police.

Europol said the arrests were made 
in November in several Spanish 
provinces and followed 21 arrests of 
members of the same organization in 
2021.

Authorities said the organization 
had two leaders with close connections 
with players and team staff.

“The intermediaries were responsi-
ble for the coordination of the match-
fi xing schemes, while the corrupted 
athletes would provide confi dential in-
formation in order to infl uence match-
es,” Europol said. “This organized 
crime group also relied on mules who 
would place sports bets at bookmakers 
and collect the prize money, and a net-
work of procurers responsible for pro-
viding identities for online betting on 
rigged matches.”

Warriors hold off Thunder
for 3rd consecutive victory

Irving leads Nets past Lakers as James, Davis sit

OKLAHOMA CITY, Jan 
31, (AP): The defending 
NBA champions are start-
ing to hit their stride.

Stephen Curry had 38 points, 12 
assists and eight rebounds, and the 
Golden State Warriors defeated the 
Oklahoma City Thunder 128-120 
on Monday night for their third 
straight win.

Curry made 8 of 14 3-pointers and 
12 of 20 shots overall. Klay 
Thompson added 28 points and hit 
six 3s for Golden State.

It was the opener of a three-game 
road swing for the Warriors, who are 
two games above .500.

“This was really a key game for 
us on the trip,” coach Steve Kerr 
said. “To start out with a win puts us 
in a good position to get some rest 
tomorrow, prepare for Minnesota, 
go attack that game and see what 
happens. ... So we needed this one 
tonight, and guys did a great job of 
winning and getting it. Now, we’ve 
got to get greedy and go get the next 
one.”

Shai Gilgeous-Alexander scored 
21 of his 31 points in the second half 
for the Thunder. Josh Giddey had 21 
points and Jalen Williams added 19 
for Oklahoma City, which missed 
out on a chance to even its season 
record.

The Warriors led 63-48 at halftime 
behind 18 points from Curry and 16 
from Thompson. Golden State made 
12 of 25 3-pointers and had 21 assists 
on 23 baskets before the break.

The Thunder said they failed to 
execute their defensive game plan 
early.

The Thunder hung tough, and a 3 
by Mike Muscala as time expired in 
the third quarter cut Golden State’s 
lead to 94-85.

Oklahoma City trailed by just two 
in the fourth before Golden State 
responded. A 3-pointer by Curry 
pushed the advantage to 115-107 
with 2:35 remaining, and the 
Warriors remained in control from 
there.

Nets 121, Lakers 104
In New York, Kyrie Irving had 26 

points, seven rebounds and six assists 
to lead the Brooklyn Nets to victory   

over the Los Angeles Lakers, who 
played without LeBron James and 
Anthony Davis. 

Patty Mills and Cam Thomas 
added 21 points apiece for the Nets, 
who won their second straight and 
are 4-6 since Kevin Durant sprained 
a ligament in his right knee. 

Lakers coach Darvin Ham said 
James was experiencing “really sig-
nificant soreness” in his left foot and 
would be evaluated Tuesday to see if 
he could play at the New York 
Knicks that night.

It was a planned day off for Davis 
so he didn’t 
play both ends 
of a back-to-
back after 
returning last 
week from a 
2 0 - g a m e 
absence due to 
a right foot 
injury,

T h o m a s 
Bryant had 18 
points and nine 
rebounds for the Lakers, while 
Russell Westbrook finished with 17 
points, 10 assists and eight rebounds.

Magic 119, 76ers 109
In Philadelphia, Paolo Banchero 

had 29 points and 10 rebounds as 
Orlando stormed back from a 
21-point first-quarter deficit to beat 
Philadelphia.

Mo Wagner scored 22 points and 
younger brother Franz Wagner added 
19 for the Magic, who stopped a 

three-game skid and ended the 
Sixers’ seven-game winning streak.

Joel Embiid had 30 points and 11 
rebounds for Philadelphia, his 27th 
game this season scoring 30 or more 
and his ninth in the past 10.

Mavericks 111, Pistons 105
In Dallas, Luka Doncic had 53 

points in his return to the lineup and 
Spencer Dinwiddie scored 10 of his 
12 in the fourth quarter as Dallas ral-
lied past Detroit.

Four of Doncic’s five career 
50-point games have come this sea-
son. He scored a career-best 60 
against the New York Knicks in a 
game that went to overtime on Dec. 
27. 

Doncic had 24 points in the first 
quarter and 18 in the third. Second in 
the NBA going in with an average of 
33 points per game, he returned after 
spraining his left ankle early in last 
Thursday’s game at Phoenix and 
then missing Saturday’s game at 
Utah.

Bojan Bogdanovic had 29 points 
for the Pistons, who have lost six of 
seven.

Trail Blazers 129, Hawks 125
In Portland, Damian Lillard scored 

42 points, Anfernee Simons hit a 
tiebreaking 3 with 34 seconds left 
and Portland held off Atlanta.

Dejounte Murray had 40 points, 
eight rebounds and six assists for the 
Hawks, who played without star 
point guard Trae Young (ankle). 

Lillard added six assists in his fifth 
40-point game this month. Jerami 

Grant had 22 points and Simons fin-
ished with 21, including his clutch 3 
that gave the Trail Blazers a 124-121 
lead. 

Bogdan Bogdanovic scored 23 for 
Atlanta off the bench. 
Kings 118, Timberwolves 111, OT

In Minneapolis, De’Aaron Fox 
had 32 points and Trey Lyles scored 
eight of his 11 in overtime as 
Sacramento outlasted Minnesota.

Domantas Sabonis had 17 points 
and 13 rebounds before fouling out 
for the Kings, and Keegan Murray 
added 13 points and 13 rebounds.

Lyles took over for Sabonis at 
center and started the extra period 
with a 3-pointer. He dunked on Rudy 
Gobert for a three-point play and got 
wide open for another slam with 37.8 
seconds left in overtime for a five-
point lead to give the Kings a split of 
this two-game set after a 117-110 
loss Saturday night.

Anthony Edwards had 33 points 
and eight rebounds for the 
Timberwolves, hitting the 30-point 
mark for the fifth time in the last six 
games. Gobert added 19 points and 
14 rebounds.

Wizards 127, Spurs 106
In San Antonio, Deni Avdija 

scored a career-high 25 points, 
Bradley Beal added 21 and 
Washington ended a 22-game losing 
streak in San Antonio.

Kristaps Porzingis had 17 points 
and nine rebounds after a fast start 
for the Wizards, who hadn’t beaten 
the Spurs on the road since Dec. 11, 
1999. Washington has won six 
straight for its longest winning streak 
since a six-game run in 2015.

Keldon Johnson had 26 points for 
the Spurs, who have lost six in a row 
to fall to 2-13 this month.

Suns 114, Raptors 106
In Phoenix, Mikal Bridges scored 

29 points, Deandre Ayton added 22 
points and 13 rebounds, and Phoenix 
pulled away late to beat Toronto.

The Suns won for the sixth time in 
seven games despite missing All-
Star guard Devin Booker for the 
entire stretch. 

Chris Paul hit a crucial 3-pointer to 
push the Suns ahead 106-102 with 
1:30 left. Ayton added a tip-in with 
51.4 seconds remaining to extend the 
advantage to 108-102.

Paul finished with 19 points and 
nine assists.

Fred VanVleet had 24 points and 
nine assists for the Raptors.

Phoenix Suns forward Ish Wainright (12) drives against Toronto Raptors forward Precious Achiuwa during the second half of an NBA basketball game in 
Phoenix. (AP)

Washington Wizards’ Monte Morris (22) goes to the basket against San 
Antonio Spurs’ Jakob Poeltl (25) and Keita Bates-Diop, center, during the 

second half of an NBA basketball game in San Antonio. (AP)

NBA Results/Standings

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

 W L Pct GB
Boston 36 15 .706 —
Philadelphia 32 17 .653 3
Brooklyn 31 19 .620 4-1/2
New York 27 24 .529 9
Toronto 23 29 .442 13-1/2

Southeast Division
 W L Pct GB
Miami 28 23 .549 —
Atlanta 25 26 .490 3
Washington 24 26 .480 3-1/2
Orlando 20 31 .392 8
Charlotte 15 36 .294 13

Central Division
 W L Pct GB
Milwaukee 33 17 .660 —
Cleveland 31 21 .596 3
Chicago 23 26 .469 9-1/2
Indiana 24 28 .462 10
Detroit 13 39 .250 21

Western Conference
Southwest Division

 W L Pct GB
Memphis 32 18 .640 —
Dallas 27 25 .519 6
New Orleans 26 25 .510 6-1/2
San Antonio 14 37 .275 18-1/2
Houston 12 38 .240 20

Northwest Division
 W L Pct GB
Denver 34 16 .680 —
Minnesota 27 26 .509 8-1/2
Utah 26 26 .500 9
Oklahoma City 24 26 .480 10
Portland 24 26 .480 10

Pacifi c Division
 W L Pct GB
Sacramento 28 21 .571 —
LA Clippers 28 25 .528 2
Golden State 26 24 .520 2-1/2
Phoenix 27 25 .519 2-1/2
LA Lakers 23 28 .451 6

WASHINGTON, Jan 31, (AP): Results and standings from the NBA games on 
Monday. 
Orlando 119 Philadelphia 109
Brooklyn 121 LA Lakers 104
Golden State 128 Oklahoma City 120
Washington 127 San Antonio 106

Sacramento 118 Minnesota OT 111
Dallas 111 Detroit 105
Phoenix 114 Toronto 106
Portland 129 Atlanta 125

Philadelphia Eagles quarterback 
Jalen Hurts (1) is pushed out of 
bounds by San Francisco 49ers 
safety Talanoa Hufanga (29) dur-
ing the second half of the NFC 
Championship NFL football game 
between the Philadelphia Eagles 
and the San Francisco 49ers in 

Philadelphia. (AP)
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